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Summary
Well known is Clavel’s DELTA robot, but there are other parallel kinematic structures
(PKS) with three translational degrees of freedom. They differ in the assembly and the
limb structure. A broad range of PKS based on different joint and limb arrangements has
been synthesized in the past years, but only a small number has been further investigated
in research.
Therefore, in this thesis, a structure catalog comprising different PKS with their respective
characteristics is created. The selection is based on lists of previously synthesized PKS.
Furthermore, different frame configurations are investigated. For in total 25 different PKS
the structure catalog is expanded by mathematical descriptions.
In a first step, the kinematic dimensions are optimized with respect to two load cases: 1)
rectangular workspace with low external forces and 2) cylindrical workspace with higher
external forces. The results show that not all selected PKS possess good transmission
qualities. Hence, some PKS are excluded from further analysis.
Then, a general research study of the selected structures is performed. Different di-
mensions of the PKS are considered and analyzed to identify the influence of selected
parameter configurations on the overall performance. To do so, various criteria are ap-
plied within a prescribed workspace. This analysis and the comparison afterwards result
in further reduction of the PKS for the final task-adapted dimensional synthesis. Three
tasks and trajectories respectively are considered: pick & place, positioning and guidance
task.
The optimization of the kinematic dimensions is based on a flexible objective function
that allows adjusting the function value by including different criteria with adaptable
weights. To select appropriate criteria, a compilation of criteria to measure, analyze and
compare the performance of PKS is presented. Finally, the performance of the PKS along
the trajectories or within the prescribed workspace is analyzed. The optimization and
analysis results show that some of the selected PKS can fulfill the described tasks and
that no “best” PKS can be found.
iv Summary
Zusammenfassung
Bekannt ist Clavels DELTA Roboter, aber es gibt noch andere parallelkinematische Struk-
turen (PKS) mit drei translatorischen Freiheitsgraden. Diese unterscheiden sich im Zusam-
menbau und im Aufbau ihrer kinematischen Ketten. Viele PKS, die auf unterschiedlichen
Gelenk- und Gliedanordnungen basieren, sind das Ergebnis von Struktursynthesen der
letzten Jahre. Allerdings wurde nur eine sehr geringe Anzahl davon tiefergehend in der
Forschung untersucht.
Daher ist es das Ziel dieser Arbeit einen Strukturkatalog zu erstellen, in dem unterschied-
liche PKS mit ihren entsprechenden Eigenschaften beschrieben werden. Die Auswahl ba-
siert auf Listen von bereits synthetisierten PKS. Darüberhinaus werden unterschiedliche
Gestellanordnungen untersucht. Für insgesamt 25 unterschiedliche PKS wird der Struk-
turkatalog mit mathematischen Beschreibungen erweitert.
In einem ersten Schritt werden dann die kinematischen Abmessungen hinsichtlich zwei
unterschiedlicher Lastfälle optimiert: 1) rechteckiger Arbeitsraum mit geringen externen
Kräften und 2) zylindrischer Arbeitsraum mit höheren externen Kräften. Die Ergebnisse
zeigen, dass nicht alle PKS gute Übertragungseigenschaften aufweisen. Als Folge dessen
werden einige PKS von einer weiteren Analyse ausgeschlossen.
Desweiteren wird eine allgemeine Untersuchung der ausgewählten Strukturen durchge-
führt. Unterschiedliche Abmessungen der PKS werden betrachtet und analysiert um den
Einfluss von der gewählten Parameterkonfiguration auf die Gesamtperformance zu identi-
fizieren. Dafür werden verschiedene Kriterien innerhalb eines vorgegebenen Arbeitsraums
angewandt. Diese Analyse und ein anschließender Vergleich führen zu einer weiteren Ein-
schränkung der PKS, die für die finale, aufgabenangepasste Maßsynthese in Betracht ge-
zogen werden. Drei Handhabungsaufgaben werden betrachtet: eine Pick & Place Aufgabe,
eine Positionier- und eine Führungsaufgabe.
Die Optimierung der kinematischen Abmessungen basiert auf einer flexiblen Zielfunkti-
on, bei der der Funktionswert durch entsprechende Gewichtung der Kriterien angepasst
werden kann. Um geeignete Kriterien auszuwählen, wird eine vollständige Übersicht von
Kriterien zum Messen, Analysieren und Vergleichen der Leistungsfähigkeit von PKS vor-
gestellt. Anschließend wird das Übertragungsverhalten der PKS entlang der Trajektorien
oder innerhalb eines vorgegebenen Arbeitsraums analysiert. Die Optimierungs- und Ana-
lyseergebnisse zeigen, dass einige der PKS die Handhabungsaufgaben erfüllen können und
dass es keine Struktur gibt, die als die „Beste“ bezeichnet werden kann.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Research issue and motivation
Due to the growing trend of automation, the need for industrial robots increases. The
sales within the last years with an average annual growth rate of 9 % prove this fact
(Fig. 1.1). 70 % of all these sales arose in five countries: Japan, China, United States,
South Korea and Germany. In 2012, 75 % of the sales in Germany were jointed-arm robots,
followed by ∼14 % of portal systems and ∼9 % of SCARA robots. Only 1.4 % of the sales
were generated by parallel robots. Nevertheless, the development of parallel robots with
given motion characteristics and less than six degrees of freedom (DoF) attracted a lot of
interest in fundamental research [FT02; FT04; HL02; HL03; JY04; KG04b]. These robots
are characterized primarily by a simpler structure containing less limbs and drives and
consequently they are cheaper to manufacture [CP03a; FT04; HL01; HL03; LHH04].
For example, many 3-DoF mechanisms have already been developed: structures with
pure translational (e.g. DELTA (3-RPS), Tsai’s (3-UPU)) or pure rotational motion, as
well as structures with one translational and two rotational DoF [CP03a; HL01; HL03].
Even structures with four or five DoF can be found in the field of research and industry,
e.g. [Tri14; Nef10]. But the synthesis of parallel manipulators with less than six DoF and
good structural properties was performed unsystematically over a long period of time.
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Fig. 1.1: Worldwide annual supply of industrial robots [IFR14]
2 1 Introduction
Therefore, at the beginning of this century the emphasis was placed on the development
of methods allowing the synthesis of new parallel kinematic structures with less than
six DoF [Gog09; HL01; KG07]. Mainly, a symmetrical design, i.e. with identical limbs
(kinematic chains), and the coverage of all possible joint combinations were envisaged
[HL02]. Hence, the development of new kinematic chains for the limbs can lead to an
expansion of structure types with possibly higher performance [JY04]. However, only a
small number of the synthesized structures have been further investigated in research; an
even lower number is industrially implemented. Well known is Clavel’s DELTA robot,
but are there any other parallel manipulators suitable for specific tasks?
This raises further questions:
• What are possible parallel kinematic structures and how do they differ, i.e. what
are their characteristics?
• Can their suitability for special handling tasks be derived based on their character-
istic properties?
In order to answer these questions, a selection of structures should be made first (Chap-
ter 4), so that within the scope of this thesis, due to the high amount of possible parallel
kinematic structures (PKS), only a subset of PKS will be addressed: those that have
three translational DoF and a symmetrical assembly with three limbs (Section 4.3). The
aim is to create a structure catalog comprising different PKS with their respective char-
acteristics and to compare these structures with regard to their properties by metrics.
First, the different structural synthesis methods must be examined further (Section 4.1)
and the structures that already have been synthesized need to be classified (Section 4.3
and 4.4). Then the structure catalog should be expanded by mathematical descriptions
(Chapter 6) so that a comparison of the structures with one another is possible, also with
regard to already industrially implemented robots (Chapter 2). Here, a comparison based
on metrics should be used. Referring to this, some comparisons of different structures
were already carried out in the last 20 years, as the following examples show.
McCloy [McC90] compares a planar serial with two planar parallel kinematic structures:
the serial structure RR and the parallel structures RRRPR as well as RRRRR. The ana-
lyzed criteria are the size of the workspace, the required performance of the actuators, as
well as the stiffness of the structure, assuming all limbs except the drives as ideally rigid.
For a comparison of the different structures, a global task is defined. A common type of
load is selected and the presented criteria are finally combined to a general performance
criterion. Gosselin [GRN95] compares different parallel manipulators with six DoF based
on their workspace and kinematic properties. The translational and rotational workspaces
as well as the stiffness properties of the structures are used as evaluation criteria. To carry
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out a comparison, the structures are normalized by the definition of a maximum actuator
load for each actuator. Tsai [TJ01] performs a comparison of four parallel manipulators
with three translational DoF. These include the 3-RUU, the 3-UPU, the 3-PUU (with
intersecting rails) and the 3-PUU (with parallel rails) manipulator. A dimensional syn-
thesis is executed in terms of the maximum, however, well-conditioned workspace. The
rigidity of the structures, as well as the mass inertia properties are also considered. To a
great extent none of the analyzed structures is better than the others. Only the 3-PUU
manipulator with intersecting rails shows a generally good, balanced performance. A
similar approach can be found in [JT03]. The aim here is the comparison between two
PKS with three DoF, of which one has three, the other four limbs. The optimization of
a well-conditioned workspace using the global conditioning index is the most important
criterion. Furthermore, a comparison of stiffness properties, based on stiffness matrices,
derived from the virtual work, is carried out. In [GMD07] a general set of benchmark
criteria is created. The following criteria are included: the ratio of workspace to instal-
lation space, the stiffness (determined by measurements), the smallest occurring natural
angular frequency (determined by experiments), as well as the maximum possible accel-
eration of the end-effector, considering that any actuator has the same motion pattern.
In [GMD07] parallel manipulators from the Multipteron family, i.e. the Tripteron [KG02]
and the Quadrupteron [RGK06], are compared. In case of both structures, forward and
inverse kinematics are independent of the link lengths. Thus, the transmission behavior
of the end-effector is not influenced by manufacturing tolerances of the links.
However, these examples show that a comprehensive comparison of different parallel kine-
matic structures is missing. Furthermore, it becomes clear that such a comparison raises
problems: not only that diverse criteria may be relevant for a certain task (Chapter 7),
but the PKS must also be adapted to the respective performance features of the defined
task [TJ01] (Section 5.3). Thus, the following research questions arise:
• How can parallel kinematic structures be compared in a coherent and comprehensive
way?
• Which criteria allow the description, analysis and comparison of PKS?
For such comparison, it is necessary that the PKS are completely described. This requires
different calculation methods (Chapter 6). The forward and inverse kinematics, dynamic
and stiffness models, or even multi-body simulation models are among the important cal-
culation procedures. Furthermore, the Jacobian matrix as a structure describing matrix
is important. To expand the structure catalog with appropriate information, it must be
identified which of these calculation procedures were already derived and implemented for
various structures and where gap filling is necessary (Tab. 6.1). If possible, the mentioned
calculation procedures should be generalized so that they can be applied to other struc-
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tures easily. Once the mathematical descriptions of the structures are completed (annex,
11.3), for example, the distribution of certain properties over a prescribed workspace can
be determined.
A further challenge is to determine the optimal kinematic dimensions for the structures,
i.e. to perform a dimensional synthesis [GGZ96; Mer97; LW07; LWK06] (Chapters 8
and 9). To fulfill all requirements imposed on the mechanism, a parameter configuration
(including link lengths) must be selected in such a way, that the structures have good
properties with regard to various criteria (e.g. transmission behavior) over a wide range
(e.g. workspace) [TTE95] (Section 9). Different performance characteristics highly depend
on the selected parameter combination and are often contrary (Chapter 7). In many cases,
for example, a large workspace with respect to the link lengths is desired [RR01; BG99;
TTE93]. However, the problem of unwanted properties, such as poor transmission quality
at certain points within the workspace, faces maximizing the workspace. Thereby, one
more question comes up:
• How to find the “optimal” parameter settings?
First of all, the requirements that play an important role in the design must be defined
so that not only from a technical perspective (e.g. max. actuator forces or torques re-
spectively), but also from an economic point of view (e.g. costs) an optimal solution and
configuration can be found (Chapter 5).
For practical relevance it is necessary to define typical manipulation tasks (Section 5.2).
This includes the analysis of trajectories and specific requirements. If these requirements
are known, valuable boundary conditions for the dimensional synthesis can be applied
(e.g. Section 8.2 or 10.3). Further design boundaries result from the used components,
e.g. drives, joints or links (Section 10.2).
Since not all PKS are suitable for all tasks, a preselection should be performed before
starting with the dimensional synthesis (Section (4.2)). So, the number of PKS and the cal-
culation costs are reduced. This preselection can be based, for example, on pre-calculated
indicators (Chapter 9). But,
• how to define and calculate such indicators?
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1.2 Structure of the thesis
The work in hand is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of industrial
robots. Serial and parallel robots are compared regarding their characteristic properties.
The last part of this chapter includes a summary of available software for dimensioning
and designing robots.
Since evaluation and benchmark procedures are important for this thesis, common methods
are shortly summarized in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 general type synthesis methods are de-
scribed and possible structure configurations are presented. Afterwards, a selection scheme
is introduced allowing to reduce the number of considered structures. Furthermore, the
remaining PKS are presented with regard to different frame configurations.
A study on typical manipulation tasks follows in Chapter 5. This includes not only the
compilation of typical manipulation tasks but also their analysis. The obtained results
enable the creation of requirement profiles used for the further analysis of the considered
structures.
To analyze and compare the selected PKS, relevant analytic calculation models such as
inverse kinematics and dynamics, Jacobian matrix or stiffness models, have to be derived
and implemented. The procedures are described in Chapter 6. Thereafter, Chapter 7
summarizes, analyzes and reviews relevant evaluation criteria for robotic structures. A
part hereof will be used in the further course of this thesis. A first analysis and comparison
of the selected PKS is carried out in Chapter 8. As a result, the number of PKS, which are
suitable for different manipulation tasks, can be reduced further. In this way the selection
scheme of Chapter 4 is extended.
In Chapter 9 a general research study of the selected structures is performed. Since the
performance highly depends on the selected parameter configuration, different dimen-
sions for the PKS are considered and analyzed. Based on a prescribed workspace inside
the reachable workspace various criteria are applied. Afterwards, important and mean-
ingful criteria are selected in order to perform a task-adapted dimensional synthesis and
optimization in Chapter 10. An evaluation and benchmark study for the final selection of
PKS is also included in this chapter.
Finally, Chapter 11 concludes with a short summary of the obtained results and gives an
outlook on further research. The main parts of this thesis are illustrated in Fig. 1.2.
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Fig. 1.2: Main structure of this thesis
2 Industrial robotics
According to DIN 8373 [DIN8373] a robot is an “operated mechanism programmed in
more than one axis with a certain degree of autonomy that moves within its environment
to perform given manipulation tasks”. Also the definition of a manipulator or handling
device can be found in the same norm: “Machine, of which the mechanism consists of a
sequence of components connected by joints or displaceable to each other with the purpose
to grasp and/or move objects (workpieces or tools) usually with several DoF”. To perform
very different tasks in the industrial environment, various types of robots are used. These
include not only serial, but also parallel kinematic robots.
2.1 Serial robots in industry
The following paragraph describes the properties of the most frequently used serial struc-
tures in industry. Examples of serial robots are the vertical as well as horizontal jointed-
arm robot and the portal structures (Cartesian robot). They are characterized by an open
kinematic chain. This means that multiple links lined in series are connected together by
(revolute) joints. On the one hand advantages of serial structures are their large workspace
and their easier control. However, on the other hand disadvantages are high mass inertia
due to carried actuators, lower stiffness, as well as the accumulation of drive errors on the
end-effector in contrast to parallel kinematic structures [Neu06; Tsa99].
The vertical jointed-arm robots with DoF from three to six are an important representative
of this group (cf. Fig. 2.1). Such robots consist of a regional structure and a local structure,
each with three DoF. The latter is responsible for positioning, the regional structure for
orientation of the object. The bandwidth of this robot type is listed in Tab. 2.1. Examples
are: the Neuronics Katana 450 6M180 [Neu14] allowing a “harmless collaboration with
people” with a payload capacity up to 0.4 kg and a weight of only 5.2 kg due to its
lightweight design, as well as the KUKA KR1000 titan – which is (according to the
manufacturer [KUK14]) the “strongest and biggest 6-axis robot, which is available on the
market”. With a weight of almost 5000 kg, this robot can handle a load of up to 1000 kg.
Applications of this type are found in the automotive, foundry and construction material
industry, where large and heavy work pieces must be handled.
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self weight payload accuracy range
[kg] [kg] [mm] [mm]
vertical jointed-arm min 5.2 0.4 0.01 500
robot max 5000 1000 0.5 3300
horizontal jointed-arm min 2.7 0.5 0.01 250
robot (SCARA) max 2710 300 0.2 2350
Cartesian robot min 25 4 0.01 2500max 2500 6000 1 50000
Tab. 2.1: Properties of serial robots (extrema)
The scope of vertical jointed-arm robots is highly diversified, because they are available
in any size and performance class. Due to their universal design with six DoF, vertical
jointed-arm robots are suitable in many areas for a variety of different tasks. These robots
are integrated in production processes starting from material application (e.g. spraying,
coating, painting), and inserting or removing of work pieces of tool machines, stoves,
bathes (e.g. put cast parts in quench bath) or the conveyor belt up to simulation of
motion (e.g. stress testing of car seats). Requirements imposed on automation technology
are high accuracy, short cycle times and high speed as well as a most compact design so
that the installation space can be kept as low as possible [KUK14; Stä14].
A horizontal jointed-arm robot, called SCARA robot, has up to four DoF (translational
motion in all Cartesian directions and rotation about the vertical axis of the end-effector).
For this type there exists a wide range of payloads as well. The IX-NNN2515 [IAI14] should
be mentioned here as an example. The robot has a weight of 17 kg with a maximum lifting
capacity of 3 kg (see Fig. 2.1). Applications are pick & place or even packaging tasks in
the food industry, just to name a few. In contrast, the Reis RH300 [Rei14] has a payload
capacity of 300 kg with a self-weight of approximately 2700 kg.
Portal systems may provide 1-6 DoF and consist of several linear axes. Due to variable
motion capabilities and adaptable size, many different applications are possible.
To sum up and to give an overview of the characteristics of the different systems, the
Fig. 2.1: Serial robots in industry - vertical jointed-arm [KUK14] (left), horizontal jointed-arm
[Mit14] (middle), portal system [Yam] (right)
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DoF self weight payload accuracy range
[kg] [kg] [mm] [mm]
vertical jointed-arm
robot 3-6 127 10 0.05 1400
horizontal jointed-arm
robot (SCARA) 4 40 5.5 0.02 600
Cartesian robot 1-6 - - 0.1 5500
Tab. 2.2: Properties of serial robots (median values)
median values of the SCARA robot, the vertical jointed-arm robots, as well as the Carte-
sian systems are listed in Tab. 2.2. The data is based on information provided by robot
suppliers (cf. supplier websites).
2.2 Parallel robots in industry
Among the types of parallel robots, the DELTA robot is the robot used most often for
pick & place tasks in the industrial environment (cf. Fig. 2.2, right). By means of hygienic
design (often even clean room suitability) in food industry, any kind of cold cuts, meat
or sweets coming from a conveyor belt can be placed into the corresponding boxes. Due
to specially developed grippers, also several products can be handled at the same time (a
compilation is made in [Ruc13]). But also in the electrical and solar technology or in areas
of general mechanical engineering DELTA robots are used for pick & place or assembly
tasks.
Moreover, the DELTA robot exists in a smaller version. The company Asyril/Frei-Technik
[Asy14] has focused on its development. The company’s portfolio includes three different
types: the PocketDELTA, the DesktopDELTA and the PowerDELTA (cf. Fig. 2.2, left).
These structures are used specifically for tasks where the payloads are negligible - the
Fig. 2.2: DELTA robots - PocketDELTA [Asy14] (left), Adept Quattro [Ade14] (middle), ABB
Flex Picker [ABB14] (right)
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Fig. 2.3: Parallel robots in industry - Hexapod [PI14] (left), Festo Tripod [Fes14] (middle),
Tricept [Tri14] (right)
majority of energy is needed for the movement of the structure itself. Tasks include, for
example, precise assembly of micro parts as well as fast movement of those parts.
A further development of the DELTA robot is the Adept Quattro (see Fig. 2.2, middle)
[Ade14]. This robot has basically the same structure as a DELTA robot, but with four legs.
The robot is designed for high speed applications in the packaging and solar industries.
Also payloads of 15 kg can be handled with high precision.
The Hexapod is a parallel kinematic robot with six actuated limbs and therefore, it
possesses six DoF. The structure of a Hexapod is shown in Fig. 2.3, left. A rotation of
360° of the end-effector can be realized by special design (cf. [Mik14]). Not only Hexapods,
but also other parallel kinematic robots are characterized by the following features and
advantages in contrast to their serial counterparts:
• low moving masses of the end-effector,
• high stiffness,
• handling and positioning of high payloads (especially the Hexapod),
• high resonance frequency,
• no dragged cables,
• low installation space.
Different application fields can be derived on the basis of these characteristics. In elec-
tronics or in machine tools micro- or even nano-positioning systems are needed [PI14] for
precise control.
Furthermore, for example, telescopes require positioning systems for high loads. Thanks to
its six DoF, a Hexapod is able to perform simulation tasks: as a flight simulator or in the
field of biomechanics for the simulation of joint movement or as an earthquake simulator
[Qua14]. In contrast, the F-200iB Fanuc is used for tasks, when high forces are needed
[Fan14]. These do not only include machining, deburring or cutting, but also drilling or
welding tasks. The latter is combined with a special end-effector. The Hexapods of Moog
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self weight payload accuracy height workspace range
[kg] [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm]
DELTA min 3.3 0.02 0.002 150 150max 160 20 0.2 1600
Hexapod min 8 5 0.0002 7 13max 550 15000 0.1 508 1200
Tripod min 0.4 0.5 0.01 10 20max 3400 2000 0.2 700 3000
Tab. 2.3: Properties of parallel robots (extrema)
DoF self weight payload accuracy height workspace range
[kg] [kg] [mm] [mm] [mm]
DELTA 3-4 115 3 0.1 300 1130
Hexapod 6 190 95 0.002 54 101
Tripod 3-5 - - 0.035 200 1200
Tab. 2.4: Properties of parallel robots (median values)
CSA Engineering [Moo14] are specialized, among others, on vibration insulation. In this
context the Hexapod is used for camera stabilization or to protect fragile goods during
transport.
A parallel kinematic robot with three legs is called Tripod. However, the structure is not
thereby defined. An example is the ABB FlexPLP Tripod [ABB14], characterized by a
high degree of stiffness and by handling of large loads (30 kg). Therefore, applications
for these robots are the positioning of large, heavy objects (e.g. car) in floor or ceiling
mounting for both, packaging and palletizing tasks. The Festo Tripod has a different
design (Fig. 2.3, middle) [Fes14]. It works similar to the DELTA robots for pick & place
tasks, for adhesive application or also for palletizing and sorting tasks. This structure has
a maximum working load of 5 kg.
Another parallel manipulator with three legs is the Tricept (see Fig. 2.3, right). This
robot achieves five or six DoF by an additional end-effector. Its structure is adapted to
the requirements of the handling of different geometries in combination with a high degree
of stiffness. Especially for tasks that require high forces in the direction of gravity, the
use of the Tricept has advantages. This is the case, for example, for friction stir welding,
in which the tool must be kept against the material or for deburring, which requires high
cutting forces without reduced accuracy [Tri14].
To sum up, the median and extremal values of the industrially used parallel robots are
listed in Tab. 2.3 and 2.4 so that an overview of their characteristics is given. The data is
based on information provided by robot suppliers (cf. supplier websites).
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2.3 Comparison of serial and parallel robots in the
industrial environment
Some comparisons regarding the properties of the above-mentioned structures should
be made. Thereto, different available data sheets of the robots are taken into account.
The maximum possible payload is plotted against the respective self-weight of different
industrial robots in Fig. 2.4. Both, serial (vertical + horizontal jointed-arm robots) and
parallel kinematic robots (DELTA robots, Hexapods) are considered. For better clarity a
logarithmic scale on the axes is selected.
Especially vertical jointed-arm robots and Hexapods have a relatively high self-weight,
but they can also carry high payloads. Hexapods can achieve payload/self-weight ratios
even greater than 1, which is primarily due to their structural design. While Hexapods in
average have a relatively high payload capacity of 95 kg, the payload of vertical jointed-
arm robots varies, depending on the application, between 0.4 and 1000 kg and is 10 kg
on average.
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Fig. 2.4: Overview of self-weight/payload ratio of industrial robots
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A more accurate comparison between serial and parallel robots can be made between the
SCARA robot and the DELTA robot, since both types are used for pick & place tasks.
With the same payload capacity DELTA robots tend to be somewhat heavier (median:
115 kg) than SCARA robots (median: 40 kg), because for DELTA robots the actuators
are mounted on the fixed frame and do not have to move with it – such as for the SCARA
robot. So the actuators may also be correspondingly heavier. The medial payload of the
SCARA robots is at 5.5 kg, while for the DELTA robots it is at 3 kg only. A detailed
technical and economic evaluation between a SCARA and a DELTA robot is performed
in [Sch13]. The results show that the differences between the two robots are marginal –
the performance of a SCARA is comparable with that of a DELTA.
2.4 Available software for dimensioning and design of
robots
Available software can be divided into software for dimensioning and path planning, soft-
ware for simulation and factory planning and software for control and programming. A
representative of the first group is the software Cymex® [Wit14b]. It is a software for
the dimensioning and analysis of complete power-trains, where common applications are
already predefined. When choosing the required components the product catalog of Wit-
tenstein AG is assessed. With the help of the software, the user receives more confidence
in dimensioning by making him aware of performance potential and, where appropriate,
he can reduce the cost by selecting smaller gears.
Software for simulation and factory planning is provided by almost every robot supplier.
For example, ABB’s software [ABB14] tends to improve processes and to optimize pro-
ductivity. Furthermore, software for KUKA robots [KUK14] is used for implementation
and application. The software includes, for the most common handling tasks, tools to
simulate, plan and optimize production processes. EASY-RobTM [Eas14] is a tool for the
simulation of robots. It mainly serves the planning of production and manufacturing pro-
cesses to check accessibilities, to detect and avoid collisions in advance and to reduce the
implementation time. The software CIROS [CIR14] of Festo and the Technical University
of Dortmund shall enable inexperienced users the entry into the automation technology.
Mechatronic systems are shown in a virtual environment. To save costs new processes
can be simulated and analyzed. The planned processes and motion trajectories can be
transferred to the real controllers after successful and safe simulation.
With control and programming software, production processes can be simulated and there-
after transferred to the robotic system (for example [Fan14; Fes14; Stä14]).
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In collaboration with CAE Electronics Ltd., the Robotic Institute of the University of
Laval (Québec, Canada) has developed a software for the design, analysis, and visual-
ization of flight simulators (Hexapod). The user can interactively change the geometric
parameters (such as distance of the legs to each other, max. stroke length, etc.) while
at the same time, the change of workspace, singular positions or other properties of the
robot are graphically shown. In addition, the modification of mass and inertia properties
is possible. Thus, the user receives a feeling for the properties of the robotic structure.
Furthermore, trajectories can be implemented by which the movement of the robot can
be simulated. At the same time the required actuator forces are calculated. The software
is not only limited to the Gough platform with six DoF, but also contains analysis capa-
bilities for a planar parallel manipulator with three DoF, as well as a serial structure.
Matlab codes can be found on the website of [Bon14], which deal with parallel manipula-
tors. Scripts for calculation and displaying singularities can be downloaded for symmet-
rical parallel manipulators with three DoF, for simulation of the planar 3-RRR and the
simulation of spatial 6-PUS parallel manipulators.
QSpider [QSp16] is a software for modeling of mechanical systems (e.g. parallel manipula-
tors). The program’s main function is the parameterization of models. Currently, only the
motion of two types of robots is possible: of a Tripod and a serial kinematic structure. A
variation of parameters is possible (e.g. changing limb lengths, masses) and the robot can
be moved by using the pan function. Achieving the boundary conditions (e.g. maximum
stroke length) will be displayed to the user by coloring the respective components.
In conclusion, a large part of available software is highly specialized for industrial ap-
plications and implementations. The software solutions aim for raising cost awareness,
performance potential or reduced implementation time amongst the users. They tend to
facilitate even unexperienced users the access to robotic and automation systems. But the
examples show that since most of the software is driven by industry, it is limited to indus-
trial available robots. Only a few attempts by academia focus on the design and analysis
of different robotic systems, including parallel robots. But a comprehensive software tool
for analyzing and comparing different PKS and selecting a suitable design is missing.
3 Selection and evaluation methods
In principle an evaluation is possible after each step within a design and development
process. It serves to develop only the most promising solutions. There are various evalu-
ation methods that can be applied depending on the technical maturity and complexity
of the present solutions. These methods are divided into four groups (cf. Fig. 3.1) accord-
ing to the affordable time and effort (low, middle, higher, very high). Methods allowing
weighting of different criteria are included in the following descriptions.
For the argumentative balance sheet arguments (for every individual variant to be
evaluated) are sorted in a table according to advantages and disadvantages [PBG07;
BK97]. It is a quick procedure that can be performed in less than an hour. The ad-
vantage of this method is characterized by the fact that the criteria are not quantitatively
described, nor weighted or adjusted. This evaluation is, however, less accurate compared
to other methods. It is also not suited for assessing complex variants.
The selection list is based on the recommendation of [PBG07]. Only those solutions will
be developed, which
• are compatible with each other and/or with the task (A),
• fulfill the list of requirements (B),
• are realizable (C), and
• can expect an acceptable effort (D).
Fig. 3.1: Evaluation methods with regard to time and effort
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The solutions to be evaluated are listed and are evaluated one by one with the above
mentioned criteria. If the first two criteria (A, B) are not fulfilled, the solution is directly
eliminated. For the assessment of criteria C and D the scope of discretion is quite high,
so the following two criteria can be used in addition:
• direct security technology or good ergonomic conditions are feasible (E),
• a variant appears more feasible (e.g. by well-known expertise, known materials or
work procedures) (F).
Especially if from many solutions a selection should be made for further development or
more accurate assessment, the selection list is a suitable and quick procedure. Only those
solutions are considered as worth prosecuting, which meet all criteria.
The point evaluation is not only suitable for technical, but also for economic evaluation.
However, it must be noted that the criteria are not divided into groups and no cleanup
of the criteria is carried out. The point evaluation takes about a day and can be used
for evaluating solutions of medium complexity. Each variant is evaluated based on each
criterion by points, which are summed up afterwards. The choice of scale is arbitrary.
A point distribution from 0 to 4 is recommended according to VDI 2225 [VDI2225] or
from 0 to 10 based on the cost-utility analysis. The maximum number of points is the
best rating, i.e. the best possible compliance with a criterion. If the criteria should be
weighted differently, their point values can be multiplied with the respective weighting
factors.
The ranking method according to Wenzel, Müller and Gutsch [BK97; PBG07] is
especially suitable for fast determination of weighting factors and thus the assessment of
variants of low complexity within the concept phase. It should be pointed out that no
absolute significance can be determined. The criteria (of similar extent) are compared
pairwise in a table. The comparison takes place via blanket judgments and by the mark
“+”, “-” and “o”. The weighting factor is determined by the frequency of the judgments:
wi =
100%∑
w+
·∑+i. (3.1)
Then, the previously determined points (e.g. with the help of scoring) are weighted with
the respective weighting factors.
The preference matrix is suitable as ranking method especially for variants of low
complexity and for weighting of criteria. A pairwise comparison of the criteria is carried
out, where only the marks “+” and “-” are used; “equally important” does not exist. A
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weighting factor is determined by the frequency of positive evaluation. The respective fre-
quencies are divided by the largest frequency. Here as well, the combined use of preference
matrix (for determining the weighting factors) and scoring takes place for the assessment
of solutions.
The technical-economic evaluation according to Kesselring is described in VDI 2225
[VDI2225]. The criteria are divided into a technical and an economic group; the procedure
is not suitable for other forms. The technical-economic evaluation is suitable for simple
and medium complex solutions. Already within a day, a statement can be made using this
procedure. However, it should be noted that no measures against subjective weighting
are taken. The solutions are compared with a fictitious ideal solution and are rated by
points from 0 to 4. Generally, all criteria are equally weighted, but weighting is possible
if necessary. While the technical criteria are further subdivided, only the evaluation of
manufacturing cost K is recommended as economic criterion. The so-called technical
value x is calculated as follows:
x = 1
n · pmax ·
n∑
i=1
pi (3.2)
with n = number of technical criteria, pmax = maximum points for each criterion, pi =
points for criterion i. If the individual criteria are subject of weighting, consequently, the
weighted mean xg is calculated [VDI2225]. The benchmark of the costs is based on ideal
costs Kideal, which can be determined by market analysis. The economic value y is:
y = Kideal
K
. (3.3)
The results are displayed on a strength chart by plotting the economic value y against
the technical value x. The strength s is determined either by the straight line method
(arithmetic mean: s = x+y2 ) or by using the hyperbola approaches (geometric mean:
s = √x · y).
Relevance profiles are created by a survey of customers or users of a technical system.
Therefore, the effort is relatively high. The criteria that are expressed through linguistic
terms or that are neutrally described, are arranged in a list in any order. Next to each
criterion, a scale of −xx up to 0 up to +xx, which includes the recognition values, can be
found. Each respondent must specify the fulfillment of each criterion to subjective feeling.
The relevance profile is presented by connecting the individual points of each respondent
or of all by averaging.
The cost-utility analysis is suitable for problems of low to medium amount of invest-
ment. First, the target system is set up by arranging the criteria on a tree hierarchy.
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Thus, coherent criteria can easily be weighted and assessed. For weighting, for example,
a dominance matrix (similar to the preference matrix) can be used. Generally, the target
system at the second level of the tree hierarchy includes the criteria costs and benefits,
which can then be subdivided. In a target matrix the real values of the variants for each
criterion are retained. The scoring is done by evaluation boards and is documented in
another matrix, the target value matrix. Subsequently, the so-called utility value matrix
can be determined by weighting the target values. The results are presented in a table
or as a profile. With the latter a weak-point analysis can be performed. The cost-utility
analysis is similar to the technical-economic evaluation by Kesselring. However, it is more
complicated due to weighting and several steps.
With the priority method according to Saaty (also analytic hierarchy process) [Saa08],
variants from different areas and of varying degrees of complexity can be assessed. In a first
step, the goal must be formulated. Subsequently, criteria are defined and possible solutions
or alternatives that can be represented in a tree hierarchy are listed. To determine the
significance of each criterion, first, the criteria are compared pairwise in a matrix. From
this matrix the eigenvector is calculated to indicate the priorities of the individual criteria
(eigenvector of significances).
The method emphasizes objectivity of the results. In particular, this plays a major role for
subjectively assessed criteria. To objectify the assessment of the variants, again a pairwise
comparison – here of two variants – for each criterion is carried out (in a decision matrix).
This matrix should be as consistent as possible. This means that the transitivity rule must
be respected: “if the entity e1 is equivalent to the entity e2 and it is as equivalent to the
entity e3, then the entity e2 must be equivalent to the entity e3” [BK97]. Twelve further
rules can be derived regarding the dependencies.
Subjective sensations are not limited in advance; first, the decision matrix is free of any
constraints. The closeness to consistency is checked by calculating the ratio of consistency:
C.R. = C.I.
R.I.
, (3.4)
with R.I. as random index (cf. table in [BK97], page 68) and C.I. as consistency index:
C.I. = λmax − n
n− 1 , (3.5)
with λmax = maximum eigenvalue and n = number of pairwise compared entities ei. The
matrix is absolutely consistent, if the index (C.R.) is equal to 0. If the matrix is not
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consistent, i.e. C.R. ≥ 0.2 a compensation calculation must be performed or the matrix
cannot be used.
The individual significance vectors are summarized in a matrix (row = variant, column =
criterion, ij = significance), which is then multiplied by the eigenvector of significances.
The resulting vector gives the solution of the decision problem with the final order of the
variants.
The costs will be included at the end of this method: the variants are compared in the
context of a cost-utility analysis. The results are represented in tables. The implementation
of the priority method is very expensive and takes about one week to complete.
The demand-oriented weighted evaluation, also called method of Breiing [BK97],
works with absolutely consistent evaluation parameters. The procedure is applicable in
the same way for simple and complex solution variants. At the beginning, a group of
independent raters defines the evaluation criteria. These can be derived from the task
or solutions and can be divided into a technical, economic, psychological, qualitative and
quantitative group. The criteria are cleaned up with a relation advisory matrix. Weighting
of the individual criteria is carried out by a consistent decision matrix. The scoring is
implemented also with a consistent decision matrix, value functions or review boards.
Then, weighting factors are determined between the groups of criteria to calculate the
group rank. Then, the total value can be derived. The effort for this review is considered
as relatively high.
The objectified weighted evaluation is also called procedure after Knosala [BK97].
The type of assessment is very profound. For assessing, a rater group consisting of five
persons is established, which consists of a leading expert, an engineer, a manufacturer,
a technician and a user. The opinion of the individual group members can be weighted.
First, the criteria, which can be cleaned up by the relation advisory matrix, are listed. The
weighting of the criteria is done by freely predicted decision matrices. Thus, the matrices
can be inconsistent, so that in this case compensation calculations must be performed
(see priority method according to Saaty). The same applies to the eigenvector of the
scoring matrix since the evaluation is based on clearly identifiable, fuzzy and probabilistic
usually inconsistent assessment parameters. The effort for this method is very high, but
the objectivity of the assessment is higher than for the method of Breiing.
CODASID is the acronym for “concordance and discordance analyses by similarity to
ideal designs” or “concordance and discordance analysis regarding the similarity to ideal
solution” and was developed by Sen and Yang [SY98]. During evaluation it is determined
to what extent the properties of individual variants correspond to the properties of the
ideal solution, so whether they are concordant or not (discordant). The procedure is
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suitable for complex variants and a large number of alternatives and should be performed
if high investments are looming. The effort is very high; the method takes at least one
week – in addition, one week is required for training. For more information about this
method relevant literature should be considered, e.g. [SY98].
Finally, the evaluation methods and their applicability are summarized in Tab. 3.1. To
determine weighting factors in case of an unequally weighting of criteria, the presented
methods are reduced to four. Possible methods include the ranking method, the preference
matrix, the priority method and the demand-oriented weighted evaluation as well.
For the selection of PKS for the structure catalog most of the presented methods are not
applicable, because for this development step insufficient information and quantifiable
criteria are known and available. Therefore, only the argumentative balance sheet or the
selection list can be taken into account.
Tab. 3.1: Evaluation methods and applicability
Evaluation methods Applicable for. . .
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Argumentative balance sheet - (+) -2 -2
Selection list - + -2 -2
Point evaluation - -3 + +
Ranking method + - - -
Preference matrix + - - -
Technical-economic evaluation
(Kesselring, [VDI2225]) - -
3 (+)8 (-)8
Relevance profiles4 - - - -
Cost-utility analysis - -3 + +
Priority method + -6 + +
Demand-oriented weighted evaluation + -6 + +
Objectified weighted evaluation5 - - - -
CODASID7 - -6 (+) +
Legend: + applicable, - not applicable, () maybe applicable
1 process-related selection
2 cannot be fully automated due to verbal evaluation and weighting
3 too little quantifiable criteria
4 customer survey not possible
5 cannot be fully automated, too complex, no rater groups available
6 too little information on individual structures available
7 too complex, possible for final selection because more information are available
8 economic evaluation is too complex and too difficult for not industrially implemented
PKS, only technical consideration is possible
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Almost the same methods are applicable for structure preselection or final selection com-
prising point evaluation, cost-utility analysis, priority method, demand-oriented weighted
evaluation and CODASID. As an economic evaluation is too complex and too difficult
for PKS that are not implemented by industry, for the evaluation according to [VDI2225]
only costs for components can be considered. Due to the necessary high effort for the pri-
ority method, the demand-oriented weighted evaluation or CODASID, these methods are
excluded from further considerations. Hence, the applied method (cf. following chapters)
is a combination of point evaluation, technical-economic evaluation and the cost-utility
analysis.

4 Structure selection
4.1 Structural synthesis methods
In recent years, several structural, respectively type synthesis, methods were developed
based in general on the algebraic set theory. However, following difficulties were and are
underlying the methods [HL01; HL02; JY04; KG07]:
• How can the DoF of a PKS be determined clearly and correctly? A good and com-
prehensive overview of formulas for calculating the DoF based on the developments
of the last 150 years is given by [Gog05].
• How can the properties of mechanisms with DoF ≤ 6 be described, so that, for
example, it can be defined whether revolute or prismatic joints within the PKS are
needed?
• How can different limb structures be combined in order that the mechanism gets
the desired DoF and properties?
Basically, two different approaches can be distinguished [YLP11]: type synthesis based on
constraints (constraint-synthesis approach) [HL01; HL02; HL03; KG04d; KG04a; KG07]
and type synthesis based on kinematic relations (kinematic synthesis approach) (see
Fig. 4.1). The latter may be further classified in structure synthesis theory based on
the single-opened-chain [CL09; JY04; STY00; SYM05] and the displacement group the-
ory [HS91; Her99; LHH04; MLL07]. These methods should be discussed in detail below.
Besides, a comparison of different methods for type synthesis is carried out by [YLL09a]
and [YLL09b].
Fig. 4.1: Methods for type synthesis
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Based on synthesized, parallel kinematic structures with desired DoF a further difficulty
is to determine the actuated joints. It should be noted that they cannot be selected
randomly. Approaches for choosing driven joints are based on the displacement group
theory (cf. [LHH04]), on the screw theory (cf. [HL03; KG04b; KG04a; KG04e]), and are
described in particular in [KG06] with respect to the virtual chain approach, and in
[JY04] within the framework of the single-opened-chain method. The aim is to find all
combinations allowing the overall actuation of the mechanism.
4.1.1 Screw-based approaches
This method of structure synthesis is based on the screw theory. In particular, the re-
ciprocal screw theory is considered [FT04; HL02; HL03; ZFD06]. The core idea is that
the DoF of the moving platform (DoF < 6) is determined by the constraints imposed by
the limbs [HL03]. Therefore, it can be distinguish between the constraint system of the
moving platform and the constraint system of the limbs. The geometric conditions for
the latter should be investigated [HL02]. A screw is defined as a vector, consisting of two
components:
$ =
S
S0
 =
 S
r × S + hS
 . (4.1)
The first component S is a unit vector along the screw axis, r is the position vector to any
point on the axis of the screw and h is the pitch of the screw. Thus, r × S describes the
moment of the screw axis about the origin of the reference coordinate system. A screw
is called twist (ξ), if it reflects the current motion (rotation (ξ0) or shift (ξ∞)) of a rigid
body. The first component of the screw vector is the vector of angular velocities; the second
component of the vector designates the linear velocities. A screw is referred to as wrench
(ζ), if it describes a force (ζ0) or coaxial moment (ζ∞) acting on the rigid body. The first
component of the wrench describes the resulting forces; the second component composes
the resultant moments about the origin of the reference coordinate system. These forces
and moments are also called constraints. Thus, different joints and external loads can be
depicted as unit screws. This is called a screw system. For a prismatic joint (P) (pitch
h =∞) or a moment the unit screw is:
$ =
0
S
 . (4.2)
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For a revolute joint (R) (pitch h = 0) or an applied force it is:
$ =
 S
r × S
 . (4.3)
Other joints such as cylindrical, universal or spherical joints are a combination of the
mentioned basic joints. A cylindrical joint, for example, is composed of a P- and a R-
joint; a spherical joint contains three revolute joints whose axes intersect in one common
point.
A screw $r =
[
STr S
T
0r
]T
and a screw set $1, $2, . . . , $n are reciprocal to each other if the
following condition is complied:
$j ◦ $r = Sj ∗ S0r + Sr ∗ S0j = 0 with j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (4.4)
“◦” is the short version for the reciprocal product and $j is the jth screw of the screw
set.
If a screw set reflects the joint twists of a parallel manipulator’s limb, $r and the joint twists
are reciprocal to each other. $r is referred to as the wrench of the constraints imposed on
the moving platform in order to restrict its motion possibilities. Eq. (4.4) shows that the
virtual power developed by a wrench (ζ) along the twists (ξ) is equal to 0. In other words
for a given wrench the reciprocal twist spans a space with motion possibilities, where the
wrench imposes no forces. It follows:
ζ∞ ◦ ξ0 = 0 if axes are perpendicular; ζ0 ◦ ξ∞ = 0 if axes are coplanar. (4.5)
The mobility of the moving platform is fully determined by combining all constraint
wrenches of the limbs. If a mobility of six is required no reciprocal screw system exists.
For DoF less than six there are 6-c reciprocal screws (c = number of unwanted DoF).
At the beginning of the structure synthesis, the required twist-system of the entire mecha-
nism is determined. The basis of a screw system for three rotations and three translations
presents itself in the following way; the twists have to be selected according to the desired
DoF [HL02]:
Rotations: Translations:
$1 = (100; 000) $4 = (000; 100)
$2 = (010; 000) $5 = (000; 010)
$3 = (001; 000) $6 = (000; 001)
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This results in the constraint/wrench-system which is reciprocal to the twist-system. By
using this constraint system the constraint systems of the limbs (6-n systems) are formed,
from which the limb twist-systems (n-systems) can be determined. The limb twist-systems
are the basis for the development of the kinematic chains of the limbs and are linear
combinations of the twists of the standard base.
Kong and Gosselin [KG07] describe compositional units for serial kinematic chains with
special characteristics with respect to their motion possibilities (twist-systems). Thus,
their wrench-system has a certain number of independent wrenches with zero or infinity
pitch. In a final step the developed kinematic chains for the limbs between frame and mov-
ing platform are arranged, so that the combination of all constraint systems corresponds
to the desired constraint system of the mechanism. The twist- (T ) and the wrench-system
(W ) of the manipulator with m limbs [KG07] are as follows:
T =
m⋂
i=1
T i with T i =
f i∑
j=1
T ij , (4.6)
(T ij = twist-system of the jth joint of limb i, fi = DoF of limb i),
W =
m∑
i=1
W i with W i =
f i⋂
j=1
W ij , (4.7)
(W ij = wrench-system of the jth joint of limb i, fi = DoF of limb i).
The virtual chain approach is a further development and improvement of the previously
described method [KG04a; KG04e; KG06; KG07]. The simplest kinematic chain (serial
or parallel) representing a certain motion pattern is called a virtual chain. If a virtual
chain is added to a structure, the motion pattern of the mechanism does not change
(the wrench-system of the parallel kinematic chain corresponds to the one of the virtual
chain). Therefore, each limb as well as the virtual chain generates an open kinematic
chain corresponding to the desired DoF. The type synthesis according to the virtual
chain approach follows three steps [KG07]:
1. Determination of the wrench-system of the parallel kinematic chain/of the mani-
pulator and derivation of all possible limb wrench-systems (the wrench-system is a
linear combination of all limb wrench-systems in a general position)
2. Type synthesis of the limbs
a) Type synthesis of simple, closed kinematic chains with x DoF and a desired
limb wrench-system
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b) Removal of virtual chain and thus creation of possible limb structures (it is
important to ensure that the joint twists (except that of the virtual chain) are
linearly independent ⇒ no redundancy)
3. Assembly of the manipulator with the previously synthesized limb structures
Examples for a 3-DoF parallel manipulator are described in [KG04e] and for a 4-DoF
parallel manipulator in [KG04a]. Advantages of this method are that in contrast to the
reciprocal screw theory less derivations are needed. Thus the understanding is facilitated.
In addition, more types of parallel mechanisms can be synthesized compared to the syn-
thesis using the displacement group theory or single-opened-chain theory [KG06]. A disad-
vantage of the method, however, is that the motion of the synthesized structures is only
instantaneous. Therefore, it must be checked whether full mobility can be guaranteed
[LHH04].
4.1.2 Displacement group theory
The displacement group theory introduced by Hervé [HS91; Her99] (also called lie group
theory) is based on the algebraic properties of a lie group of displacement in Euclidean
space. The relative motion of a joint creates a lie subgroup of the displacement. For
example, {R(N,u)} describes the lie subgroup of a revolute joint which corresponds to
a rotation about a fixed axis (N,u). The axis passes a fixed point N. u is the unit
vector parallel to the axis of rotation. A revolute joint is called a mechanical generator
of {R(N,u)}. Hervé [Her77] represents 12 types of so-called displacement subgroups.
The displacement group including all movements in the Euclidean space is called {D}.
Generally, Li et al. [LHH04] and Meng et al. [MLL07] extend the method of displacement
group theory. {M} expresses the set of all possible movements of a kinematic chain. The
individual motions of rigid bodies are represented as subgroups. {M} is a subgroup of
{D}. For example, {M} contains for a kinematic chain consisting of a revolute, a prismatic
and a spherical joint (RPS), the following three subgroups {R(N,u)}∗{T(w)}∗{S(N)}.
The reason for this is the fact that according to the set theory a product of two elements
of a subgroup is part of this group [HS91]. This subgroup {M} is called the kinematic
bond; the kinematic chain is the generator of this bond. For the analysis of the parallel
manipulator, the motion possibilities of the overall system arise from the intersection of
movements which are possible through the individual limbs [LHH04].
The procedure of structure synthesis using the displacement group theory is divided into
four steps. First of all, the displacement subgroup {M} ⊆ {D} of the complete structure
is determined based on the desired DoF of the moving platform. Then, the subgroups of
the limbs must be determined and the geometrical conditions have to be found so, that:
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{M} = ∩ni=1{Li} ({Li} is the kinematic bond of the ith limb). This is the greatest difficulty
within the synthesis process, because there are different combinations of displacement
subgroups for generating a predetermined motion [LHH04].
In the third step, the mechanical generators of the kinematic bonds are determined. Out of
these, the limbs of the parallel manipulator can be designed by a serial sequence of joints.
Unsymmetrical structures can be created, because one mechanical generator is sufficient
to obtain the desired kinematic bond. The other limbs can be mechanical generators of the
displacement group {D} with six DoF. Nevertheless, a symmetrical design is preferred.
An advantage of this method is that the developed structures are completely movable; an
additional verification is not necessary in contrast to the constraint-based synthesis. How-
ever, the mechanism must be based on a lie subgroup structure. Thus, not all mechanisms
can be covered with this method (e.g. Bennett mechanism) [LHH04; YLL09a].
4.1.3 Single-opened-chain theory
The single-opened-chain method for type synthesis is based on the assumption that any
(parallel kinematic) linkage with ν closed-loop kinematic chains can be always split into
ν + 1 simple, open kinematic chains (SOC = single-opened-chain) [STY00]. For a given
DoF, in the first step, the so-called 3×2 position and orientation matrix (POC-matrix) of
the entire structure must be determined. The first row of this matrix specifies the Cartesian
coordinates of the moving coordinate system in coordinates of the base coordinate system;
in the second row there are the three Euler angles of the moving coordinate system relative
to the base coordinate system.
After the POC matrix for the entire structure has been specified, the POC matrices for
the limbs are set, so that the intersection of the limb POC matrices results in the POC
matrix of the entire structure. Then, the structural synthesis for the limbs is performed.
Only five types of joints are used: these include revolute (R-joint, DoF = 1), prismatic
(P-joint, DoF = 1), cylindrical (C-joint, DoF = 2), universal (U-joint, DoF = 2) and ball
joints (S-joint, DoF = 3), where the last three are generated by combination of revolute
and prismatic joints. With these joints open kinematic chains, so-called single-opened-
chains (SOC) or even hybrid-single-opened-chains (HSOC), for the limbs are designed.
Then, the minimum number of SOC required to design the desired parallel manipulator
is determined [JY04]. The SOC are arranged in parallel between the moving platform
and the frame. The challenge is to find all possible configurations of the SOC generating
the desired motion [STY00]. Limbs do not have to be all identical, i.e. unsymmetrical
structures can be designed as well [YLL09a]. However, the prismatic joints should be
replaced whenever possible.
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After actuator selection, the coupling degree k for the structure can be calculated in a
further step. The coupling degree states about the decoupling of the inputs and resulting
output motion. If k = 0, the kinematic and dynamic equations of various closed kinematic
chains can be solved separately. If k > 0, different kinematic chains must be combined,
however, to get a system of equations, which can then be solved in its entirety. Therefore,
a small value of k [CL09; JY04; SYM05] is aimed for. The mechanisms created by using
this method are completely movable, but not all types of mechanisms can be covered (e.g.
the Bennett mechanism) [YLL09a].
4.1.4 Structural synthesis based on Gogu
Gogu [Gog08] has proposed a new methodology for the synthesis of PKS. It is called
“evolutionary morphology approach” and is based on new formulae for mobility (number
of independent joint parameters), connectivity (number of relative independent DoF be-
tween two links), structural redundancy (difference between mobility and connectivity)
and overconstraint (difference of number of kinematic constraints in opened and closed
loops). The required formulae are derived in [Gog08] and are not further investigated in
the context of this work. Many examples of newly synthesized robots using the evolu-
tionary morphology approach can be found in Gogu’s books, especially for 3-DoF PKS in
[Gog09].
4.1.5 Structural synthesis based on the DoF
The structural synthesis described in [Tsa01] is based on Grübler’s formula for the calcu-
lation of the DoF (F):
F = λ(n− j − 1) +
j∑
i=1
fi, (4.8)
with n = number of links, j = number of joints, fi = DoF of joint i, λ= motion parameter
(λ = 3 for planar mechanisms, λ = 6 for spatial structures).
With the Euler equation
L = j − n+ 1, (4.9)
the following loop mobility criterion can be derived
j∑
i=1
fi = F + λL. (4.10)
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Tsai assumes that the number of limbs (m) is equal to the DoF (F ). Hence, each limb has
one actuator. It is
F = m = L+ 1, (4.11)
i.e. the number of limbs (m) is greater by one than the number of independent loops
(L).
Furthermore, Tsai introduces the connectivity (Ck) of limb k as the sum of all joint DoF
within the limb. Hence, it yields for the entire PKS:
m∑
k=1
Ck =
j∑
i=1
fi. (4.12)
To control the mobility of the end-effector, the connectivity of one limb should neither
exceed the value of the motion parameter λ nor be smaller than the DoF of the end-
effector:
λ ≥ Ck ≥ F. (4.13)
This yields, for spatial structures with λ equal to six, to the following equation:
m∑
k=1
Ck = 7F − 6. (4.14)
If Eq. 4.14 is solved for positive values of Ck according to the DoF F of the entire
structure, all possible limb connectivities are determined. In this case, the value of the
limb connectivity cannot exceed six. The calculation results are listed in Tab. 4.1.
The structural synthesis approach described in [Neu06] is similar to that in [Tsa01]. Based
Tab. 4.1: Limb-connectivities with respect to the desired DoF
DoF (F )
∑j
i=1 fi Ck for k = 1, ...,m
2 8
4,4
5,3
6,2
3 15
5,5,5
6,5,4
6,6,3
4 22 6,6,5,56,6,6,4
5 29 6,6,6,6,5
6 36 6,6,6,6,6,6
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on the sum of all joint DoF, Neugebauer [Neu06] distributes this sum evenly on the re-
spective kinematic chains (limbs) and lists possible arrangements of joints with respective
DoF. For example, if the sum of all joint DoF is equal to 15, each limb has five DoF. For
three joints within this limb the distribution of the DoF on the joints is as follows: two
joints with DoF = 1 and one joint with DoF = 3 or one joint with DoF = 1 and two joints
with DoF = 2.
4.2 Selection scheme
Section 4.1 shows that with the presented methods a huge number of possible PKS can be
synthesized. The scope of this thesis is not to analyze all of them but at least a part, so that
a selection has to be made. Therefore, in this paragraph, a selection scheme is presented
step by step to reduce the number of possible PKS being considered. The procedure is
related to the method of selection list, recommended by Pahl et al. [PBG07] and described
in Chapter 3. The basis is the structural synthesis explained in [KG07].
Often, not all six degrees of freedom (DoF) in space are required for handling tasks in
modern industrial applications, so that the development of parallel robots with given
motion characteristics and less than six DoF is of great interest [FT02; FT04; HL02;
HL03; JY04; KG04d; KG04a]. These PKS possess, in addition to the reduced number of
required components, lower manufacturing and process costs and easier kinematic models
[HL01; TJ01]. Therefore, the DoF is considered as a first selection criteria.
¬ Degree of Freedom
The DoF determines the desired motion behavior of the PKS and it is defined by the task.
For various tasks three DoF are sufficient. Many mechanisms with this number of DoF
have already been developed: structures with pure translational (3T) or pure rotational
(3R) motion, as well as structures with one translational and two rotational DoF (1T2R)
[CP03a; HL01; HL03]. So the second selection criteria is the kind of motion of the end-
effector.
­ Kind of motion of the end-effector
This thesis focuses on PKS with three translational DoF, because these PKS are able
to perform, inter alia, drilling, turning or milling tasks in the context of manufacturing
processes [Mer06] or pick & place tasks. Especially the DELTA or Tsai’s UPU are well
known examples for this group of PKS.
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Fig. 4.2: Twist (ξ)/wrench (ζ)-system of PKS with three translational DoF [KG04c]
According to [KG07] there are two conditions that have to be fulfilled for a parallel
kinematic chain in order for the PKS to have three translational DoF:
I Each limb of the PKS has an open kinematic chain with three DoF, i.e. each limb
has at least three simple joints (prismatic or revolute joints).
II The wrench-system of the PKS corresponds to the one of the virtual chain (for
explanation cf. 4.1.1) in any position.
The structural synthesis approach of PKS with three translational DoF is divided accord-
ing to [KG07] in four steps:
1. The wrench-system is decomposed for the entire PKS. Because the twist-system for
a PKS with three translational DoF is a 3-ξ∞ system, a 3-ζ∞ system results for the
wrench-system (cf. Fig. 4.2).
2. The type synthesis for the limbs of the PKS is performed. The foregoing condition
(I) must be fulfilled. Due to the fact that the wrench-system of the PKS is a linear
combination of the wrench-systems of all limbs (cf. Eq. (4.7)), the wrench of a limb
is either a 3-ζ∞, a 2-ζ∞ or a 1-ζ∞ system.
3. At least two or more limbs are assembled to a PKS. The above-mentioned condition
(II) must be fulfilled. Here, the wrench-system is a 3-ζ∞ system. If the wrench-
systems of the limbs with regard to the frame or the moving platform are invariable,
the linear combination of these generally forms a 3-ζ∞ system. If the wrench-systems
of the limbs with regard to the frame or the moving platform are variable, certain
geometric conditions (on the frame or on the moving platform) must be complied,
so that it is guaranteed that the linear combination of the wrench-systems of the
limbs results in a 3-ζ∞ system.
4. The actuated joints are selected.
This procedure results in two more selection criteria:
® Number of limbs
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Fig. 4.3: Selection scheme (1)
¯ Kind of assembly
To perform a 3-DoF motion at least three actuators are necessary. Those are preferably
fixed close to the frame to reduce inertia. Therefore, only PKS with three limbs are con-
sidered in this thesis, allowing a frame side arrangement of the three actuators. Further-
more, the assembly should be symmetrical. Reasons for this are, amongst others, easier
calculation and analysis procedures; the latter due to symmetrical performance properties
within the workspace. Furthermore, this leads to reduced design and manufacturing costs
[Neu06]. To summarize, the first part of the selection scheme is shown in Fig. 4.3.
The next step is to define the kinematic structure of the limbs for PKS with three transla-
tional DoF, three limbs and symmetrical assembly resulting from the presented selection
scheme. First, it is assumed that only rotational (R) and prismatic (P) joints are used.
The maximum number of joints is limited to five; at least three joints are necessary (cf.
condition (I), p. 32). This is due to the fact that within a symmetrical assembly with three
limbs one joint blocks at least one DoF of each limb [KG07, p. 90]. In total, the three
rotational DoF have to be blocked. Thus, there are the following structure groups:
• 3 joints: 3P
• 4 joints: 3R-1P, 2R-2P, 1R-3P
• 5 joints: 5R, 4R-1P, 3R-2P, 2R-3P
Consequently, the fifth and sixth selection criteria can be derived:
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Fig. 4.4: Selection scheme (2)
° Number of joints within each limb
± Kind of joints
The limbs of the structure groups 1R-3P, 3R-2P, 2R-3P and part of 4R-1P contain inactive
joints. According to [KG07] an inactive joint is a joint within the kinematic chain that
cannot move due to the constraints imposed by the other joints. If an inactive joint is
blocked, the relative motion characteristics within the kinematic chain will not change.
The inactive joint for group 1R-3P is always the R joint and for group 3R-2P and 4R-1P
it is the R joint whose axis is not parallel to the axes of the two (three) other R joints
within the kinematic chain [KG07]. Finally, for 2R-3P both R joints are inactive joints.
Hence, by blocking or removing of inactive joints the groups 1R-3P and 2R-3P can be
reduced – with regard to the motion characteristic of the kinematic chain – to the group
3P; the group 4R-1P with three parallel aligned revolute joints to the group 3R-1P and
the group 3R-2P to the group 2R-2P. For further consideration only five groups remain
(cf. Fig. 4.4).
The joints within each limb cannot be aligned arbitrarily. [KG07] develop several condi-
tions that must be fulfilled. Tab. 3, p. 220 summarizes these conditions for the remaining
groups. Additionally, further geometrical conditions are given for the assembly of PKS
with three identical limbs and for the case that the first joint of each limb is actuated.
To calculate the number of possible joint arrangements the formula for permutations
with repetition is considered. If identical objects occur (here: joints with identical axes’
alignment), the number of permutations is determined with the multinomial coefficient
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Tab. 4.2: Number of possible configurations
joints per limb kind of
joints
possible permutations
(1st level)
considered
permutations
3 3P 3!3! = 1 1
4 3R-1P
4!
(3!·1! = 4 4
2R-2P 4!(2!·2!) = 6 6
5 5R
5!
(2!·3!) = 10 5(1)
4R-1P 5!(2!·2!·1!) = 30 10(2)
total 51 26
Comments:
(1) Three revolute joint axes are parallel whereas the other two revolute joint axes are parallel
as well. In general 10 joint combinations are possible. Five of them have to be discarded
because they are not valid. This is due to the fact that either the group of the three or
of the two parallel revolute joints have to be kept together [KG07]. So the number of
permutations reduces to five.
(2) Two revolute joints have parallel axes. With one prismatic joint 30 permutations result.
Though, only the prismatic joint and one revolute joint can be arranged in any order, i.e.
two revolute joints with parallel rotational axes are always in series. Thus, this yields only
12 possible permutations. However, nevertheless identical kinematic chains occur in the
sense of permutation. Therefore, the possible number decreases to nine. But by inserting
a prismatic joint between two revolute joints with parallel axes, the orientation of those
does not change, so that one further possible joint combination has to be added. Finally,
the number of permutations used is 10.
(n = number of objects, here: number of joints; ki = number of identical objects i): n
k1, k2, ..., km
 := n!
k1! · k2! · ... · km! . (4.15)
Tab. 4.2 summarizes the number of considered permutations. Additionally, the various R-
and P-joint alignments for each group are presented in the annex, p. 189.
4.2.1 Selection based on Tsai and Neugebauer
With respect to the selection criteria introduced in Section 4.2 that only parallel ma-
nipulators with identical limbs should be synthesized and the DoF corresponds to three,
the possible combinations of limb-connectivities listed in Tab. 4.1 are reduced to one, i.e.
5,5,5. This means that the sum of joint mobilities of each limb is equal to five. Therefore,
each limb is assembled with max. five joints. The minimum number is three. Revolute,
prismatic, cylindrical, universal and spherical joints are available. The configurations syn-
thesized by Tsai [Tsa01] are listed in Tab. 4.3. The first number in the column “Type”
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Tab. 4.3: Synthesized structures by Tsai [Tsa01]
Type limb-configurations
120 PUU, UPU, RUU, URU, UUR, UUP
201 RRS, RSR, RPS, PRS, RSP, PSR, SPR, PPS, PSP, SPP, SRR, SRP
310 RRRU, RRPU, RPRU, PRRU, RPPU, PRPU, PPRU, RRUR, RRUP, RPUR,
PRUR, RPUP, PRUP, PPUR, RURR, RURP, RUPR, PURR, RUPP, PURP,
PUPR, UPRR, UPRP, UPPR, URRR, URRP, URPR, URPP
500 RRRRR, RRRRP, RRRPR, RRPRR, RPRRR, PRRRR, RRRPP, RRPPR,
RPPRR, PPRRR, PRPRR, PRRPR, PRRRP, RPRPR, RPRRP, RRPRP
describes the number of joints with DoF = 1, the second number the number of joints
with DoF = 2, and the third number the number of joints with DoF = 3.
Additionally, Tsai [Tsa01] makes some assumptions to reduce the number of structures.
First of all, a revolute or prismatic joint fixed to the frame or a prismatic joint in the
middle of the limb is preferable for actuation. So all structures with an universal joint
as first joint are excluded. Furthermore, the condition that leads to translational motion
has to be fulfilled. Theoretically, each limb should impose a rotational constraint on the
end-effector to completely block the rotational DoF. All constraints imposed by the limbs
should be independent from each other. As a spherical joint cannot impose any rotational
constraint on a rigid body, all type 201 configurations are removed from the selection.
For parallel kinematic structures with three DoF and with regard to the possible structure
configurations developed by [Neu06], the number reduces as well due to the following
(same) reasons: (1) if a spherical joint occurs in the kinematic chain, the rotation of the
end-effector is not blocked, i.e. the DoF of one joint should be less than three. (2) If the
DoF of the limb is equal to six, no DoF of the end-effector is blocked. (3) Not all joint
distributions are possible for three translational DoF regarding the criteria described in
[KG07]. Hence, only five distributions remain. They are listed in Tab. 4.4 and a reference
to the structure groups of [KG07] is given. Neugebauer [Neu06] introduces further criteria
to synthesize feasible structures. The next paragraph applies these criteria to the described
structure groups.
4.3 Considered structures
In order to further reduce the structures within the identified groups, the method of
selection list is applied again. Exclusion criteria according to [Neu06] are considered.
These contain:
1. Max. three prismatic joints within one limb
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Tab. 4.4: Joint distributions by Neugebauer [Neu06]
DoF
of the
limb
Number
of joints
Distribution of DoF
to joints
Relation to structure
groups [KG07]
5
5 1+1+1+1+1 5R, 2R-3P, 3R-2P, 4R-1P
4 1+1+1+2 with C- or U-joint
3 1+2+2 with C- or U-joint
4 4 1+1+1+1 3R-1P, 2R-2P, 1R-3P3 1+1+2 with C- or U-joint
3 3 1+1+1 PPP
2. Arrangement of the actuators close to the frame
3. Identical limbs
4. Joints with DoF < 4
The mentioned criteria are all valid for the proposed structures. There is no group with
structures containing more than three prismatic joints. An actuator arrangement close to
the frame to reduce inertia is possible (cf. [KG07]). Criteria 3 is already included in the
starting assumptions. At this point, only R- and P-joints, i.e. joints with DoF equal to
one, are assembled. Therefore, criteria 4 is fulfilled. Due to various drawbacks of prismatic
joints such as clamping, a fifth criterion is introduced:
5. If passive joints, then revolute joints
To comply with criterion 5, the PPP limb kinematic chain should be excluded. Also the
2R-2P group with two prismatic joints must be considered under special aspects.
The sixth criterion leads to further reduction:
6. Max. three joints within one limb
One limb should not have more than three joints because otherwise stiffness properties
decrease significantly and tolerance errors due to serial design of the kinematic chains
increase [Neu06]. In order to comply with this criteria, the simple R- and P-joints within
the limbs have to be combined. Two R-joints whose axes are perpendicular to each other
form a universal joint. If the axis of a P-joint is parallel to the axis of a revolute joint
and the distance between both joints is zero, then it is called a cylindrical joint. For all
these joints the DoF is smaller than three. Because the rotations are blocked for 3-DoF
translational motion, no spherical joints are used. Only hybrid limbs, such as for the
DELTA, also contain spherical joints.
By combining the R- and P-joints, the number of PKS is reduced further. The remaining
structures are presented in Tab. 4.5 and in the annex, Fig. 1-4, pp. 189-190.
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Tab. 4.5: Reduced number of structures
3P 3R-1P 2R-2P 5R 4R22 -1P
PPP RRC* RCP* (URU) (UUP)*
RCR* RPC* (UUR) (URC)
(CRR) (CPR*) RUU (UCR*)
(CRP*) (UPU)
PRC* RCU*
PCR* (CRU)
PUU
RUC
(CUR)
* with passive prismatic joint
Another criterion follows:
7. Actuation only at joints with DoF = 1
This is also mentioned by [Tsa10] in such a way that preferably a revolute or prismatic
joint at the frame or a prismatic joint in the middle of the kinematic chain of the limb is
actuated. As a result, the number of possible structures is restricted further. All structures
where Cardan or cylindrical joints would have to be driven are put into parentheses. But
in general, for a cylindrical joint linear actuation is realizable.
To analyze the properties of different structural configurations, all structures are treated
first regardless of whether an actuation of a universal joint is possible or not. Furthermore,
structures with one passive prismatic joint are not excluded. In total, 21 PKS remain for
further investigations.
4.4 Frame configurations
To design the structures, various frame configurations are possible. These configurations
are schematically shown in Fig. 4.5 and abbreviated in the further part of this thesis with
the following symbols.
∆ = triangular configuration (tr)
The actuation axes are all parallel to one plane, but not parallel to each other.
⊥ = orthogonal configuration (or)
The actuation axes are perpendicular to each other.
‖ = parallel configuration (pa)
The actuation axes are parallel to each other.
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Fig. 4.5: Frame configurations (∆, ⊥, ‖, ?, ∪/T)
? = star-shaped configuration (st)
The actuation axes intersect in one common point.
∪1 = U-shaped configuration (us)
The actuation axes form a U-shape.
T1 = T-shaped configuration (ts)
The actuation axes form a T-shape.
It should be mentioned that the orthogonal configuration is a special case of the star-
shaped configuration. Each frame configuration is not appropriate for all structure types.
For example, the star-shaped and the parallel frame configurations are only realizable
for such structures, which have a prismatic joint as first articulated in each limb. For
structures with a revolute joint as first joint of the kinematic chain ? and ⊥ can be
reduced to the triangle configuration. The groups 3R-1P, 2R-2P, 5R and 4R-1P are now
considered separately to highlight the possible frame configurations of each structure. All
results are summarized in Tab. 4.6.
4.4.1 3R-1P
For the structures RRC and RCR, the frame configurations ? and ‖ are omitted, because
the first joints of the kinematic chains are not prismatic joints. The assembly rule that
has to be fulfilled according to [KG04c; KG07] is that all rotational joint axes within one
limb must be parallel to each other. However, all rotational axes of the entire structure
should not be parallel. The frame configurations ⊥, ∆ and ∪/T comply with this rule.
For both structures, only an actuation via a revolute joint is useful, as for the RRC
the prismatic joint is located at the end-effector and for the RCR in the middle of the
kinematic chain. But for the latter, the prismatic joint rotates around the first revolute
joint. This is nevertheless not recommended from a design and dynamic perspective (cf.
Section 4.3, criterion 5). Therefore, the structure is completely omitted. For RRC, the
lengths of the prismatic motion axes are limited by the size of the end-effector.
1This frame configuration is listed for the sake of completeness, although it does not allow full-
symmetrical design.
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Tab. 4.6: Possible frame configurations for the selected PKS
Frame configurations Actuation
∆ ⊥ ‖ ? ∪ T R P
3R
-1
P RRC X X -1 -1 X X X -
RCR5 - - - - - - - -
CRR X2 X X2 X X2 X2 -4 X
2R
-2
P
RCP5 - - - - - - - -
RPC X X -1 -1 X X X X
CPR X2 X -2,5 X X X -4 X
CRP5 - - - - - - - -
PRC -5 X X X X X - X
PCR5 - - - - - - - -
4R
-1
P
UUP X X -1 -1 X X (X) -
URC X X -1 -1 X X (X) -
UCR X X -1 -1 X X (X) -
UPU X X -1 -1 X X - X
RCU5 - - - - - - - -
CRU X X -2,5 X X X -4 X
PUU X X X X X X - X
RUC X3 X -1 -1 X X X -
CUR X3 X X2 X X3 X3 -4 X
5R
URU X X -1 -1 X X (X) -
UUR X X -1 -1 X X (X) -
RUU X X -1 -1 X X X -
1 no P- or C-joint respectively as first joint
2 prismatic and revolute joint axes are not parallel (inclination angle δ)
3 revolute joint axes at the end-effector are inclined
4 only linear actuation for C-joint
5 unfavorable design
CRR is based on the basic structure PRRR or RPRR. In case the prismatic joint is the
first joint of the kinematic chain, the rotational joint axes of all revolute joints may not
be parallel to a plane. Thus, the frame configurations ∆, ∪/T and ‖ are omitted. With
regard to the basic structure PRRR, however, and the specification that the rotational
joint axes within a limb are neither parallel to the respective prismatic joint axis nor
orthogonal to it, the mentioned frame configurations are applicable (here inclination angle
δ). A rotational actuation would be possible, but then, the actuator would move during
motion, greatly increasing the inertia of mass. Therefore, this actuator option is excluded
(cf. Section 4.3). In summary, RRC with rotational actuation and CRR with prismatic
actuation are considered.
4.4.2 2R-2P
For the basic structure RRPP, i.e. also for the resulting structure RCP, the following
assembly rule is valid: “Three axes that are perpendicular to the axis of the non-actuated
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prismatic joints within a limb, are not parallel to a plane“ [KG07]. Regardless of the
actuated joints, the revolute joint axes may not all be parallel [KG04c].
Since both, RCP and RPC, have revolute joints as first articulated within each kinematic
chain, a ?-shaped frame configuration does not make sense. Also the ‖ frame configuration
is omitted for both structures. For RPC the actuation is not only possible about the first
revolute joints, but also about the second prismatic joints. Thus, the structure has limbs
with variable lengths. The maximum length of the cylindrical joint axes will be determined
by the size of the end-effector. In case of RCP the cylindrical joint axes would rotate about
the first revolute joint axes which is the same as for CRR. Therefore, this structure is
omitted from a design point of view.
All frame configurations except of the ∆ and ‖ configuration are possible for the CPR
without breaking any assembly rule. It is assumed that the cylindrical joints attached to
the frame are linearly actuated. Similar to the CRR with fixed cylindrical joint axes, the
revolute joint should not be actuated to avoid high inertia. A ∆ or ‖ frame configuration is
possible if, and only if, the basic structure PRPR is taken into account and the prismatic
joint axis of the first joint is not parallel to the revolute joint axis (inclination angle δ).
The same applies to the structure CRP with the basic structure PRRP. The question,
however is, whether this structure is useful. The prismatic joints attached to the end-
effector, significantly increasing the installation space, are problematic. Therefore, the
CRP structure is not considered any further.
Only a linear actuation can be provided for the structures PRC as well as PCR, because
otherwise not the first joint of each kinematic chain is driven. All frame configurations are
feasible. Due to the rotating cylindrical joint axes, the structure PCR has an unfavorable
design. For the PRC only the ∆ configuration is waived, assuming that the P and C axes
are perpendicular to one another. To conclude, only three structures of this group remain:
RPC, CPR and PRC.
4.4.3 4R-1P
For the group 4R-1P the frame configurations ? and ‖ are not possible for a total of six
structures, since the first joints of their kinematic chains are not prismatic joints. These
include UUP, URC, UCR, UPU, RCU and RUC. The necessary assembly rule includes
that three axes perpendicular to the axes of rotation within a limb should not be parallel
to a plane [KG04c; KG07]. Thus, the frame configurations ⊥, ∆ and ∪/T are possible for
all structures in the same way.
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For UPU and PUU the prismatic joint is actuated, whereas for RUC it is the first revolute
joint within each kinematic chain. Again, rotating cylindrical joint axes occur for RCU,
so that this structure is excluded. Because the structures UUP, URC and UCR have a
universal joint as first joint within the limbs, they are reduced to the basic structures if
necessary. That means that the universal joint is replaced by two revolute joints with an
additional link in between them. To simplify the calculations for these structures, however,
they are ideally calculated, i.e. the distance between these two revolute joints is set to
zero. Even if UCR has a rotating cylindrical joint axis, the structure is not excluded for
the first analysis. A linear actuation is used for CRU and CUR. Both structures require
for a ‖ frame configuration that first prismatic and revolute joint axes of the cylindrical
joint are not parallel. Furthermore, the design of a ∆-CUR is improved by inclining the
revolute joint axes attached to the end-effector.
4.4.4 5R
There are no further rules for the assembly of the structures URU, UUR, and RUU.
However, two or three revolute joints in series within a limb must be parallel, while the
axes of the other revolute joints are also parallel [KG04c; KG07]. Because the 5R structures
only have revolute joints, no linear actuation is possible, i.e. the frame configurations ? and
‖ can be omitted. In principle, as already mentioned before, the actuation of a universal
joint is difficult, but a design solution can be found (e.g. splitting-up of the first universal
joint), so that the structures URU and UUR are also further investigated.
4.5 Summary and final selection
In this chapter different type synthesis methods were presented. Based on the constraint-
synthesis approach and synthesized PKS (cf. [KG07]), a selection scheme was executed.
It allows reducing the high number of possible PKS. The selection criteria were described
in detail. Five structure groups were specified with regard to the kind of joints (R- and
P-joints). Each group possesses other geometrical conditions (cf. annex, Tab. 3, p. 220)
for the joint alignment within each limb and for the entire structure. Due to this fact not
all PKS are useful from a design point of view.
Finally, 16 PKS are considered for further analysis (cf. Tab. 4.7). With the applied frame
configurations ∆, ? and ‖, for in total 25 structures calculation procedures (e.g. inverse
kinematics, Jacobian matrix, inverse dynamics, etc.) have to be derived to allow an opti-
mization of the geometrical parameters and a comparison of the characteristic properties.
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For better understanding of the composition of each structure, Tab. 4 and 5, p. 221 show
CAD drawings.
Tab. 4.7: Final selection
R
RC
C
R
R
R
PC
C
PR PR
C
U
U
P
U
RC
U
C
R
U
PU
C
RU
PU
U
RU
C
C
U
R
U
RU
U
U
R
RU
U
Fr
am
e ∆ X X1 X X1 - X X X X X X X X2 X X X
‖ - X1 - - X - - - - - X - X1 - - -
? - X - X X - - - - X X - X - - -
A
ct
. R X - X - - (X) (X) (X) - - - X - (X) (X) X
P - X X X X - - - X X X - X - - -
1 prismatic and revolute joint axes are not parallel
2 revolute joint axes at the end-effector are inclined

5 Study on typical manipulation tasks
Within this chapter first general aspects on requirements for manipulation tasks are pre-
sented. Thereafter, tasks for serial and parallel robots are summarized in order to provide
an overview of realistic manipulation task for PKS with three translational DoF. For fur-
ther analysis, selected manipulation tasks are described in detail. Furthermore, relevant
requirements defining those tasks are specified and comparable reference structures from
industry with their specific properties are selected and listed.
5.1 General requirements
Requirements for robots can be derived from application scenarios and areas. First of all,
different types of demands and classification methods are explained.
So-called requirement families for the individual needs can be classified according to
[BK97]. These comprise the functional requirements first, which “include all requirements
that ensure the required function of a technical system; so they are required only to comply
with function” [BK97]. In general, these are stress or motion data, details of the required
DoF and functional boundary conditions, including e.g. maximum weight. Operational re-
quirements form a further requirement family [BK97] including “all requirements, which
maintain the required function of a technical system from launch of operation until de-
commissioning; so they are only required for operating performance”. Yet, many of the
operational requirements cannot be considered at this stage of development. Reasons for
this are:
• They are considered only in the context of fine design (such as manageability, secu-
rity, portability).
• They depend on the choice of additional components, such as engines, transmissions
(including usability, maintenance, maintainability, reliability).
• They depend on specific tasks (including life, operating time, duration of use).
Requirements of the family design, manufacturing or environmental issues are not consid-
ered in the further course, because no relevant criteria can be derived for the considered
structure selection and the level of development.
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The individual requirements within each requirement family can be divided into three
requirement categories (cf. Fig. 5.1). These include technical requirements, economic
needs and psychological requirements. Mainly the technical requirements are considered
in the context of this work. Here, the economic requirements only cover the costs, in-
cluding simply the material costs, i.e. the cost of joints, limbs, and drives. Psychological
requirements are irrelevant within this thesis.
Fig. 5.1: Classifying of requirements [BK97]
In addition, there are two types of requirements, quantitative and qualitative, that are
either fixed or tolerated. Pahl and Beitz [PBG07] classify these further. Fixed requirements
are not only basic, but in addition technical custom requirements. Tolerated requirements
are also known as attractiveness requirements or desires. In contrast to the fixed require-
ments, their fulfillment is not a must. Additionally, requirements are presented explicitly,
i.e. directly, or only implicitly. This means that they have to be derived from boundary
conditions and scientific laws. Therefore, their fulfillment is presupposed.
Technical individual requirements playing a role in the development of robots are dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs. Whether they are quantifiable or just qualitative
requirements, depends on the task to be carried out, and is therefore not relevant. The
assignment of the type of requirement (fixed or tolerated) is specific to the task as well.
For the compilation of relevant individual requirements, please refer to enumerations and
sample lists in the relevant literature [BK97; VDI2222; VDI2225]. Only the list of main
features according to [PBG07] should be mentioned at this point. However, not all listed
main features are relevant within this thesis. Tab. 5.1 gives an overview of the considered
main features.
The workspace is one criterion covered by the main feature geometry. It is defined as the
space that contains all geometrical locations, in which the end-effector (or rather the tool
center point (TCP)) of the handling device can operate. Mathematically, it is the number
of permissible output vectors (position vectors of the end-effector or TCP, respectively)
[Neu06]. The size of the workspace depends on the kinematic dimensions of the handling
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Further considered Not relevant within this thesis
• Geometry
• Kinematics
• Dynamics*
• Forces
• Energy supply
• Accuracy*
• Assembly
• Costs
• Material
• Signal
• Safety
• Ergonomics
• Manufacturing
• Testing
• Maintenance
• Recycling
*not in primary list, but added due to relevance
Tab. 5.1: Further considered and not relevant main features according to [PBG07]
device or PKS, respectively, and the mechanical design. [VDI2861] gives a more detailed
definition.
It can still be distinguished between:
• (Prescribed) workspace
The prescribed workspace is the workspace that has to be reached with regard to
the tasks by the TCP of a handling device.
• Reachable workspace or dexterous workspace
The reachable workspace describes the workspace which contains all reachable points
by the TCP (min. one orientation is possible). In contrast, the dexterous workspace
is the workspace where the end-effector can be orientated arbitrarily, i.e. the orienta-
tion is still chosen freely. The dexterous workspace is very small for most structures
and is therefore not necessarily useful. Also, it is completely needed only in the rarest
cases because for most applications not all full rotations are necessary [GG97]. All
considered structures within this thesis have three translational DoF. Therefore,
there is no difference between the reachable and the dexterous workspace.
• Usable workspace
The usable workspace is the workspace the TCP, the end-effector or handling device
achieve without passing through a singular position [LWK06].
The workspace can be classified according to different criteria. First of all, the volume
can be calculated. However, still no statement is made regarding its appearance. There-
fore, the form of the workspace should be considered as well. Parallel structures have
complex workspaces depending on many parameters. Because these cannot be described
universally, it is advisable to consider the distribution of the working volume in Cartesian
space [GRN95]. For some applications only the size of the workspace in one direction
is relevant. Therefore, the working range is important for the main feature geometry
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as well. Finally, some tasks require a prescribed quality of the workspace. For example
the workspace should be singularity-free or the force or velocity transmission shall be
homogeneous.
The motion or operating space is the entire space, which can theoretically be passed
through during motion of the handling device [Sch87]. After [Neu06] this is equal to the
danger zone from a safety point of view. The structure forms the boundaries of the motion
space in the positions when the outer points of the workspace are reached.
In addition to the motion space, the installation space should be considered. According
to well-known standards and guidelines, no clear definition for the installation space of a
handling device can be found. According to [Pok04] the installation space can be defined
as pack size, i.e. the taken volume of the entire robot in retracted state, hence in the
closest possible position. A larger pack size requires more space and a larger footprint and
therefore, it costs more. A smaller pack size offers more flexibility.
Finally, the geometric structure should be considered. That means depending on the
requirements the number of links and the number and type of joints is important.
The kinematics include the motion type and direction, i.e. the DoF. Depending on
the task, not always all six spatial DoF are required. In the framework of this thesis, the
DoF is equal to three for all considered structures. The movability within the workspace
is limited by joint angles, stroke lengths, as well as actuator limits. As a result, the
flexibility is restricted. For example, tasks during body-in-white production or orbital
welding require high movability and thus flexibility. A crucial requirement is also the
output velocity, i.e. the velocity of the end-effector. For many tasks, short cycle times,
i.e. high speeds are required. This is the case, for example, for loading and unloading
of machines or pick & place tasks. Fast start-up, i.e. good acceleration properties, is
necessary in spot welding [Sch87].
Not only weight forces are among the feature forces, but also static and dynamic
process forces occurring during motion. First, the payload is mentioned. Depending on
the payload, five areas can be distinguished (cf. [KUK14; Stä14]):
• < 0.5 kg: small robotics
• 0.5-10 kg: low payload
• 10-80 kg: middle payload
• 80-300 kg: high payload
• > 300 kg: heavy load
In addition, the maximum forces in joints and friction forces must be observed. The
dynamic process forces include, for example, mass inertia or changing loads.
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External forces cause a displacement of the end-effector as a result of occurring compliance
of the actuators, the structure, or even the joints. The stiffness has direct influence on the
positioning accuracy. It depends on the size and the material of the limbs, the transmission
mechanisms and the type of drives. The influence of the stiffness on the motion behavior
of the robot can be depicted within a stiffness model.
Energy supply includes the transmission behavior of the structure and hence its ef-
ficiency. The maximum possible payload acting on the end-effector or the maximum
possible speed of the TCP highly depend on the required actuator limits regarding
velocity, force and power.
The accuracy of a parallel manipulator describes the positioning or orientation error
of the end-effector from the desired position as a result of actuator-related inaccuracies
[DIN9283]. In addition to this pose accuracy the term of repeatability exists: “The pose
repeatability specifies the accuracy of matches between the positions after n repeated at-
tempts to the same target pose in the same direction” [DIN9283]. Tolerances on kinematic
dimensions, as well as joint errors by backlash can adversely affect the accuracy and re-
peatability. But high precision is required in many areas. Examples are the production of
fuel cells, orbital welding or the transport of samples. The latter requires a reproducible
process, i.e. a good repeatability.
If a high degree of flexibility is required, different mounting options can be provided.
This is aimed at varied frame configurations (cf. Chapter 4.4) or at reconfiguration pos-
sibilities of the system. For further information please consider the corresponding chap-
ters.
Costs are considered as the only feature reflecting economic aspects. As mentioned before,
only the material costs are relevant within this work. These include the costs for the joints,
limbs, as well as for the drives. Production, external service, operation, or also follow-up
costs cannot be quantified at this stage of development.
Consequently, the requirements to define in advance are as follows:
• Required workspace (volume, range, distribution)
• Motion space and available installation space
• Actuator and joint boundaries
• Max. velocity of end-effector or TCP respectively
• Max. acceleration of end-effector or TCP respectively
• Max. payload and process forces
• Required accuracy and repeatability
• Necessary flexibility (reconfiguration, frame variation)
• Max. costs
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5.2 General manipulation tasks
Robots are used in different areas: from foundry industry, which requires handling of large
and heavy parts to food industry, for which clean room suitability of the robot is important
up to the use in machine tools, such as in machining involving high precision and good
repeatability (cf. Fig. 5.2). The three examples show that there are different handling
and manufacturing processes. Accordingly, the diversity of the tasks is very large placing
different demands on the automation process. General manipulation tasks are divided
into several areas provided by [Han10] and information on websites of robot suppliers. In
all areas the manipulation of both, workpieces or tools, is possible in the same way. This
contains amongst others:
• Handling
• Surface treatment
• Positioning
• Machining
Handling includes, besides the assembly of workpieces (e.g. vibration-free handling of
wafers [KUK14]), also loading and unloading of machines. In packaging industry not only
packaging is carried out automatically, but robots take over palletizing tasks in many
places. Examples can be found in the production of puzzle and game boxes of different
sizes or in the handling of packaged beverages, which have to be stacked (cf. Fig. 5.3,
right). Pick & place is another task in the field of handling. Using high speed robots
goods from the conveyor are taken and inserted in packages (e.g. production of meat and
sausages, Fig. 5.2, middle).
In the field of surface treatment it comes to clean parts, to paint or to coat (e.g. in
automotive industry). Just for the uniform and optimal material application and where
dangerous mist occurs, the use of precise spray robots is suitable (Fig. 5.3).
Fig. 5.2: Manipulation tasks in different areas (from left to right: handling of heavy cast parts
[KUK14], packaging of sausages [Ben08], milling task [car14])
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Fig. 5.3: Spray robot in automotive industry [Aud14] and palletizing of beverages [KUK14]
Fig. 5.4: left: stringer positioning [www15], right: positioning system [Moo14]
Positioning takes place in the macro-, micro, as well as in the nano-range. For exam-
ple, telescopes must be guided to previously defined positions and then held in a certain
position. But also the surface testing requires precise positioning of the components. An
example for the positioning of stringers in aircraft industry and a positioning system based
on a Hexapod structure is shown in Fig. 5.4. Machine processing includes drilling, de-
burring, milling (cf. Fig. 5.2, right), sawing, grinding, cutting, or welding of workpieces.
Some of these tasks can be found, for example, in the field of fettling. Other handling
tasks include the simulation of movements, amongst others for specific products or com-
ponents (e.g. stress testing of car seats [KUK14], handset positioner [HEA14], Fig. 5.5),
material testing with high accuracy by precise insertion and positioning of the material
to be tested and assembly or disassembly, respectively (e.g. production of flanges for
electrical steering of motor vehicles [KUK14]).
Tab. 5.2 summarizes the mentioned manipulation tasks and the industrial robots em-
ployed. It is clear that the 6-axis vertical jointed-arm robot is very versatile. Therefore, it
can be used in almost all areas. In the following paragraph typical manipulation tasks are
described in detail with their specific requirements. For the fields pick & place, quasistatic
positioning and mold guidance for 3D fiber injection an example is presented.
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Fig. 5.5: Stress testing of car seats [KUK14], head positioner [HEA14]
5.3 Description of selected manipulation tasks
Since in this work only PKS are considered, this section focuses especially on manipulation
tasks for these systems. In the following, a pick & place, a positioning and a guidance
task are described.
5.3.1 Handling (pick & place)
In a pick & place process an object with a mass of, e.g., 5 kg is handled. It is picked at
the one end of the desired trajectory and placed at the other end. Such a trajectory is
exemplary shown in Fig. 5.6. Here, the motion is placed in the xz-plane. In x-direction
the trajectory reaches the boundaries of the prescribed workspace. The cycle time is set
to t = 0.4375 s with a time step of 0.0005 s. Hence, 875 points along the trajectory
are considered described by position vectors in the global reference frame. Additionally,
velocity and acceleration vectors are specified. The value of the maximum velocity is
6.85 m/s, the value of the maximal acceleration is 49.86 m/s2. This trajectory is an
example for a pick & place task performed by a DELTA robot. It is also described in
[Kie14; Sch13].
5.3.2 Positioning (quasistatic positioning)
Quasistatic positioning tasks can be found, for example, in aircraft assembly. Existing po-
sitioning systems consist of multiple manipulators with Cartesian or serial architecture,
which act simultaneously to handle aircraft components [Ble03; Gog08; HL01; Mer06]. The
manipulators pick up the aircraft component at defined grasping points and manipulate
it in six DoF. The challenge for these assembly systems consists in the proper handling of
large components with high payloads and extremely narrow tolerances in terms of abso-
lute positioning accuracy and repeatability [Mer06]. Due to better stiffness and precision
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Fig. 5.6: pick & place trajectory, velocity (left) and acceleration (right) distribution
properties, parallel kinematic manipulators predestine the use in robot assisted aircraft
structural assembly. Fig. 5.7 shows an exemplary positioning system for the handling of
shell panels (S), which consists of two positioning units (Pos 1 and Pos 2). Each position-
ing unit comprises a parallel manipulator (PM) with three DoF and two bipod structures
(B) with two DoF [PMC14].
The component to position has a mass of 1500 kg. An exemplary trajectory runs diagonally
through the maximum workspace (e.g. cuboid). The maximum positioning velocity is
0.2 mm/s. The accelerations are negligibly small with a maximum of 0.01 m/s2. [Kie14;
Sch13; PMC14] describe this task in detail.
5.3.3 Guidance (3D fiber injection plant)
A method developed at the Institute of Plastic Processing (IKV) (3D fiber injection)
allows directly manufacturing of near-net shape, three-dimensional preforms with local
mechanical properties. This concerns fiber orientation, length and thickness. Basic ma-
terial are thermoplastic hybrid rovings. Good component properties are achieved by a
defined, near-net shape fiber placement on a permeable mold dictating the shape of the
bottom or inside of the component.
The entire structure of the 3D fiber injection plant is shown in Fig. 5.8. The supply of
semi-manufactured hybrid roving is located on the roof. The hybrid roving is directed
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Fig. 5.7: Positioning system, PM = parallel manipulator, B = Bipod, S = shell, Pos = posi-
tioning unit
from there by a thread guide into the yarn take-off. Then, using airflow, venturi nozzles
direct the roving in the cutter, where it is cut by a coated carbide knife. Airflow conveys
the fibers to the fiber control unit, which determines the orientation of the fibers due to
its funnel shape.
The fibers pass the opening of the fiber control unit and are “injected” and placed in
specified trajectories on the permeable mold (forming tool). A 6-axis jointed-arm robot
(RV30 26 of the company Reis GmbH & co. KG Maschinenfabrik [Rei14]) moves the
forming tool on trajectories between the fixed fiber control unit and the either fixed or
mobile extraction of air device (Fig. 5.8).
The extraction fixes the fibers in short term on the metal grid of the fiber forming tool
and compresses them by the created vacuum. Two heaters symmetrically arranged on
the fiber control unit melt the thermoplastic filaments. The glass fibers are fixed by the
molten thermoplastic fibers and a robust preform is created.
The current design of the system has some disadvantages, which lead to poor quality of
the preforms. These include:
• Deflection of the form grid from horizontal position (unilateral fixation, no suitable
amount of extraction of air)
• No optimal motion of the forming tool (limited workspace)
• Limited movability of the robot (limitation through cell and robot size)
• Inertia of components (robot takes certain time to reach required speeds, time delays
are possible)
A detailed analysis of the process and of the problems is carried out in [Ben14]. Other
kinematic concepts for the manipulation of the forming tool under the fiber control unit
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Fig. 5.8: Basic structure of the 3D fiber injection plant (left) [Ben14] and system with mobile
and global air extraction (right) [Wer11]
are taken into consideration to counteract the problems mentioned above. These include,
for example:
(1) Parallelkinematic manipulator with six DoF
(2) Parallelkinematic manipulator with three DoF and spherical wrist as end-effector
(3) Parallelkinematic manipulator with three translational DoF and additional spherical
mechanism (spatial separation of translational and rotational DoF)
(4) PARAGRIP (cf. [Rie13])
Only concept (3) that decouples not only functionally, but also spatially the required
translational and rotational DoF is relevant within this thesis. It is conceivable that the
forming tool moves only translationally, while the fiber control unit performs the rotational
motion using a spherical mechanism. For the translational motion one of the kinematic
structures listed in Tab. 4 or 5, annexe, can be taken.
The requirements for the new kinematic concept are as follows: The desired workspace
has the shape of a cuboid (0.6 m x 0.8 m x 0.33 m). At the same time the drop height
must be selected small, about 0.03-0.1 m, to achieve a high degree of fiber orientation. To
avoid collisions with the fiber control unit, all moving parts of the kinematic unit should
be located “under” the mobile platform. The installation space is also limited because the
extraction of air shall be integrated in the forming tool. To put all fibers on a horizontal
surface, a stabilization of the mold should be included. This can be done e.g. through
an integration of the forming tool in the kinematic structure. In order to meet future
demands on trajectories the manipulator should reach speeds up to 0.6 m/s. The payload
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through the forming tool and the preform is approximately 5 kg. The task requires a
repeatability of the manipulator up to ±0.08 mm. To enhance the dynamic performance
low inertia are advantageous. [Ben14]
5.4 Reference structures from industry
In order to provide a comparison between the synthesized PKS and industrial applications,
some robotic examples are selected. With regard to the group of serial robots, PKS with
three translational DoF are only able to compete against the SCARA robot. Neither
vertical jointed-arm robots nor Cartesian robots have properties that 3-DoF PKS could
fulfill in an appropriate manner: for example, the wide range of Cartesian robots or the
dexterity of vertical jointed-arm robots due to their six DoF (cf. Chapter 2).
For further consideration, the Adept Cobra s600 [Ade14] is taken as a representative
of this group because its characteristics are close to the median values determined in
Tab. 2.2. With these properties the Adept Cobra s600 executes handling (pick & place,
palletizing) or assembly tasks (see also Fig. 5.9, left). Besides, the Festo Tripod EXPT 120
and the Autonox24 Delta IP65 RL4 1200 are industrial examples for parallel robots (Fig.
5.9 middle left, middle right). They have similar properties, provide four DoF – three
translational and one rotational at the end-effector – and are both used for handling
tasks.
The Hexapod structure is not comparable to 3-DoF structures with regard to pick & place
tasks because this kind of robot provides six DoF and therefore, it has a limited range
of motion (Fig. 5.9, right). Though, Hexapods accomplish positioning tasks for high pay-
loads. Nevertheless, the data given for positioning accuracy and range of motion for the
translational degrees of freedom can only be taken as a rough reference target, since special
designed robots (without rotational DoF) should be more precise.
Fig. 5.9: Adept Cobra s600, Festo Tripod EXPT 120, Autonox24 Delta IP65 RL4 1200, PI
M-850 Hexapod (from left to right)
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The properties of the chosen robots and the selected tasks (cf. Section 5.3) are listed in
Tab. 5.3.
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6 Derivation and implementation of
calculation methods
To analyze the selected PKS, different calculation methods are necessary. First, relevant
geometrical parameters are described. Afterwards, this section gives an overview of rele-
vant algorithms and methods used in this work. Since 25 PKS are considered, all necessary
derivations and equations can be found in the annex, pp. 229–283. Furthermore, Tab. 6.1
summarizes relevant literature related to the considered PKS with regard to calculations
and analysis methods.
6.1 Definition of parameters
With regard to the dimensional synthesis and the illustration of the analysis methods,
two reference frames are introduced: R0(O, x, y, z) describes the reference frame attached
to the fixed base and RP (OP , xP , yP , zP ) designates the reference frame attached to the
end-effector. All axes of RP are parallel to those belonging to R0 because the end-effector
is supposed to perform only translational motions (cf. Fig. 6.1, Fig. 6.2).
The three limbs are assembled symmetrically for all configurations. Therefore, the ge-
ometric parameters α and β are equal to 120◦ (Eq. (6.1), Eq. (6.2)). Additionally, for
the ?-shaped configuration, the angle ψ is introduced. It designates the inclination of the
actuation axes with respect to the xy-plane. The size of the end-effector is determined by
the radius rB, which defines a circle and hence, the location of the end-effector side joints
Bi and the vector bi. For ∆ and ‖ frame configurations, the positions of the base joints
Ai are defined by the frame radius rA and the vector ai:
Fig. 6.1: Reference frames and parameter definition (∆ and ?-shaped)
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Fig. 6.2: Reference frames and parameter definition (‖-shaped)
ai = rA ·

cosαi
sinαi
0
 , (6.1)
bi = rB ·

cos βi
sin βi
0
 . (6.2)
Furthermore, rotation matrices are introduced to describe the reference frames attached
to the base joints. The rotation matrix for rotation about the z-axis of R0 is:
Rzi =

cosϕi − sinϕi 0
sinϕi cosϕi 0
0 0 1
 . (6.3)
For an inclination angle ψ the new reference frame is rotated again about the new x-axis:
Rxi =

1 0 0
0 cosψ − sinψ
0 sinψ cosψ
 . (6.4)
In general, each link is described by a vector li. This vector is composed of a length, li,
and the unit vector l0i. Velocity or acceleration vectors for the revolute joints are (with
ei = rotational axis):
ωi = ωiei and ω˙i = ω˙iei, with ωi = Θ˙i, (6.5)
and the velocity or acceleration vectors for the prismatic or cylindrical joints, respectively,
are:
d˙i = d˙idi0 and d¨i = d¨idi0 resp. s˙i = s˙isi0 and s¨i = s¨isi0. (6.6)
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6.2 Calculation methods and models
6.2.1 Kinematics
The kinematics describe the movement of elements, such as points, planes, or bodies,
i.e. the temporal change of their position in space without taking into account masses
or the causal forces [CBB04; Neu06]. The kinematic description is a prerequisite, for
example, for the subsequent dynamic analysis, for which the acting forces on the system
are considered. The aim of the kinematics is the representation of the relationship between
input and output coordinates based on active coordinate transformations. This means that
the motion of an object with respect to a fixed coordinate system is described.
For the forward kinematics (direct kinematics), the position and orientation of the
end-effector is specified according to given coordinates of the actuator. The number of
variables corresponds to the number of DoF of the structure. The direct kinematic problem
is clearly analytically solvable for serial structures, but there are several solutions for
parallel structures.
In contrast to the forward kinematics, the actuator quantities (such as angles, stroke
lengths) in the inverse kinematics are calculated by backward transformation of the
coordinates of the end-effector. For parallel structures, often only the inverse kinematic
problem is analytically solvable; serial structures require a numerical approach. A de-
sired trajectory defines the coordinates of the end-effector. Different approaches exist to
solve the inverse kinematic problem: closed-form, numerical or meta-heuristic algorithms
[Tab01]. In this work, the closed-form algorithm based on vector loop equations is chosen
(cf. annex, pp. 229–283).
6.2.2 Jacobian matrix
The Jacobian is a descriptive structure matrix, which elements specify the translation and
transmission ratios of the respective structure of their input to their output quantities.
The Jacobian depends on the geometric parameters of the robot and its current position
(cf. Eq. (7.1) and Eq. (7.2)). The Jacobian has various benefits. First of all it indicates
the actuators to be selected in terms of power and speed. The Jacobian is known as a
matrix of stability as well as a matrix of sensitivity [CBB04], as it is used to determine
the singularities of a robot. There are different methods to calculate the Jacobian (see
[Ang14; Spo05]). In this work, the Jacobian is determined by deriving analytical geometric
expressions (here: vector loop equations).
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6.2.3 Stiffness model
A stiffness model represents the influences of the stiffness on the motion behavior of the
robot. Three main approaches are known to derive the stiffness matrix of a mechanical
structure: The Finite Elements Analysis (FEA) [EF99; BPC11; BPB12; Cam12], the Vir-
tual Joint Method (VJM) [Zha00; BPC11; PKC11] and the Matrix Structure Analysis
(MSA) [BPC11; GC09].
Well-known is the FEA, which divides the structure into a large number of finite elements.
These elements are connected elastically. The method is based on a numerical calculation
approach, which serves to solve partial differential equations. An advantage of the FEA
is that it is very accurate, depending only on the level of discretization [BPB12; BPC11;
PKC11]. But in contrast, this requires high computational costs, not only for calculating
the system of equations but also for re-meshing the model in each configuration.
The VJM, also known as “lumped modeling“, is based on the work of Salisbury and
Gosselin [Sal80; Gos90a], where the stiffness of a structure is derived considering only the
actuator stiffnesses. The method reduces the compliance of every element in a structure to
the compliance of the actuators by means of virtual compliant joints [TAL12] (for joints
and for links). In comparison to the FEA, the VJM gives accurate results with much lower
computational effort [BPB12; EF99].
The MSA is based on the FEA: the mechanical structure is modeled as a combination of
beams connected by nodes. The stiffness properties of every beam element are represented
in a stiffness matrix [GC09]. The displacement of every node is calculated analytically
from the overall stiffness matrix. Initially introduced only for structures with relatively
simple elements, it can be extended to integrate more complex effects (e.g. joint stiffness
[DHM06]). Compared to the FEA, the MSA is less computational expensive [BPB12;
BPC11; PKC11; AAS11] and results are in a good balance between computational costs
and accuracy [PCW09]. Therefore, this method is used in this work to analyze the stiffness
characteristics of the PKS. Translational and rotational deformations of the PKS at the
end-effector resulting from stiffness properties of the links, the joints and the actuators
are calculated. Details of the method and the modeling can be found in [Seb14; DC16].
6.2.4 Dynamics
The forward dynamics calculate the resulting system response due to provided actu-
ation torques or forces. This serves amongst others as simulation of closed loop control.
But since control strategies are not considered in this work, the forward dynamics are
not derived for the selected PKS. In contrast, the inverse dynamics describe methods
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for the calculation of forces and/or torques, which are based on the motion of bodies and
their inertia characteristics. A desired motion of the end-effector is provided, e.g. in the
form of a trajectory, and the required actuation torques or forces are calculated. Three
approaches for the inverse dynamics calculation are common: the principle of virtual work,
the Lagrangian equations of 2nd order and the Newton/Euler approach [CBB04]. Here,
the last approach is chosen, because it allows calculating the internal forces or torques
which are important for the design of actuators or joints in future work. For this approach,
the motion state of all components must be known. The required velocities are calculated
by using the Jacobian, the accelerations are determined by differentiating the vector loop
equations twice. For the inverse dynamics the following equation is introduced:
Fint = J−1p Fext. (6.7)
It describes the relation between the external forces (acting on the end-effector) and the
internal forces. Thus, the matrix Jp is called the matrix of force transmission.
Since inertia properties are taken into consideration, the total inertia tensor Itot,i of a
limb i in the global reference frame R0 has to be calculated. It is based on the local
inertia tensor Ii in the link reference frame Ri (see PKS figures in annex for definition)
and is transferred with the rotational matrix Ri into R0 in the following way:
Itot,i = Ri · Ii ·RTi . (6.8)
For a prismatic joint as limb it consists of two parts, the inertia tensor of the stator (I1i)
and the one of the slider (I2i).
6.2.5 Multi-body simulation model
Mechanical components and their kinematic properties can be simulated with special
multi-body simulation software. All derived analytic models (inverse kinematics, Jacobian
matrix, accelerations, etc.) are validated by using MATLAB SimMechanics©. Especially
for the stiffness analysis it should be pointed out that the results obtained by MATLAB
SimMechanics© are based on a nonlinear model. Therefore, displacements do not match
for very high payloads compared to the analytic model. For lower payloads and thus for
smaller displacements, the consistency of the two models is ensured.
To model the stiffness properties, a custom joint is assembled in the middle of each
link, which enables the specification of the link stiffness in each direction according to
Eq. (10.5), p. 121. It is possible to model other stiffness properties of the PKS in the same
way.
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position target 
external load 
end-effector 
measurement 
frame 
limbs 
Fig. 6.3: Graphical interface of a MATLAB SimMechanics© model
More details about the built multi-body simulation models can be found in [Seb14; DC16;
PMC14]. Furthermore, Fig. 6.3 gives an idea of the implementation. The models consist of
a frame, limb substructures, an end-effector and blocks for defining the external load and
the motion or position target. Final measurements can be made by using sensor blocks.
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Tab. 6.1: Available research on considered structures and related work

7 Analysis and evaluation criteria
Based on the type synthesis (cf. Chapter 4) and the requirements for the manipulation
task (cf. Chapter 5), the considered PKS can be analyzed and evaluated further. To
perform a benchmark study, different criteria are applied. The first part of this chapter
(Section 7.1) gives a brief review on the state of the art of relevant criteria in the context
of robotics. The second part (Section 7.2) describes the final selection of the criteria for
further analysis.
7.1 Compilation of relevant criteria
Relevant criteria found in literature are related to five groups. These contain:
• robotic structure
• kinematic model
• Jacobian matrix
• stiffness model
• dynamic model
With respect to the different groups, the criteria are listed and described in the next
paragraphs. These criteria, also called performance indices, are used to:
• measure and quantify the performance properties,
• study, evaluate and optimize the design,
• compare different architectures
of (parallel) kinematic structures [PS14]. The performance indices can be either minimized
or maximized to get an optimal result.
7.1.1 Criteria based on the robotic structure
The robotic structure comprises only the appearance based on different joints and links.
Therefore, the number of joints and links can be treated as a first evaluation criteria.
By increasing the number of joints (and thereby of links), for example, the stiffness of
the entire PKS is reduced [Neu06]. In addition, the kind of links (e.g. hollow cylinder,
square profile) influences the stiffness properties. Due to different accuracy and compliance
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Fig. 7.1: Criteria based on the robotic structure
properties, the kind of joints within a PKS can highly affect the properties of the
entire structure. To describe the decoupling of input and resulting output motion, the
coupling degree (cf. Section 4.1.3) is taken into account by [CL09; JY04; SYM05].
Further properties of the PKS are revealed by performing a dimensional synthesis based
on kinematic, dynamic and stiffness models. With known dimensions of the links, the size
of the end-effector and material properties, the self-weight of the entire structure can be
calculated. Thereafter, it is possible to calculate the payload to self-weight ratio (cf.
Fig. 2.4, p. 12).
By considering the total link length of a (serial) robotic structure, three indices are in-
troduced: the occupied space index, the relative space index and the structural
length index. Please refer to [TTE95; KB06] for further information about the last
mentioned indices.
Fig. 7.1 summarizes the mentioned criteria concerning the robotic structure.
7.1.2 Criteria based on the kinematic model
The kinematic model describes the relation between the position of the end-effector and
the drive positions (cf. Section 6.2.1). By solving the inverse and/or forward kinematic
problem, the reachable workspace of the PKS is calculated. With regard to a larger pre-
defined space, the workspace index can be determined. Moreover, evaluation criteria for
the reachable workspace contain on the one hand the volume and the shape [Sch87].
On the other hand the distribution of the working volume in Cartesian space can be
analyzed. This is done by plotting the area of the workspace with respect to a variable
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Fig. 7.2: Criteria based on the kinematic model
coordinate (e.g. z-direction) [GRN95]. As the working range can be one requirement, it
is an evaluation criterion as well.
Another method to describe the properties of the workspace is to define and to calculate
the size of geometric objects that can be enclosed by the reachable workspace. Such
objects are, e.g. a sphere, a cylinder or a cube. A similar procedure for 2-DoF structures
is presented in [LWP06]. Here, the biggest circle is calculated that fits into the reachable
workspace. Frindt et al. [FKH11] develop a method to calculate the maximum cuboid
inside the reachable workspace of a parallel robot. In all mentioned cases the reachable
workspace should be free of singularities.
Two further criteria are the volume of the installation space and the motion /
operational space. Both criteria have already been described in Section 5.1. Relating
the volume of installation or motion space to the reachable or prescribed workspace results
in the installation space to workspace and the operating space to workspace
ratio. Both ratios should be minimized. Gosselin et al. [GMD07] proposes the vice-versa
ratio. Frindt et al. [FKH11] suggest the (prescribed) workspace to footprint ratio as a
performance criterion.
The criteria related to the kinematic model are presented in Fig. 7.2.
7.1.3 Criteria based on the Jacobian matrix
In general, the criteria based on the Jacobian matrix belong to the kinematic model,
because it is related to the kinetostatic behavior of the manipulator. The condition
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number is an indicator for the transmission quality of matrices. Since the Jacobian matrix
describes the ratio between drive q˙ to output p˙ velocities and the inverse transposed
Jacobian the ratio between drive torques or forces τ to output forces or torques F,
q˙ = J · p˙, (7.1)
τ = J−T · F, (7.2)
the condition number of the Jacobian matrix is used to describe the transmission qual-
ity of PKS. In the best case the condition number is 1 which is equivalent to an isotropic
and thus a uniform transmission behavior. As the Jacobian matrix depends on the position
of the end-effector, the condition number is a local property of the robot. The condition
number of a matrix is generally defined as (here: Euclidean norm, 2-norm) [DR06; Fri01;
WWW10]:
κ(J) = κ‖·‖(J) := ‖J−1‖‖J‖ = σmax(J)
σmin(J)
=
√
λmax(JTJ)√
λmin(JTJ)
. (7.3)
As the condition number can reach values between 1 and∞, the reciprocal of the condition
number is often used. This is called local conditioning index [KB06; LWP06], local
dexterity index [ZSZ10] or simply dexterity index [FKH11]:
ν = 1
κ
. (7.4)
Frindt [FKH11] uses the index of kinematic condition which was proposed by [AL92]. It
is defined as follows (min[κ(J)] is the minimum condition number of the entire workspace):
κc(J) =
100
min[κ(J)] . (7.5)
Gosselin [Gos90b] introduces the new dexterity index. It is based on the condition
number of the Jacobian matrix J′, composed by normalizing the Jacobian J. This means
that now all entries have the same physical units (length). The homogenization is done
by eliminating the angular velocity of the end-effector [Gos90b].
To counteract the problem of inhomogeneous Jacobian matrix regarding different dimen-
sions due to rotational and prismatic actuation, Ma et al. [MA91] and Chablat et al.
[CCU10] use a characteristic link length (L). This characteristic natural (link) length
is determined by Angeles [Ang92] so that it minimizes the condition number of the new
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Jacobian matrix Jh which is calculated as follows:
Jh := J · diag
(
1
L
, 1
L
, 1
L
, 1, 1, 1
)
. (7.6)
Otherwise, in case of mixed actuator configurations, the Jacobian matrix has no physical
meaning [SBS02]. Another possibility to address this problem is to divide the Jacobian
matrix in two sub matrices, i.e. in a translational and a rotational part describing the
transmission behavior (amongst others in [FKH11]). It should be noted that homogeniza-
tion of the Jacobian should be treated carefully because the proposed methods are often
arbitrarily chosen and suffer from lack of physical meaning [PS14; SBS02].
Schönherr [Sch97] and Neugebauer [Neu06] use the transmission quality Ü to describe
the behavior between input to output quantities. It is similar to the conditioning index,
however, in this case the Jacobian matrix is multiplied by a weighting matrix. Hence, for
example, the actuation quantities can be weighted among each other (including conversion
to quantities with same units, e.g. [SBS02]).
To include tolerance influences with respect to links besides the velocity and force or torque
transmission in the description of the transmission quality, Schönherr [Sch97] introduces
the following equation:
Ü(J,Jd) =
1
2(‖J‖‖J
−1‖+ ‖Jd‖‖J−1d ‖). (7.7)
The transmission quality is averaged about the sum of the condition numbers of the
Jacobian of force transmission (J) and of the Jacobian (Jd), which is derived according
to the tolerance effects. By minimizing Eq. (7.7), both a uniform load transmission and a
uniform tolerance influence are achieved.
By integrating the local values (here the conditioning index) about the entire prescribed
or reachable workspace W , the global dexterity or conditioning index is calculated
[GLG95; GG97; GA91; KB06; LWP06; WWW10]:
η =
∫
W (ξ)dw
dw =
∫
W
(
1
κ
)
ddw
dw . (7.8)
By globalization, a kind of average value is calculated, e. g. the arithmetic mean or the
median representing the properties of the manipulator within the considered workspace.
The following problem arises with one single value, because important information get
lost: if only one high value of local property occurs, the average value is directly biased.
Therefore, it is not useful to consider a globalized value, since local properties are more
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important regarding the motion behavior of a robot [PS14]. Examples that show the
disadvantages of globalization are presented in [Kie14].
If in one point both, the minimal and maximal singular values of the Jacobian matrix are
high (i.e. σmax = σmin →∞) or very small (i.e. σmax = σmin → 0) the manipulator is close
to a singular configuration. The conditioning index does not cover this local phenomenon.
Therefore, the singularity index is proposed in [SKC14]. It is best when close to 1.
s = min
(
σmin,
1
σmax
)
. (7.9)
Based on the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of J−1GJ−T , the manipulability ellipsoid is
determined. The matrix G is a diagonal weighting matrix representing the performance
properties of the actuators. Please refer to Eq. (7.1) for the definition of the Jacobian
matrix (J). The major axis of the manipulability ellipsoid indicates the direction (eigen-
vector) with the highest velocity (square root of highest eigenvalue), the minor axis the
direction with the lowest. If the calculation of the manipulability ellipsoid is based on JT ,
the major axis indicates the direction with the highest force, the minor axis the direction
with the lowest force respectively. The manipulability ellipsoid of velocities is reciprocal to
the manipulability ellipsoid of forces. This means that in the direction with high potential
velocities, the mechanism can move with the least effort, whereas in the direction of the
lowest force the manipulator is stiffest. Only minimum forces of the actuators are required
to resist external forces [KPK00]. There exists a duality between task and articulation
space. So it is possible to transform a sphere in the articulation space into an ellipsoid in
the task space and vice versa.
Under the assumption of unit drive quantities, i.e. velocity = 1m
s
and force = 1N or ve-
locity = 11
s
and torque = 1Nm respectively, [CWM03; GG97; GLG98; LWP06; WWW10]
present the calculation of the velocity and payload index. The maximal and minimal
linear and angular velocity indices (force or torque indices) are determined about the
square roots of maximal and minimal eigenvalue of the matrix J−1GJ−T (JTGJ). In this
case G is equal to the identity matrix. It should be noted at this point that the Jacobian
matrix is divided into a rotational and a translational part as soon as there are both kind
of actuators, rotational and translational. Consequently, maximum and minimum velocity
amplification (force amplification) in the direction of the main axes are:
‖vmax‖ =
√
λvmax; ‖ωmax‖ =
√
λωmax , (7.10)
‖Fmax‖ =
√
λFmax; ‖τmax‖ =
√
λτmax , (7.11)
The velocity performance (payload capability) is better when the minimum velocity
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(forces) increases. Also these two indices can be globalized by integration over the workspace.
[LWL10] derive based on an inverse dynamic model the velocity and external payload
capability. In this case, the average of the maximal actuator velocity (force or torque)
is calculated if a unit velocity (force) vector acts on the end-effector. This means they
use the inverse ratio of the velocity and force transmission: input to output. If the value
is small, the manipulator can withstand higher external forces with the same actuators.
Translational and rotational parts of the Jacobian are separated in this calculation as
well; globalization is also possible.
Already in 1985 the manipulability measure w is introduced by [Yos85] which is based
on the determinant of the Jacobian (here over the ratio of output to drive velocities). It
applies to redundant or non-redundant manipulators:
w(J−1) =
√
det(J−1(q)J−T (q)) resp. w(J−1) = | detJ−1(q)|. (7.12)
If the determinant is non-zero, the system of equations is uniquely solvable and J−1 is
invertible. w is proportional to the volume of the parallelepiped which is spanned by the
vectors by J−1. At the same time det(J−1) describes (with exception of a constant value)
the volume of the manipulability ellipsoid generated by transformation of the unit sphere
by means of J−1. In [Mer06] the manipulability measure is also called manipulability
index. Zhang et al. proposed in [ZDC00] the following ratio as manipulability index where
det(JmJTm) is the maximum value:
λ =
√√√√ det(JJT )
det(JmJTm)
resp. λ = | det(J)|| det(Jm)| . (7.13)
Another possibility to measure the isotropic behavior within the prescribed workspace is
the calculation of the (local) isotropy index. It is defined as ratio of the manipulability
index and the arithmetic mean of the eigenvalues. The upper bound is 1. The higher
the isotropic index, the more isotropic is the manipulability ellipsoid. Thus, the isotropy
index is better to evaluate the isotropic performance than the volume of the manipulability
ellipsoid.
Another index based on the Jacobian matrix can be calculated, presented in [GG97]: the
(global) error index. It describes the influence of position errors of drives δq as well as
limb length tolerances δeD on the position accuracy of the end-effector δptot. It applies:
δptot = δp + δe. (7.14)
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Fig. 7.3: Criteria based on the Jacobian matrix
If the end-effector has both, rotational and translation DoF, a separation between position
and orientation errors should be made. The position errors δp of the end-effector are linked
via Eq. (7.1) with the position errors of the drives δq allowing for the same indices as for
the velocity index (cf. Eq. (7.10)). To determine the transmission of tolerance errors δeD to
position errors δe of the end-effector the matrix JD, describing the error transformation,
has to be derived:
δe = JDδeD. (7.15)
The square roots of the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of JTDJD give information
about the behavior of the structure. A note for determining JD is omitted in [GG97]. But
similar considerations are carried out by Binaud et al. in [BCW11] for a planar 3-DoF
parallel manipulator. Binaud et al. specify an index describing the overall sensitivity of the
end-effector due to variation of geometrical parameters as well as drive errors (sensitivity
index). If the index is small, the sensitivity of the end-effector is low. For calculating
this index, a new Jacobian has to be determined as already mentioned in [GG97]. This
Jacobian is derived regarding changes in the joint positions. Fig. 7.3 summarizes the
mentioned criteria related to the Jacobian matrix.
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7.1.4 Criteria based on the stiffness model
Positioning errors of the end-effector can also be caused by the stiffness properties of the
limbs, joints and the actuators. If the stiffness matrix K includes all actuator stiffnesses
(diagonal matrix), the following relationship between drive forces or torques τ and the
displacement or twist ∆q of the drive yields [GGG97; WWW10]:
τ = K ·∆q (7.16)
Furthermore, positioning errors ∆p of the end-effector and positioning errors ∆q of the
drives are related:
∆p = J−1 ·∆q
= J−1K−1J−TF
= C · τ , (7.17)
where C is the compliance matrix and fEE the applied force vector acting on the end-
effector.
The so called deformation or stiffness index is calculated by the square roots of the
maximal and minimal eigenvalues of CTC. Here as well the geometric representation is
an ellipsoid, in [KPK00] labeled as compliance ellipsoid. If an external load is applied
Fig. 7.4: Criteria based on the stiffness model
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on the end-effector, this ellipsoid indicates the directions in which the displacements of
the end-effector are the largest or the smallest. Thus, conclusions can be made on the
stiffness behavior. The stiffness properties of the manipulator are better when the value
of the highest deformation is as small as possible.
The condition of the matrix C can be calculated and thereby the conditioning index
[LWP06]. However, it should be noted that the compliance matrix C depends on the
Jacobian matrix. Therefore, J influences the condition number of C.
The criteria based on the stiffness model are represented in Fig. 7.4.
7.1.5 Criteria based on the dynamic model
Performance indices based on the dynamic model highly depend on the inertia proper-
ties of the manipulator. With respect to the inverse dynamics different indices can be
determined describing the dynamical behavior of the PKS. Analog to the manipulability
measure the dynamic manipulability measure of redundant or non-redundant robots
is introduced by [Asa83; Yos85]:
wd =
√
det(J−1(MTM)−1J−T ) resp. wd =
| det(J−1)|
| det(M)| . (7.18)
whereM is the inertia matrix. The value wd is proportional to the volume of the dynamic
manipulability ellipsoid. If unit forces or torques, respectively, are applied at the ac-
tuators, the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid designates the directions in which position
or orientation changes of the end-effector are the easiest. Reworded, the manipulability
ellipsoid indicates the directions in which changes of position and/or orientation of the
end-effector require low (or high) forces.
Gregori et al. [GP02] take up the concept of dynamic manipulability. In an isotropic con-
figuration, i.e. when the ellipsoid degrades to a sphere, the inertia forces are independent
of motion changes. Li et al. [LWL10] and Gregori et al. [GP02] calculate an index for the
local, translational dynamic isotropy which depends on the determinant and the trace
of the inertia matrix.
Li et al. [LWL10] define two indices based on the inertia matrix: acceleration capability
and swiftness. The acceleration capability with regard to actuator forces kAt is (i =
number of limbs, M¯ti = submatrix of M¯, M¯ = JM):
kAt =
1
3
3∑
i=1
√
M¯tiM¯
T
ti, (7.19)
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Fig. 7.5: Criteria based on the dynamic model
It is the average value of the maximal required actuator forces to produce unit acceleration
of the end-effector. If the robotic structure has rotational degrees of freedom, the inertia
matrix is divided into two parts and the rotational acceleration capability is considered
separately. According to Eq. (7.8), the index can be globalized. If the global index is small,
(here) the linear acceleration is better, i.e. the index describes the ability of the robot to
accelerate the end-effector for the same variation of actuator forces or torques respectively.
This is limited by the weakest acceleration that can be achieved in one direction [BK00].
The swiftness ks is calculated as the reciprocal of the determinant of the inertia matrix
[LWL10]:
ks =
1
det(M) . (7.20)
The greater the value, the easier high accelerations can be performed. det(M) describes
(except of a constant factor) the volume of the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid resulting
by transformation of the unit sphere by means of M. Gregori et al. [GP02] define the
swiftness slightly different compared to Eq. (7.20):
ks =
3
tr(M) . (7.21)
The higher the arithmetic mean of the eigenvectors of the matrix M related to a position,
the smaller are the accelerations the end-effector can reach from this point. This means
that ks must be minimized in this case. To calculate the swiftness index the values are
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globalized about the workspace. The index only depends on the inertia and geometrical
parameters of the manipulator and thus, it can be used to compare different architectures.
It is recommended to consider the rotational swiftness separately if the robot has rota-
tional DoF. Fig. 7.5 summarizes the mentioned criteria due to dynamic considerations.
7.2 Final selection for further analysis
For further analysis of the PKS, described in detail in Chapter 4 and annex, pp. 229–283,
some of the mentioned criteria are selected. Concerning the robotic structure, only the
kind of joints and the costs are relevant. Here, costs cover only the cost for links, joints
and actuators. The PKS have to be described kinematically and dynamically anyway,
so that the coupling degree cannot be used as an exclusion criterion. Furthermore, the
number of joints is equal to three for each limb; the number of links varies between zero
and two. Occupied space, relative space and structural length index are only applicable
for serial structures and thus they are not relevant for the 3-DoF PKS. The payload to
self-weight ratio can be taken into account to classify different kind of structures, already
shown in Fig. 2.4, p. 12.
With regard to the kinematic model, the reachable workspace is an important design
criterion. Since the shape or the volume are only less expressive, the size of the largest
enclosed geometric object within the reachable (singularity-free) workspace is considered.
The distribution of the reachable workspace is a good possibility for comparison. Since in-
stallation space to workspace ratio and operating space to workspace ratio are similar, for
further optimization and/or evaluation only the operating space to prescribed workspace
ratio is treated.
As structure describing matrix, the Jacobian matrix is important for a rash of optimization
and evaluation criteria. For further analysis the conditioning index is taken into account.
But to avoid singular configurations, for every point within the prescribed workspace the
singularity index is interpreted. Moreover, by calculating the determinant of the Jacobian
matrix (manipulability index) statements about its invertibility and thus the existence of
singularities can be made.
To graphically show the transmission behavior, the manipulability ellipsoid is determined
and based on it the minimum velocity and minimum payload index. The performance of
the manipulator is the best when those indices are higher. This is related to the minimum
singular value which is a better indicator of closeness to singularities than the condition
number or the manipulability index [PS14]. Instead of calculating the volume of the
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manipulability ellipsoid, the isotropy index is considered to evaluate the isotropic behavior
of the manipulator.
Since local performance indices are more important than global indices, for comparison
always the distribution within the prescribed workspace is plotted (e.g. by using box
plots). All considered PKS have either only rotational or translational actuators and no
rotational DoF, so that the problem of inhomogeneous Jacobians does not occur.
For a quick stiffness evaluation the concept of stiffness index can be chosen. The stiff-
ness matrix [GRN95; HA86; TJ01] is used for comparison of different structures, which
depends on the configuration and thus varies over the workspace. If an external force
is applied, the resulting displacement at a particular position (e.g. at the TCP) can be
calculated. As in this case only actuator stiffness properties are taken into account, for
extended comparison a more detailed stiffness model, including link and joint stiffnesses,
is developed (cf. Section 6.2.3).
All listed dynamic criteria depend on the mass matrix. So if dynamic properties should
be considered, this matrix has to be derived. Alternatively, by calculating the required
actuation forces or torques based on a dynamic model, inertia and accelerations properties
can be taken into account.

8 First analysis and comparison of selected
structures
To demonstrate the differences between the considered structures, a first optimization
of the geometric parameters followed by a kinetostatic analysis for two load cases is
performed. The procedure is similar to the approach presented in [Cha13; PCC14]. For the
dimensional synthesis, the selected PKS have to be described according to their kinematic
and kinetostatic properties. For that purpose, the inverse kinematics and the Jacobian
matrix are derived analytically (cf. annex, pp. 229–283).
8.1 General assumptions
The aim is to minimize the actuator forces or torques respectively for two given external
load cases at the end-effector within a prescribed workspace Wpre. Wpre is in the first case
a cuboid with side lengths (xS, yS) of 0.2 m and a height zS of 0.1 m and for the second
case a cylinder with the radius rs = 0.25 m and height zs of 0.15 m (cf. Fig. 8.1). The
coordinates of their midpoints MS are shifted with zMS only along the positive z-axis
of the reference frame R0. In this case zMS is a variable parameter and hence the first
optimization parameter. Due to complexity reasons and according to Eq. (8.1) only three
points in each Cartesian direction of the prescribed workspace (here cuboid) are considered
during optimization (hence, in total 27 points (cf. gray points in Fig. 8.1, left)). For the
cylinder, the considered points are marked in Fig. 8.1 as well and the vector components
are summarized in Eq. (8.2). Here, in total, 30 points are considered.
xvec =
(
0.5xS 0 −0.5xS
)T
yvec =
(
0.5yS 0 −0.5yS
)T
zvec =
(
zMS + 0.5zS zMS zMS − 0.5zS
)T (8.1)
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rvec =
(
rs
2 rS
)T
zvec =
(
0 zs2 zs
)T
vec =
(
0 25pi
4
5pi
6
5pi
8
5pi
)T (8.2)
Additionally, two different external force/velocity vectors/matrices (fEE,vEE) are as-
sumed for further calculations:
Case 1: fEE =
(
2 2 −10
)T
N ; (1) vEE =
(
1 0 0
)T m
s
,
(2) vEE =
(
0 1 0
)T m
s
, (3) vEE =
(
0 0 1
)T m
s
(8.3)
Case 2: fEE =
(
180 180 85
)T
N ; vEE =
(
5 5 2
)T m
s
(8.4)
The first case is only a simple scenario without directly considering a specific application.
Besides low forces in x- and y-direction, the force acting on the end-effector in z-direction
is higher (for example due to gravity considerations). Furthermore, the end-effector should
move with at least 1 m
s
in every Cartesian direction.
Case 2 is related to the pick & place task described in Section 5.3.1. With a handling mass
of 5 kg, the external force is calculated with respect to the desired acceleration properties.
In general, accelerations in x- and y-direction are higher (here 36 m
s2 , cf. Fig. 5.6, p. 54),
whereas the acceleration in z-direction is less than 1g (here 7 m
s2 ). The external force
vector (Eq. (8.4)) is calculated with these assumptions. The applied velocity vector is
derived from the handling task described in Section 5.3.1 as well. Only the diameter of
the prescribed workspace (cylinder) is smaller than presented in Fig. 5.6 (here: = 0.5 m).
Fig. 8.1: Prescribed workspaces and considered points
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Both, the reachable and the prescribed workspace of the PKS are obtained by discretiza-
tion of a sufficiently large space. For every point of this space (cf. Eq. (8.1)), the actuator
positions and internal joint parameters are calculated by means of the inverse kinematic
model (InvKin) and the Jacobian matrix. The actuator forces (fq) and torques (τq) re-
spectively are considered separately for each limb for the given payload. Thereby, the
objective functions are written as follows for linear and rotational drives:
minfq,max(Optpar) = min(max |fq,i(fEE)|) (8.5)
minτq,max(Optpar) = min(max |τq,i(fEE)|) (8.6)
with Optpar as vector of all parameters to be optimized. So the aim is to minimize the
required actuator forces or torques respectively. Thereby, for every point withinWpre only
the maximum of all three actuator forces or torques is considered.
Each structure and frame configuration has maximum five variable parameters that can
be optimized (see as well annex, pp. 229–283). These include:
• Distance between base reference frame R0 and Rp (zMS)
• Size of end-effector (rB)
• Frame size (rA) (only for ∆ and ‖ frame configuration)
• Inclination angle (ψ) (only for ?-shaped frame configuration)
• Link lengths (l1, l2)
• Revolute joint inclination angle (δ) (only for CRR∆, CRR‖, CPR∆, CUR∆, CUR‖)
For all these optimization parameters lower (lb) and upper (ub) bounds are defined, sum-
marized in Tab. 8.1.
Furthermore, several boundary conditions (BCi) have to be applied to assure that the
calculated values are feasible. These boundary conditions are explained in more detail in
the following.
Tab. 8.1: Bounds of optimization parameters
Case 1 Case 2
rA [m] 0.2 - 0.6 0.2 - 0.6
rB [m] 0.1 - 0.5 0.1 - 0.5
ψ [°] 5 - 30 5 - 30
l1 [m] 0.1 - 0.5 0.2 - 0.7
l2 [m] 0.1 - 0.5 0.2 - 0.9
zMS [m] 0.15 - 0.85 0.15 - 0.95
δ [◦] 5 - 80 5 - 80
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8.2 Optimization method
For every point within the discretized space it is checked if the joint parameters are real
for the desired position p of the end-effector:
BC1(p) =
1, if img(InvKin) = 00, else . (8.7)
Then, the calculated actuator positions q(p) are compared to the admissible maximum
and minimum joint limits (qmax, qmin) (given by the stroke length and angular boundaries
respectively):
BC2(p) =
1, if max(q(p)) ≤ qmax ∧min(q(p)) ≥ qmin0, else . (8.8)
If the two boundary conditions BC1 and BC2 are fulfilled, the considered point P (defined
by p) is a valid point for the PKS and hence, a point of its reachable workspace.
Furthermore, to evaluate the quality for every valid point of the end-effector, the sin-
gularity index is taken into consideration for case 2 optimization (cf. Eq. (7.9), p. 74):
BC3(p) =
1, if s ≥ 0.10, else . (8.9)
It should be mentioned at this point, that the presented approach is only one possibility
to find valid points. For sure, there are other approaches, for example, [NRC07] analyzes
the singularity positions of the PKS in order to get feasible boundaries of the workspace
and hence, valid points.
The definition of additional boundary conditions is required with regard to the optimiza-
tion and the prescribed workspace. Since the actuator velocities generally increase when
minimizing the actuator forces, in particular, the maximum of the actuator velocities q˙(p)
should not exceed a certain limit (q˙max, q˙min) (Eq. (8.10)). The minimum actuator velocity
is equal to zero.
BC4(p) =
1, if max(q˙(p)) ≤ q˙max0, if max(q˙(p)) > q˙max ∨min(q˙(p)) < q˙min (8.10)
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Tab. 8.2: Further limits
Case 1 Case 2
Max.
∑
of link lengths (lmax) [m] 1 1.3
Max. stroke length [m] 0.4 0.6
Max. velocity (linear) [ms ] 2.5 7.5
Max. velocity (rotational) [ rads ] 5.19pi 10.38pi
Max. angular range [◦] 180
Furthermore, the radius of the end-effector rB should be smaller than the radius of the
frame rA (Eq. (8.11)). This condition can only be applied for the triangular and parallel
frame configuration. In case of the star-shaped frame configuration, the parameter rA does
not occur.
BC5(Optpar) =
1, if rA > rB0, else . (8.11)
At last, the sum of all link lengths (∑ li) and the displacements of the prismatic or
cylindrical joints (qS) not attached to the frame should not exceed the value lmax (here
equal to 1):
BC6(p) =
1, if
∑
li +max(|qS(p)|) < 1
0, else
. (8.12)
The minimization problem is solved by using the genetic algorithm of the MATLAB Opti-
mization Toolbox [The14]. Based on the evolution, there are randomly generated solution
candidates for the above mentioned minimization problem. The objective function value
improves and ideally achieves the optimum by changing the solution candidates according
to different rules [Wei02]. The initialization of the algorithm randomly creates a popula-
tion (here size of 250) describing the number of solution candidates (individuals). Within
this population, individuals are further changed by varying the individual parameters
(mutation) and evaluated by the fitness function (fi). As Eq. (8.5) describes a minimiza-
tion problem, individuals with lesser fitness are selected (selection) and used as starting
values for new generations [GKK04]. The maximum number of iterations is set to 1000
for case 1 and 100 for case 2. The fitness function contains the boundary conditions de-
scribed in Section 8.2. Let gh be the function value of a tested boundary condition h. The
boundary conditions are distinguished between inequalities with an upper bound ub and
with a lower bound lb respectively:
gh < ubh; gh > lbh.
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If an individual satisfies a boundary condition, its fitness remains constant. If an individual
does not comply with a constraint it is not eliminated, but punished instead by adding
a penalty value. This value indicates how to adjust the following individuals and thus
affects the efficiency of the algorithm. The penalty values consist of a constant value C1
(> 107) and a linear term. The linear term is the difference between the test value gh and
the upper or lower bound (ubh, lbh) respectively and it is multiplied by a constant C2
(> 107). If a boundary condition is violated by an upper bound, the fitness fi is
fi = fi+ (gh − ubh) · C2 + C1, (8.13)
and in case of the lower bound:
fi = fi+ (lbh − gh) · C2 + C1. (8.14)
If, however, all tested boundary conditions are complied, the resulting fitness corresponds
to the computed objective function value (cf. Eq. (8.5)).
8.3 Analysis procedure
The analysis of the optimized PKS is based on different criteria with regard to the pre-
scribed workspace Wpre (cf. Fig. 8.1). The applied load case is the same as for the opti-
mization in section 8.1 (cf. Eq. ( 8.3) and Eq. (8.4)). The workspace is discretized with a
step size of 0.01 m. Consequently, the performance of each structure is analyzed at 4851
points within the prescribed workspace for case 1. For case 2 7920 points are considered,
i.e. the step size for the radius is 0.025 m, the step size for the height is 0.015 m and the
step size for  is pi36 .
For the given end-effector velocities the necessary drive velocities are calculated using
Eq. (7.1). For each point within the prescribed workspace the maximum of all velocities
is stored for further analysis. When an external load fEE is applied at the end-effector,
the necessary actuator forces and torques τ can be calculated by the following equations
[Gos90a]:
τ =

fq1
fq2
fq3
 = J−T · fEE; τ =

τq1
τq2
τq3
 = J−T · fEE. (8.15)
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Based on Eq. (7.1) and Eq. (8.15), the required power of the actuators pwq can be
expressed as:
pwq = τq · q˙. (8.16)
Furthermore, for this first analysis stiffness properties of the actuators are taken into
account. With the compliance matrix Cq of the actuators the displacement of the end-
effector ∆p due to an applied external force fEE can be calculated (see Eq. (7.17)). All
links and joints are treated as ideally rigid (cf. Eq. (7.17), p. 77). Tab. 8.3 summarizes
the compliance cqi (diagonal entries of the compliance matrix) of the linear and rotational
actuators respectively.
The positioning error δp measures the maximum deviation of the position of the end-
effector from the target position in relation to the inaccuracies of the actuators δq. Thus,
it is a measure of the positioning accuracy [Nef10], Eq. (7.14):
‖δp‖ = max(‖|J−1|δq‖). (8.17)
The inaccuracies of the actuators δq depend on the direction of the inaccuracy. As all of
the analyzed PKS come with three actuators, eight possible combinations of directions
are considered (Eq. (8.18)):
δq =

δq1 0 0
0 δq2 0
0 0 δq3
 ·

1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1 1
1 1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 −1
1 −1 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1
 . (8.18)
δqi is the positioning error of the actuator of limb i. δq is a 3x8-matrix with a 3x1 vec-
tor in each column. Finally, δp describes the displacement of the end-effector in x-, y-,
and z-direction for the respective direction of motion. Here, only the maximum of the
norm of each column of δp is considered. The values for the positioning error of linear
and rotational actuators are listed in Tab. 8.3. To evaluate the transmission quality of
the workspace, the local dexterity index is calculated for every point within Wpre (cf.
Eq. (7.5)). For the analysis and comparison only the maximum value of the current crite-
ria – except for the local dexterity index the minimum – at the considered point is taken
into account.
Tab. 8.3: Actuator properties [Wit14a; Hiw13]
linear actuator rotational actuator
position accuracy 0.52 · 10−3[m] pi10800 [rad]
compliance 1150 · 10−6[mN ] pi10800·43
[
rad
Nm
]
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8.4 Results
The optimized parameters for all PKS for load case 1 and 2 are listed in Tab. 8.4. In
the following, the PKS are compared regarding geometrical parameters, workspace and
performance.
8.4.1 Geometrical parameters
Fig. 8.2a shows the relation between l1 and l2 and Fig. 8.2b between rA and rB respectively.
In general, link lengths for case 2 are longer than for case 1. This is due to the fact, that
Tab. 8.4: Dimensions resulting from first analysis
Case 1 Case 2
PKS zMS rA rB l1 l2 ψ δ zMS rA rB l1 l2 ψ δ
[m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [◦] [◦] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [◦] [◦]
RRC∆ 0.43 0.43 0.16 0.19 0.49 - - 0.62 0.6 0.15 0.35 0.78 - -
CRR∆ 0.18 0.52 0.5 0.21 0.27 - 60 0.51 0.53 0.44 0.31 0.43 - 15
CRR‖ 0.58 0.55 0.11 0.45 0.46 - 51 0.64 0.59 0.12 0.46 0.46 - 52
CRR? 0.39 - 0.1 0.31 0.31 25 - 0.59 - 0.16 0.36 0.37 13 -
RPC∆ 0.57 0.56 0.18 - - - - 0.64 0.6 0.14 - - - -
RPC∆ 0.22 0.6 0.1 - - - - 0.64 0.6 0.15 - - - -
CPR∆ 0.37 0.5 0.5 - - - 37 0.68 0.27 0.27 - - - 13
CPR? 0.54 - 0.1 - - 17 - 0.76 - 0.2 - - 10 -
PRC‖ 0.55 0.59 0.27 0.5 - - - 0.80 0.54 0.23 0.7 - - -
PRC? 0.46 - 0.42 0.5 - 10 - 0.32 - 0.5 0.35 - 30 -
UUP∆ 0.15 0.59 0.35 0.5 - - - x x x x - - -
URC∆ 0.24 0.5 0.35 0.38 0.15 - - 0.36 0.3 0.28 0.53 0.2 - -
UCR∆ 0.53 0.44 0.44 0.44 - - - 0.81 0.27 0.27 0.7 - - -
UPU∆ 0.56 0.51 0.14 - - - - 0.62 0.6 0.1 - - - -
CRU∆ 0.84 0.26 0.12 0.5 0.5 - - 0.87 0.59 0.3 0.52 0.9 - -
CRU? 0.37 - 0.4 0.1 0.39 28 - x - x x x x -
PUU∆ 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.5 - - - 0.4 0.52 0.5 0.7 - - -
PUU‖ 0.54 0.6 0.27 0.5 - - - 0.68 0.28 0.15 0.49 - - -
PUU? 0.34 - 0.15 0.49 - 5 - 0.15 - 0.36 0.7 - 5 -
RUC∆ 0.53 0.54 0.26 0.26 0.5 - 48 0.92 0.35 0.45 0.6 0.65 - 9
CUR∆ 0.78 0.55 0.23 0.5 0.5 - 52 0.86 0.58 0.34 0.7 0.6 - 82
CUR‖ 0.53 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.43 - 77 0.95 0.33 0.3 0.35 0.6 - 40
CUR? 0.65 - 0.27 0.33 0.35 14 - 0.8 - 0.26 0.53 0.34 26 -
URU∆ 0.56 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.48 - - 0.83 0.5 0.2 0.46 0.6 - -
UUR∆ 0.47 0.39 0.18 0.2 0.5 - - 0.6 0.6 0.11 0.36 0.8 - -
RUU∆ 0.6 0.45 0.33 0.23 0.5 - - 0.91 0.51 0.29 0.41 0.73 - -
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Fig. 8.3: Optimized parameters
the considered workspace and hence the boundaries for the optimization parameters are
larger. For case 1 optimization, the length of link 2 is close to the boundary of 0.5 m. Not
only for case 1 but also for case 2, l2 is longer than l1. There are PKS with a link length
ratio of 1, especially for both optimization cases CRR‖ and CRR?. Furthermore, some
PKS have the same link length ratio for case 1 and case 2. These are: RRC∆, CRR∆,‖,?,
URC∆, CUR∆,‖, URU∆ and UUR∆. For PKS with only one link within each limb, the
length l1 is close to the maximum possible value.
If the values for rA are compared, for case 2 rA is longer than 0.5 m for 70 % of the
PKS. Especially parallel frame configurations require a large frame radius. The results
presented in Fig. 8.2b show that the ratio of frame and end-effector radius is either 1,
or the end-effector radius depends approximately on the frame radius in the following
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ways:
rB = rA − 0.25, rB = rA − 0.3, rB = rA − 0.5.
The following PKS have the same radii ratio for case 1 and case 2: CRR‖, CPR∆, PRC‖,
UCR∆, PUU∆ and CUR‖. ?-shaped configurations tend to have a small end-effector radius
rB.
To summarize, Fig. 8.3 presents the obtained geometrical parameters for case 1 and case 2
in spider charts for all PKS.
8.4.2 Workspace
The workspaces for all PKS for case 1 and case 2 optimization are plotted in annex,
Tab. 7, p. 224, Tab. 8 and Tab. 9, p. 226, Tab. 10, p. 227.
For case 1 optimization, the following PKS have relatively large workspaces: UCR∆,
CPR∆, PUU∆, CUR∆. Those contain especially PKS with triangular frame configura-
tion and cylindrical joint as first joint of each limb. In contrast, the workspaces of RRC∆,
RPC∆, URU∆, UUR∆, CRR?, PRC‖, CRP? and PUU‖ are very compact, i.e. they cover
the prescribed workspace perfectly. The workspaces of UUP∆, URC∆ and CRR∆ are
located close to the xy-plane.
For case 2 optimization, the already mentioned PKS have large workspaces, but moreover
UPU∆ and RUU∆ as well. PKS with relatively compact workspaces are: PRC‖, CPR?,
CRR‖, UUR∆, RRC∆ and both configurations of RPC∆. Again, the workspaces of CRR∆
and URC∆ are located close to the xy-plane, as well as those of PUU? and PRC?.
8.4.3 Performance
The analysis results are displayed graphically in Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5 and annex, Fig. 5,
p. 191 to Fig. 14, p. 194 using box plots. Thus, a reliable statement can be made on the
absolute values with respect to each criterion and their distribution within the prescribed
workspace. The box plots show the median as a line, the two quartiles as a rectangle,
and the two extremes as a horizontal line (whiskers). If the whisker exceeds 1.5 times
the corresponding interquartile range, the values are marked by a cross as an outlier
[PCC14].
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Fig. 8.4: Min. local dexterity index distribution - prismatic actuation
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Fig. 8.5: Min. local dexterity index distribution - rotational actuation
The presented results show that UCR∆, PUU∆ and CRU∆ have bad performance char-
acteristics – despite their large workspace. For case 2 optimization, no parameter config-
uration is obtained for UUP∆ and CUR?. For case 1 optimization the drive velocities are
small for RPC∆, URU∆, CRR? and CPR?. But in contrast, the required actuator forces
or torques, respectively, are higher. Therefore, the power can be considered additionally.
It is higher for CRR?, CPR?, CRU∆, PUU∆ and UCR∆.
For the PKS CUR?, CUR‖ and CRU? the stiffness properties are worse for case 1 compared
to the other PKS. CUR‖ and CUR? show bad accuracy for case 1, for case 2 it is PUU?.
Especially PKS with ?-shaped configuration are less suitable for the larger cylindrical
workspace.
In general, the local dexterity index (Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5) represents well the overall
performance based on static properties and can be taken for a quick evaluation. It is for
case 1 optimization equal or better compared to the results of case 2 optimization (for
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linear actuation, except CUR?). Especially the performance decreases for ?-shaped frame
configurations when the prescribed workspace increases. Similar observations can be made
for the ‖ frame configuration. Large ranges of quartiles can be observed for the ?-shaped
frame configurations, if the Jacobian depends on the position of the end-effector.
Although the applied forces at the end-effector for case 2 are 90 times higher (in x/y-
direction), the required actuator forces are only 50 times higher approximately. The re-
quired torques are even only 25 times higher. For the actuator velocity a similar result can
be assumed: the applied velocities for case 2 are five times higher, whereas the required
actuator velocities are only three times higher. Consequently, the relation between applied
and required forces or torques, respectively, and velocities is not proportional.
8.5 Conclusion and summary
In this chapter a first optimization, analysis and comparison of the selected structures was
performed. For this purpose, the inverse kinematics and the Jacobian matrix were derived
analytically. The geometrical parameters were optimized with respect to two load cases
using a genetic algorithm. The objective function consisted of minimizing the maximum
required actuator torques or forces respectively.
To demonstrate the differences between the considered structures, various criteria were
applied and analyzed. Based on the performed analysis, five PKS with rather bad results
are excluded from further consideration. Those structures are:
• CRU∆,?
• PUU∆
• UCR∆
• RUC∆
Bad performance results for case 2 optimization show PRC? and PUU? as well, but since
the ?-shaped frame configuration should not be considered as best for larger workspaces
with limited structural dimensions, those two structures are not excluded from further
comparison. No optimization results could be found for case 2 for UUP∆. Here as well the
structural limitations and the structure itself restrict the workspace.
Furthermore, general statements regarding the results can be made:
• l2 should be longer than l1
• CRR‖ and CRR? should have a link length ratio of 1
• there are PKS with a fixed link length ratio regardless of the task
• l1 should be close to the maximum if only one link per limb exists
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• ‖-shaped frame configurations require a large frame radius rA
• ?-shaped frame configurations require a small end-effector radius rB
• rB is a linear function of rA
• if the Jacobian depends on the position of the end-effector, the transmission behavior
for ?-shaped frame configurations is very inhomogeneous over Wpre
• ?-shaped frame configurations are less suitable for larger workspaces

9 General research study of selected
structures
In this chapter a general research study of the selected structures is performed. Since the
performance highly depends on the selected parameter configuration, different dimensions
for the PKS are considered and analyzed. Based on a prescribed workspace inside the
reachable workspace various criteria are applied. The results are graphically presented,
followed by an evaluation step.
9.1 Methodology
In order to compare and evaluate the performance of different PKS, a general analysis
is executed. The different steps are shown in Fig. 9.1. The PKS can be divided into four
groups based on the number of geometrical parameters (see Tab. 9.1). Group 1 has two
parameters, rA and rB resp. ψ (for CPR?). Most of the PKS of group 2 depend on rA,
rB and one link length (l1). CPR∆ and PRC? have no link, but the inclination angle δ
resp. ψ are additional parameters. PUU? is described by rB, l1 and ψ. The parameters
of group 3 are either rA, rB, l1 and l2 or rB, l1, l2 and ψ. The inclination angle δ of the
revolute joint is additionally to rA, rB, l1, l2 the fifth parameter for the PKS of group 4.
First, a parameter configuration is chosen. The minimum and maximum values for each
geometrical parameter and the step size are listed in Tab. 9.2. The joint limits are the
Fig. 9.1: Applied analysis steps
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Tab. 9.1: Different groups based on number of geometrical parameters
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
RPC∆ CPR∆ RRC∆ CRR∆
RPC∆ PRC‖ CRR? CRR‖
CPR? PRC? URC∆ CUR∆
UPU∆ UUP∆ CUR? CUR‖
PUU‖ URU∆
PUU? UUR∆
RUU∆
Tab. 9.2: Bounds of parameters and step size
Lower/upper bound Step size
rA [m] 0.2 - 1 0.1
rB [m] 0.1 - 0.9 0.1
ψ [°] 5 - 30 5
l1 [m] 0.1 - 1 0.1
l2 [m] 0.1 - 1 0.1
δ [◦] 5 - 80 15
same as for case 1 optimization, described in Section 8.2. The contour and hence the
volume of the reachable workspace are calculated for each parameter configuration, since
its size is one important criterion for benchmark studies (cf. Section 5.1).
There are different possibilities to determine the workspace of PKS. The methods are
based, amongst others, on algebraic, numerical or geometrical considerations. As for PKS
the inverse kinematics problem is analytically solvable, valid workspace points can be
directly determined by using discretization or random samplings. In case of forward kine-
matics, additionally numerical solution strategies have to be applied. Geometrical methods
allow workspace representation as well. Here, the joint limits and their motion space are
analyzed based on geometrical objects. Finally, their intersection results in the workspace
[Arr12].
In [Com15] different methods are applied to determine the workspace of the RPC-PKS.
These include:
• Discretization using inverse kinematics
• Random samplings using Monte Carlo method and inverse kinematics
• Bisection method using inverse kinematics
• Analysis of joint motion spaces using forward kinematics
• Analysis of joint motion spaces using set theory
The methods are compared regarding object time and accuracy. Some of the obtained
results are summarized in this paragraph.
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Fig. 9.2: Object time for different methods calculating the workspace of RPC [Com15]
In general, for discretization or for the Monte Carlo method the grid size has the highest
influence on object time. Furthermore, for random samplings the object time depends
on the number of loop cycles. The user should be aware that if the number of loop
cycles is too small, too few workspace points are found, so that the workspace cannot be
properly presented. Results in [Com15] show that the Monte Carlo method offers time
savings compared to normal discretization (cf. Fig. 9.2). The time savings can be further
increased, if, for example, only 90 % of the maximum selectable workspace points are
determined with a grid size of 0.1 m. The determination would be still faster or as fast as
the workspace determination using discretization with a grid size of 0.2 m, which detects
all points. So the user can choose between a 90 % covered workspace with grid size of
0.1 m or a completely covered workspace with grid size of 0.2 m.
To conclude, with both methods, the workspace of PKS can be represented effectively,
so that accurate statements about the volume, as well as the quality of the workspace
can be made. The accuracy of both methods can be increased by refining the grid size.
But for this analysis only the contour of the workspace is crucial. Therefore, the bisection
method is introduced in the next section.
9.1.1 Bisection method
The bisection method provides a procedure to detect the workspace boundaries of PKS
without time-consuming discretization. As a result, a quick statement about the workspace
volume and its shape with variable parameters can be made for new or for improving
existing structures. In addition, only the points of the workspace boundaries are stored
when applying the bisection method. This significantly reduces the amount of data. A
major drawback of the bisection method is that singularities within the workspace cannot
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be determined. The calculated volume by using the bisection method is close to the exact
volume of the workspace calculated with discretization and small grid size (cf. [Com15]).
To apply the bisection method, first, a coordinate system is generated. Then a straight
line is created by defining a starting (Pstart, inside the workspace) and end point (Pend,
outside the workspace, see Fig. 9.3). A further point Pz1 is defined which is located on
the half of the distance of the starting and end point. An algorithm checks the position
of this point by solving the inverse kinematics and returns a Boolean variable. If the
validated point is within the workspace, the algorithm returns 1, otherwise the Boolean
variable is 0. Is the validation of the point negative, the point is declared as new endpoint
of the algorithm and a second point is calculated. This (second) point Pz2 is located on
the half of the distance between Pstart and Pz1. Again the algorithm checks the validity
of this second point. The workspace boundary is calculated until rdiff is smaller than
the preset value rmin. The border-crossing point is stored and a new straight line with
different orientation is generated. Along this straight line the end and starting points are
redefined.
Three methods can be identified using the bisection method:
• Bisection method along z-axis of R0
• Bisection method using polar coordinates (start point is either lower or upper in-
tersection point of workspace with z-axis)
• Bisection method using normals of the sphere (start points are points on sphere)
The bisection method along the z-axis of R0 does not completely cover the bottom of the
workspace, e.g. cavities. In this case, the bisection method using polar coordinates provides
better results, since the shape of the workspace can be better involved (cf. [Com15]). But
the bisection method using normals of the sphere most accurately replicates the workspace
boundaries. The boundaries in the upper area of the workspace as well as the workspace
boundaries at the bottom are included. The accuracy of the procedure depends mainly
on the values δφ, δθ and rmin (cf. Fig. 9.3 and Fig. 9.4).
Fig. 9.3: Fundamentals of the bisection method
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Fig. 9.4: Implementation of the bisection method using normals of the sphere [Com15]
The basic idea of this method is to create a sphere that spans the expected workspace of
the PKS. Then, straight lines are defined that run through the sphere with pitch of the
normal of the sphere. Along these straight lines, the bisection procedure is applied and
the determined points of the workspace boundaries are stored. Polar coordinates are used
to define the sphere points; the radius is roughly estimated. The center of the sphere is
located in the approximate center of the expected workspace. By applying the bisection
method with normals of the sphere, the shape of the workspace can be traced better
because the workspace surface is considered from different directions. The approach of
this method is shown in Fig. 9.4 and in the activity plan (annex, Fig. 15, p. 195).
9.1.2 Largest enclosed object
Fig. 9.5 compares the necessary object time to determine the largest enclosed sphere
according to different methods for workspace determination. The figure shows that the
object time is shorter if the bisection method using polar coordinates or normals of the
sphere is applied. It is the longest when workspace points are determined through dis-
cretization. The longer program runtime to determine the largest object from a point
cloud is based on the fact that the calculation of the radius is more complex as it is
for the bisection method. A disadvantage of this procedure is that singularities are not
included in the object definition.
The largest sphere inside the calculated boundaries is defined as prescribed workspace
Wpre. This sphere is determined based on the results of the workspace analysis through
bisection method. Here, the advantage is used that only the contour of the reachable
workspace was calculated. Since all PKS are symmetrical, the center point of the largest
sphere must lie on the z-axis of R0. A predefined section of this axis with valid workspace
points is discretized and at each point the distance to the nearest neighbor of the outer
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Fig. 9.5: Object time for different methods [Com15]
boundaries is calculated using the MATLAB© function knnsearch.m. This distance is the
radius of the largest sphere that fits into the workspace at that point. Finally, the point on
the z-axis with the max. distance is determined and hence the radius and location of the
largest sphere. Within Wpre the performance of the PKS can be analyzed. Fig. 9.6 shows
as an example the workspace of the RPC-PKS determined by discretization (blue), the
workspace boundaries found by the bisection method with normals of the sphere (black
dots) and the largest enclosed sphere within the workspace (red).
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Fig. 9.6: Workspace and largest enclosed sphere of RPC-PKS
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9.1.3 Singularities
Singularities are one of the main limitations of the workspace. In a singular configuration,
the position of the robot is kinematically not clearly defined. The DoF of the robot
changes so that the robot can take multiple poses without any motion of the drives.
Depending on the type of singularity the DoF of the PKS either increases or decreases
[Bie06]. Singularities can be determined through the analysis of the Jacobian. The motion
capability is unique, when an inversion of the Jacobian in the relevant range of motion is
possible. For this context the theorem of implicit functions can be used [HKS97]. By using
the theorem of implicit functions, it is clear that the Jacobian matrix is invertible, if its
determinant is non-zero (cf. manipulability index, Eq. (7.12)). Consequently, positions for
which the Jacobian matrix is not invertible, are singular positions and the Jacobian matrix
has no full rank. Therefore, the determination of the number of singularities requires to
examine the rank of the Jacobian matrix [HKS97]. Another possibility to identify singular
positions is to analyze the condition number (κ → 0), the examination of the singular
values (singularity index, Eq. (7.9)) or the calculation of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian.
In addition, the determinant condition can be used (Eq. (7.12)).
Determining the rank of the Jacobian matrix via the singular value decomposition offers
the most accurate results [The15; DR06]. In positions where the Jacobian loses its rank,
the determinant is according to MATLAB© approximately 10−17, so close to zero. There-
fore, the examination with the determinant condition and the eigenvalue condition is less
stable than checking the rank condition.
9.1.4 Applied criteria
For this analysis only these criteria are applied which do not depend on a specific load
case or material properties. With reference to Chapter 7 these contain:
• Local conditioning index (cf. Eq. (7.4))
• Singularity index (cf. Eq. (7.9))
• Velocity index (cf. Eq. (7.10))
• Payload index (cf. Eq. (7.11))
• Normalized manipulability index (cf. Eq. (7.12))
• Isotropy index (cf. Section 7.1.3)
For each parameter configuration the median and minimum value of the criteria within
Wpre are calculated. A global value is not calculated due to the mentioned drawbacks
(see Section 7.1.3). The evaluation of the minimum value allows evaluating singularity
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configurations, since the value of the criteria is set to 0 if the Jacobian matrix looses its
rank.
Furthermore, for the analysis, the following assumptions are made:
• δ is not a variable parameter if the PKS has four length parameters
• rB should be smaller than rA
• rB should be smaller than l1 for PUU? and PRC?
• the z-components of the unit vectors of the links are positive at all points
To avoid analyzing the workspace boundaries with bad performance characteristics, only
90 % of the radius of the largest sphere is taken into consideration. Hence, the radius is
discretized from 0 to 90 % of the maximum radius with step size 0.01 m. For both, the
rotation about the z-axis and the rotation about the x-axis, the step size is set to 4◦ (cf.
Fig. 9.4).
9.2 Results and evaluation
The results are presented using performance charts. Since each group has a different
number of geometrical parameters, different graphical methods are applied:
• for two parameters: contour plot
• for three parameters: contour plot in different planes, slice model
• for three lengths and one angle: contour plot in different planes, slice model with
fixed angle ψ
• for four lengths: contour plot in different planes, slice model with fixed length rB
Fig. 9.7 and Fig. 9.8 show as an example the performance charts of the RPC∆ and PRC?-
PKS. The results for the other structures (median values) can be found in the annex,
Fig. 16 – Fig. 34, p. 196 – p. 214.
Based on the performance charts the properties of the PKS for different parameter config-
urations can be examined. With respect to the volume of the largest sphere, lengths ranges
can be identified offering good transmission results. Especially the opposed behavior of
payload and velocity index can be observed easily.
In order to facilitate the assessment of the PKS and to select a suitable parameter config-
uration, a possible benchmark approach is briefly described which consists of the following
steps:
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Fig. 9.7: RPC median values
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Fig. 9.8: PRC? median values
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1. Selection of the criteria
2. Weighting of the criteria
3. Definition of a rating scale
4. Calculation of the target values for each criterion
5. Calculation of the overall results
6. Plot of the results
Within the first step, three criteria are selected as examples: radius of maximum enclosed
sphere (rmax), conditioning (ν) and singularity index (s). In general, it is important to
ensure that the criteria are independent of each other. It is not directly the case for the
selected criteria because both, conditioning and singularity index depend on the Jacobian
matrix. But since the conditioning index describes the overall transmission behavior and
the singularity index provides information about the closeness to singularities (better than
the condition number or the manipulability index [PS14]), they are selected in this case.
Then, the criteria can be weighted, for example, with the preference matrix (see Section
3). Here, a uniform distribution is assumed, so that 1/3 is the weighting factor for all three
criteria. The rating scale is defined according to the cost-utility analysis with points from
0 to 10. To generate indicators based on the analysis results different ways are possible.
For example, the value ranges of the individual indices can be divided in a predefined
number of subranges. Each subsection receives a score that indicates how good or bad
that property is represented through this value range. The ranges can have either all the
same size or they are of different size. The latter is especially recommended if the values to
be compared are very unevenly scattered over the total range. Thereby, a finer distinction
in subranges is possible, where the values are close together [Kie14].
Eleven ranges are generated for each criterion which are scored with points from 0 to
10. The higher the score, the better is the performance of the structure. Because the
conditioning index can take only values between 0 and 1, the points are distributed evenly
over the spectrum, i.e. ν = 0.1 → r(ν) = 1 point, ν = 0.5 → r(ν) = 5 points, etc. The
same applies to the singularity index r(s). For the evaluation of the radius of the largest
sphere, the largest radius of all parameter configurations is rated with 10, the smallest
with 0. The other subranges are evenly distributed between those values.
The overall result is achieved by summing up the weighted target values for each criterion.
Here it is:
X = 13r(ν) +
1
3r(s) +
1
3r(rmax). (9.1)
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Then, the value X is plotted to visualize the benchmark metric (Tab. 9.4 and Tab. 9.5).
Finally, based on the performance charts and the benchmark metrics, the parameter
ranges offering good properties (median values) of the PKS within the largest sphere
are highlighted in Tab. 9.3. The results prove the statements made in Section 8.5. For
most PKS with two links the length of link 2 should be longer than the length of link
1. Furthermore, a fixed link length ratio can be observed for the already mentioned PKS
RRC∆, CRR∆,‖, CUR‖ and URU∆. Especially the preferred link length ratio of 1 for
CRR‖ is shown in its benchmark metric. Statement four (if only one link, this link should
be as long as possible) is pointed out with regard to PRC‖,?, UUP∆, URC∆, and PUU‖,?.
Here, the link length should be longer than 0.5 m. For parallel frame configurations the
radius of the frame, rA, tends to be longer: at least longer than 0.4 m. Moreover, the
assumption that in some cases rB is a linear function of rA, is presented in the benchmark
metrics of RPC∆, RPC∆, CPR∆, PRC‖, UUP∆, UPU∆, and PUU‖.
Tab. 9.3: Parameter ranges
PKS rA rB l1 l2 ψ δ
[m] [m] [m] [m] [◦] [◦]
RRC∆ any any l2 ≥ l1 - -
CRR∆ any any l1 ≥ l2 - fixed (30)
CRR‖ > 0.4 any l1 ≈ l2 - fixed (50)
CRR? - < 0.3 l1 ≈ l2 > 10 -
RPC∆ > 0.3 ≈ rA − 0.4 - - - -
RPC∆ > 0.3 ≈ rA − 0.4 - - - -
CPR∆ > 0.2 ≈ rA − 0.25 - - - any
CPR? - < 0.3 - - 5-20 -
PRC‖ > 0.4 ≈ rA − 0.4 > 0.5 - - -
PRC? - any > 0.5 - any -
UUP∆ any ≈ rA − 0.2 > 0.5 - - -
URC∆ any any > 0.5 any -
UPU∆ > 0.4 ≈ rA − 0.5 - - - -
PUU‖ > 0.4 ≈ rA − 0.4 > 0.5 - - -
PUU? - ≈ l1 − 0.3 > 0.5 - 5, 15 -
CUR∆ > 0.3 any > 0.3 > 0.3, l2 ≥ l1 - fixed (50)
CUR‖ any any any ≈ 1.4− l1 - fixed (50)
CUR? - > 0.3 any l2 ≈ 0.9− l1 > 10 -
URU∆ > 0.3 any l2 ≈ 1.4− l1 - -
UUR∆ rB = rA − 0.1 l2 > l1 - -
RUU∆ any any l2 > l1 - -
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RRC∆ RPC∆ RPC∆
CRR∆ CRR‖ CRR?
CPR∆ CPR? PRC‖
PRC? PUU‖ PUU?
UUP∆ URC∆ UPU∆
Tab. 9.4: Benchmark metrics (I)
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CUR∆ CUR‖ CUR?
URU UUR RUU
Tab. 9.5: Benchmark metrics (II)
9.3 Discussion
The first three steps of the evaluation method described in the previous section offer room
for discussion.
As mentioned before, different criteria can be selected. Instead of using the radius of
the largest sphere within the reachable workspace, the volume of that sphere could be
considered as well. The workspace volume scales with the third power of the radius, so that
results might be different. To analyze this influence the same evaluation is performed with
the sphere volume instead of the radius. Hence, the sensitivity of the score distribution
is analyzed. In this case it can be observed that the general statement of the benchmark
metrics (Tab. 9.4 and Tab. 9.5) remains the same. That means that higher rated parameter
combinations are still higher rated, whereas less appropriate parameter combinations show
still a bad overall result. Nevertheless, especially variations for the lower rated regions in
the benchmark metrics can be observed, e.g. overall results are around 0 instead of around
1. As a consequence, using the volume of the largest sphere instead of the radius as one
of the selected criteria enhances the result of less appropriate parameter combinations.
Furthermore, for the evaluation equal weighting factors were assumed. Since this is not
a necessary requirement, the sensitivity of changing weighting factors can be analyzed
according to the following procedure:
1. Increase (decrease) one weighing factor by 20 %
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Weighting factor rmax Weighting factor ν Weighting factor s
+20% -20% +20% -20% +20% -20%
general -10%-8% -8%-10% -10%-9% -9%-10% -10%-20% -20%-10%
specific -10%-15% -15%-10% -10%-1% -1%-10% 0%-20% -20%-1%
URU∆, UUR∆, RUU∆ RPC∆, RPC∆, UPU∆ RPC∆, RPC∆, UPU∆
UUP∆, URC∆, RRC∆
Tab. 9.6: Sensitivity of weighting factors
2. Divide this added (subtracted) value by two and subtract (add) it equally to the
other weighting factors
3. Calculate the new overall result
4. Calculate the percentage deviation of the new value (uneven weighting factors) from
the origin value
Regarding 2) the new weighing factors are (1) for +20 %: 0.4, 310 ,
3
10 and (2) for -20 %:
4
15 ,
11
30 ,
11
30 .
Regarding 4) the newly obtained results are summarized in Tab. 9.6. As can be seen,
the variation of the overall results is less than the increase/decrease of the weighting
factor (for the criteria radius and conditioning index). In contrast, the overall result
is more sensitive if the weighting factor of the singularity index changes. Furthermore,
specific structures are highlighted that show higher changes of the overall results when
the weighting factors are unequal. Again, it can be observed that variations are higher for
less appropriate parameter combinations. Especially UPU∆ is the PKS the less sensitive
regarding changing weighting factors.
9.4 Conclusion and summary
In this chapter a general research study of the selected PKS has been performed. Different
dimensions were considered and analyzed in order to evaluate the performance charac-
teristics. To do so, a method has been proposed to determine the largest sphere inside
the reachable workspace. First, the contour of the reachable workspace was determined
based on the bisection method. Then, the largest sphere was calculated using a nearest
neighbor search algorithm. Finally, various criteria were calculated for every point within
this sphere for each parameter configuration. The results have been presented graphically
using performance charts. A short discussion highlighted the sensitivity of the evaluation
regarding changes in weighting factors and score distribution.
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Adapted from the obtained results, further restrictions can be made regarding the PKS.
Especially all frame configurations of CUR and URC∆ have singular positions within
the prescribed workspace (= sphere) for each parameter setting. This can be seen if the
minimum value of each criteria is evaluated. Furthermore, the benchmark study for UUP∆
shows bad results for most of the parameter combinations. Therefore, these five PKS are
excluded from further considerations.
10 Task adapted dimensional synthesis
As already pointed out in the previous chapters, the greatest challenge in robotic devel-
opment is to determine the optimal kinematic dimensions, i.e. to perform a dimensional
synthesis [GGZ96; Mer97; LW07; LWK06]. To fulfill all requirements imposed on the
mechanism, a parameter configuration (including link lengths) must be selected in such
a way, that the structure has good properties with regard to various criteria over a wide
range (e.g. workspace) [TTE95] or along a prescribed trajectory. Whereas the results in
Chapter 8 and 9 show the performance characteristics of different PKS within a prescribed
workspace for several parameter configurations and arbitrary use cases, here, the aim is to
analyze the suitability of each PKS for a specified task. Thus, a task adapted dimensional
synthesis is performed. The procedure is divided into several steps, explained in detail in
the next paragraphs.
10.1 Preliminary studies
Some preliminary steps are necessary to perform a task-adapted optimization. This in-
cludes first:
¬ Task definition
It is obvious that without a specific task the dimensions of the PKS cannot be adapted
to a desired trajectory. Hence, three tasks are selected including a pick & place (cf. Sec-
tion 5.3.1), a positioning (cf. Section 5.3.2) and a guidance task (cf. Section 5.3.3). For the
pick & place task the PKS are mounted at the ceiling, for the positioning task sideways
(pos 1) (cf. Fig. 5.7, p. 55) and additionally on the ground (pos 2). For the guidance task
the PKS are placed on the ground as well. The demands for each task are summarized in
Tab. 5.3. So the second step is:
­ Requirement determination
The selected tasks are highly diversified so that they place differing demands on the PKS.
These differences are summarized in Tab. 10.1 according to Section 5.1. In general, a small
installation space, low self-weight and good transmission quality are requirements for all
mentioned tasks. Furthermore, the costs should be as low as possible. In the next step
PKS have to be selected that could fulfill the defined tasks:
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Tab. 10.1: Task-dependent demands
Demand Tasks
pick & place positioning guidance
workspace large small large
velocities high low middle
accelerations high low middle
payload low low-high low
accuracy high high middle
stiffness high high middle
flexibility low low middle
Tab. 10.2: Selected PKS for final optimization and analysis
RRC CRR RPC CPR PRC UPU PUU RUU
∆ ∆ ‖ ? P R ∆ ? ‖ ? ∆ ‖ ? ∆
pick & place X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
positioning X X X X X X X X X X
guidance X X X X X X X
® Structure selection
PKS with general bad performance characteristics were systematically excluded in previ-
ous selection steps. Moreover, the last two PKS with universal joints as actuated joints,
UUR∆ and URU∆, are discarded as well (cf. 7th criteria, p. 38). Consequently, the remain-
ing PKS, listed in Tab. 10.2, are considered for optimization. For all these PKS the inverse
dynamics according to the Newton/Euler approach are derived (cf. annexe, pp. 229–283).
Furthermore, a stiffness model is established based on the MSA (cf. Section 6.2.3).
Tab. 10.2 shows that not all frame configurations are suitable for the mentioned tasks. For
instance, due to the limited space and the installation options, only PKS with triangular
frame configuration are selected for the guidance task. In case of the positioning task,
PKS with star-shaped frames are excluded. According to the assembly shown in Fig. 5.7,
p. 55, those with parallel-shaped frames are preferred for this task.
To assess the suitability of a PKS for a task, specific performance characteristics must be
determined and evaluated, i.e.
¯ Criteria selection
These criteria can be deduced from the requirements (cf. Tab. 10.1). Since every point of
the trajectory should be reachable by the end-effector, it has to be part of the reachable
workspace. Besides, possible criteria include:
• Homogeneous transmission quality
• Low actuator forces/torques
• High stiffness
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Tab. 10.3: Preference matrix and respective weighting factors
pick & place positioning guidance
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Hom. transmission quality 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
Low actuation forces/torques 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
High stiffness 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
High positioning accuracy 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
High acceleration capability 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
0.1 0.2 0.3 0 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.3 0 0.1 0.2 0 0.4 0.3
• High positioning accuracy
• High acceleration capability
Since not all criteria are equally important, they should be weighted, so the next step
is:
° Weighting
Methods for weighting of criteria are summarized in Tab. 3.1, p. 20. Here, the preference
matrix is selected due to its easy and quick implementation. The results, i.e. the different
weighting factors, are presented in Tab. 10.3.
10.2 Components and stiffness modeling
The following remarks regarding important components of PKS are based on [Riv88;
SK08; van06; Neu06].
Joints
The compilation of the mechanical parts of a PKS, e.g. the joints, leads to a source of
structural compliance. The resulting deformations on the joints or bearings respectively
reduce the preload of the bearing. This causes bearing clearance and therefore, the accu-
racy of the PKS decreases. Hence, four different kind of joints are modeled with regard
to their stiffness properties: revolute, prismatic, cylindrical and universal joints.
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Because planar rotational motions are a typical application in mechanical engineering,
conventional bearings with low friction can be used to design revolute joints. Good
stiffness properties can be achieved if the bearings are preloaded. High bending and tor-
sional stiffness properties are important, so that the following types of radial bearings are
possible: angular contact ball bearings (double-row), radial deep groove ball bearings and
cylindrical roller bearings [Jac12]. The design of the bearing is standardized for each size.
Therefore, also the permitted loads depend less on the manufacturer [KK14].
Models to calculate the bearing stiffness can be divided into two groups: linear and non-
linear models. The following remarks are mainly based on [LDJ09] and [Sch14]. The
linear model provides reasonably accurate results in case of low load fluctuations with low
computational costs. However, a linear behavior of the bearing under load is assumed.
This assumption greatly differs from the real operation of the bearing, especially at low
speeds and loads.
If the distortions of the displacement are not tolerated, fixed characteristic curves in axial
and radial direction of the bearing are used. To determine these characteristic curves,
two methods are possible. On the one hand, the characteristic curves can be determined
based on measurement data or databases provided by the manufacturer. On the other hand
different operating points can be defined and thereby, the appropriate displacements in
these points can be determined using BEARINX® – a tool for calculating properties of
bearings (cf. [FAG15], details concerning the software and the calculation are described
in [Seb14]). The calculated values are linearly interpolated in MATLAB©, so that for
different forces the displacements can be determined.
Since double bearing is more convenient, two ball bearings with distance lb in between
are used within a revolute joint. The stiffness matrix is derived from the axial (kaxial)
and radial (kradial) stiffness of a single ball bearing. The torsional stiffness of a single ball
bearing is not considered. But for resistance against tilt mathematical expressions are
used which are derived from the axial and radial stiffness and the distance lb. The force
dependent stiffness properties are determined for a set of ball bearings using BEARINX®.
The values are extracted from a look up table in the database by linear interpolation. The
y-axis (here = eiy) is defined as axis of rotation with a rotational stiffness equal to zero.
For the MSA model only diagonal stiffness matrices are considered. Coupling terms are
neglected. Hence, the resulting local stiffness matrix for a double bearing is [Seb14]:
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Ki,rev =

2∑
i=1
ki,rad 0 0 0 0 0
0
2∑
i=1
ki,ax 0 0 0 0
0 0
2∑
i=1
ki,rad 0 0 0
0 0 0
2∑
i=1
ki,rad·l2b
4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
2∑
i=1
ki,rad·l2b
4

. (10.1)
In this work, radial deep groove ball bearings are used to model the stiffness properties
of revolute, universal and cylindrical joints. The necessary characteristics of the bearings
are calculated using the BEARINX® program. Forces acting on the bearing positions are
calculated by means of the MSA and can be absorbed by radial deep groove ball bearings.
Here, the radial deep groove ball bearing FAG 6202-C-2Z (10 €/piece) [Sch15] is selected.
More details about the selection can be found in [Seb14].
There are two general types of prismatic joints: single-stage and telescopic joints. A
single-stage joint consists of a movable and a fixed part. The benefits of single-stage pris-
matic joints include simple design and high rigidity. Telescopic joints consist of multiple
nested, single joints and are characterized by a high ratio between retracted and extended
state.
In general, linear ball or linear roller bearings and ball or roller bearing guideway assem-
blies can be used as prismatic joints in robotic applications, especially for short stroke
lengths. Advantages of linear bearing guideways are low speed-independent friction, small
size, high repeatability and a simple process of lubrication. Also, a slight preload of these
linear units leads to the elimination of bearing clearance and consequently, it increases the
stiffness. Within a robotic structure during manipulation, the magnitude and direction of
forces continuously change. Therefore, high stiffness properties are required. In particu-
lar, the possibility of internal preload of ball bearing guideways ensures increased stiffness
properties in all directions. Ball bearing guideways have higher stiffness properties com-
pared to roller bearing guideways with the same size. Furthermore, they offer sufficient
payload and high accuracy for robotic applications.
The manufacturer ROLLON [ROL15] indicates the force displacement curves under ver-
tical and lateral load for various types of ball bearing guideways. For a linear bearing,
the stiffness matrix is derived from the translational stiffness kx and kz. The rotational
stiffness krot is approximated from the translational stiffness based on the geometry of the
bearings [Mie13]. For a set of linear bearings these force dependent stiffness properties
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are provided by the manufacturer (e.g. [SKF04; ROL01]). The values are extracted from
a look up table in the database by linear interpolation. The y-axis (here = eiy) is defined
as axis of translation with a translational stiffness equal to zero. Again, non diagonal
coupling terms are not considered:
Ki,pris =

ki,x 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ki,z 0 0 0
0 0 0 ki,rotx 0 0
0 0 0 0 ki,roty 0
0 0 0 0 0 ki,rotz

. (10.2)
Here, for all passive prismatic joints, the ball bearing guideway ROLLONMRS25W (slider
50 €, guideway 100 €/m) is selected. More details about the selection can be found in
[Seb14]. Finally, cylindrical joints are kinematically described by serial arrangement of
a revolute and a prismatic joint.
Universal joints consist of two revolute joints in series with perpendicular joint axes.
Universal joints are standardized according to DIN 808 [DIN808]. Therefore, the variety
is severely restricted. The joints have a maximum deflection angle of ±45◦. A greater an-
gle is possible only by using two revolute joints in series. Concrete values for permissible
torques are dependent on the diameter of the shaft (see DIN 808). In addition, the maxi-
mum torques reduce with increased speed and deflection angle. According to Neugebauer
[Neu06] conventional universal joints “are less suitable to transmit high push or pull forces
due to their design”. Therefore, some manufacturers offer joints that are tailored to the
needs of PKS: e.g. by the use of angular contact needle bearings higher load capacities
can be achieved [Dür99].
Further information about the development of novel joint concepts especially for PKS can
be found in [POI11].
Actuators
Analogous to the requirements in machine tools, high-force drives with high accuracy are
needed for the application in PKS [Neu06]. A distinction is made between rotary and
linear actuators. However, it is important to note that for linear actuators in most cases
a rotary motion is transmitted to a linear motion.
Requirements that rotary actuators have to fulfill when used in PKS are high stiff-
ness, positioning capability and high power density. Hence, eligible types of motors are
synchronous motors, stepping motors, torque motors and synchronous servomotors.
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Servo motors are able to move to preset positions or angles with high precision [Ger12].
In synchronous machines, the rotor follows the adjacent magnetic field to the stator. This
will ensure the positioning. Furthermore, in contrast to asynchronous motors, stall torques
– a necessary condition for the use in PKS – can be generated. There are synchronous
servo motors with and without gear. Due to the wide range of engines and gearboxes,
synchronous servo motors can cover relatively high torques or can allow high rotational
speeds.
If high torques at low speeds are required, direct motors, so-called torque motors can be
used. The advantage of such motors is that they do not need additional modules such as
gears, belts or couplings. Since the inertia is low, the dynamic properties are high. The
torque curve is constant within the low rotational speed range. So the maximum torque
is available already at low speeds which can be an advantage for the use in PKS. More
details concerning different types of motors can be found in [KK14].
For a rotary drive the stiffness matrix is based on catalog values provided by the manu-
facturer. Servo drives used for robotic applications are usually combined with a planetary
drive. Hence, directly the rotational stiffness krot and the resistance against tilt ktilt are
given. The translational stiffness is assumed to be ideal (kid), i.e. very high. The y-axis
is defined as axis of rotation with a rotational stiffness krot. The resulting local stiffness
matrix is:
Ki,rot =

kid 0 0 0 0 0
0 kid 0 0 0 0
0 0 kid 0 0 0
0 0 0 ki,tilt 0 0
0 0 0 0 ki,rot 0
0 0 0 0 0 ki,tilt

. (10.3)
For linear actuators different types are available as well. Important within this work
are linear actuators with sliders and cylindrical linear actuators. Linear actuators with
sliders are designed for planar applications and can only be used in PKS when the sliding
axes are stationary.
There are several possibilities for driving: geared belt drives, rack-and-pinion drives, spin-
dle drives with driven nut or driven spindle, planetary screw drives and direct drives. All
mentioned drives, except the direct drives, convert the rotational motion of an electric
motor to the translational motion of the slider.
Tooth belt drives have good stiffness properties and high power transmission with high
precision [GF11]. To achieve higher precision and zero backlash, they can be preloaded.
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Spindle drives possess high mechanical efficiency, no slip-stick effect and offer high po-
sitioning accuracy and repeatability due to zero backlash [GF11; Riv88]. Though, the
actuation speeds are quite low compared to other linear actuators.
For the use of linear actuators in spatial movements, it is necessary that the sliding axes
do not require an additional mounting. Thus, the motion and guidance axes are integrated
in the housing. The disadvantage is that the minimum length in the retracted state (i.e.
the length of the stator) cannot be smaller than the maximum stroke length. As for linear
actuators with slides, spindle drives provide high axial forces and low transfer speeds.
The basic principle for the determination of stiffness properties for spindle drives can be
found in DIN ISO 3408-4 [DIN3408-4]. The axial stiffness of a spindle drive results from
the axial stiffness of the spindle (depending on the kind of support and when indicated on
the unsupported length), the axial stiffness of the nut, the axial stiffness of the support
bearing (in general very stiff) and the nut supporting housing. More details about the
stiffness properties of spindle drives and the formula for calculating the stiffness matrix
entries are described in [Seb14].
For the selection of the actuators with regard to the requirements for each task, catalogs
of different manufacturers are considered. Tab. 10.4 gives an overview of the selected com-
ponents. Furthermore, actuator limits (force or torque, velocity, acceleration) are listed in
the table as well. Further information provided by the manufacturers about the selected
actuators can be found in Tab. 11, annex, p. 228. The required stiffness properties for
the linear actuators are based on assumptions made in [Seb14]. To summarize, the sixth
necessary step during the optimization procedure is:
± Selection of components and limitations set-up
Links
The links are modeled as hollow cylinders with mean diameter d, outer diameter dex, inner
diameter din, length l and wall thickness t with the following second moments of area:
IT =
pi
32
(
d4ex − d4in
)
' pi4 · d
3 · t,
IB =
pi
64
(
d4ex − d4in
)
' pi8 · d
3 · t. (10.4)
Due to the reference frame in the middle of the link (Ri(Oi, xi, yi, zi) shifted by li2 in
direction of the x-axis), forces effective at the origin Oi generate no torque and hence no
rotational deformation and vice versa. Using the Euler beam theory, this results in the
diagonal compliance matrix for link j of limb i [GHS11]:
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pick & place/guidance positioning
ro
ta
ry
dr
iv
e
type synchronous motor (incl. gear) torque motor
model B&R, 8LSA55.EB030D000-1 with8GP60-070hh032klmm B&R, 8LTJC4.ee005ffgg-0
max. torque 1324 Nm (max.), 371 Nm (nom.) 703 Nm (max.), 318 Nm (nom.)
max. velocity 29.45 1s (max.), 9.81
1
s (nom.) 73.3
1
s (max.), 52.36
1
s (nom.)
max. acceleration n/a n/a
positioning accuracy 5pi
10800 rad
no backlash
(
0.5pi
10800 rad
)
compliance 4.15555·10−5 radNm ∼1.5555·10−6 radNm
torsional stiffness 7 Nmarcmin 187
Nm
arcmin
tilting stiffness 0 Nmarcmin n/a
costs 1155 € 5380 €
lin
ea
r
ac
tu
at
or
type linear actuator with slide
model Nadella, Double-Line AXDL 240-Z Nadella, Double-Line AXDL 160-S
max. force 5000 N 9500 N
max. velocity 10 ms 2
m
s
max. acceleration n/a n/a
positioning accuracy 0.05 · 10−3m 0.03 · 10−3m
compliance n/a n/a
max. stroke length user-defined user-defined
costs 3242 € 3419 €
lin
ea
r
ac
tu
at
or
type cylindrical linear actuator
model Bosch Rexroth, EMC-40-16x16 RK Rose + Krieger, LZ 70 PL
max. force/torque 2000 N/5.7 Nm 5000 N/15 Nm
max. velocity 1.23 ms 0.5
m
s
max. acceleration 50 ms2 10
m
s2
positioning accuracy 0.02 · 10−3m 0.05 · 10−3m
compliance n/a n/a
max. stroke length 0.75 0.6
costs 1839 € 4500 €
Tab. 10.4: Properties of selected actuators
Nji =

l
EA
0 0 0 0 0
0 l312EIB +
l
GA
0 0 0 0
0 0 l312EIB +
l
GA
0 0 0
0 0 0 l
GIT
0 0
0 0 0 0 l
EIB
0
0 0 0 0 0 l
EIB

(10.5)
with E = Young’s Modulus, G = shear modulus, A = cross-sectional area of the link and
l = link length.
Finally, the stiffness values can be determined by inverting the matrix Nji:
Kji = N−1ji . (10.6)
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The mass of each link (or stator/slider) is calculated with the following formula:
mi = ρ · V = ρ · pi4 (dex,i − din,i) . (10.7)
This leads to the definition of the material properties:
² Definition of material properties
In case of the pick & place and guidance task for all links and the end-effector aluminum
is chosen as material with density ρ = 2.7g/cm3, Young’s modulus E = 70000N/mm2
and shear modulus G = 25500N/mm2 (assumption 3 €/kg). For the positioning task it
is steel with density ρ = 7.85g/cm3, Young’s modulus E = 210000N/mm2 and shear
modulus G = 79300N/mm2 (assumption 2 €/kg).
It is assumed that the end-effector has a triangular shape. Hence, its mass is:
mp = ρ · V = ρ · 3 ·
√
3 · r2B · tp, (10.8)
with tp = thickness of the end-effector. The thickness is set to 5 mm for all PKS in case of
the pick & place and the guidance task and 10 mm for the positioning task respectively.
10.3 Optimization concept
In order to optimize the PKS according to the mentioned tasks, a flexible objective func-
tion is defined:
³ Flexible objective function
It can be adapted to the specific task by proper determination of the weighting factors. The
flexible objective function is called performance index (PI) and consists of the following
elements:
PI =w1 · (1− ν) + w2 · max(|τ |)
τmax
+ w3 ·
(
max(|∆ptrans|)
∆ptrans,max
+ max(|∆prot|)∆prot,max
)
+ . . .
w4 · ‖δp‖
δpmax
+ w5 · max(|∆τ0→1g|)
τmax
. (10.9)
To assess the overall quality along the trajectory, the conditioning index ν can be taken
into consideration. Eq. (10.9) includes the term (1-ν) because the PI should be mini-
mized. For the velocity/force amplification, the velocity/payload index is one criterion.
But more convenient to evaluate the required actuator forces/torques (τ ) is the dynamic
model, because it includes the accelerations, the applied external forces and the inertia
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properties. In addition, the stiffness model allows calculating the translational ∆ptrans
and rotational deformations ∆prot at the end-effector. Here, only the limb stiffnesses
are taken into consideration because they are influenced by the diameters of the hollow
cylinders (see optimization parameters). If the influence of inaccuracies of the actuators
should be considered, Eq. (8.17) is applied. Finally, the acceleration capability can be
expressed as changes in actuator torques/forces if the end-effector is accelerated from 0 to
1g (∆τ0→1g). All quantities (except the conditioning index) are divided by the maximum
allowed value, here, the maximum actuator force/torque (τmax), the maximum accept-
able displacement/deformation of the end-effector (∆ptrans,max, ∆prot,max) or the desired
accuracy (δpmax) respectively. Thus, the PI is unit-less.
The PI must be minimized and contains all variable requirements, the fixed requirements
are summarized in the boundary conditions (cf. Chapter 8): the solution of the inverse
kinematic problem should not contain imaginary parts (BC1), the joints should not exceed
the defined limits (BC2, BC4) and the radius of the end-effector rB should be smaller than
the radius of the frame rA (BC5). Again, the singularity index is applied to evaluate the
closeness to a singular configuration. It should be greater than 0.1 (BC3). Furthermore,
the outer diameter dex,i of link i must not exceed the inner diameter din,i, i.e.:
BC7(Optpar) =
1, if din,i < dex,i0, else . (10.10)
All these boundary conditions are checked first: if an individual does not comply with a
boundary condition, it is punished by a penalty value, added to the PI. It is the same
procedure as described in Section 8.2. If all tested boundary conditions are complied,
the resulting performance index corresponds to the flexible objective function value. In
general, its value is between 0 and 1 if the limits for actuation forces/torques, accuracy
and displacement/deformation are not exceeded. But for better optimization capacities,
the PI is multiplied by factor 1000 during optimization.
The vector Optpar contains all geometrical parameters. So step nine is to define all
relevant parameters of the PKS that can be optimized:
´ Definition of relevant parameters
The number of parameters is structure dependent; it varies from 5 to 10. Therefore, the
relevant optimization parameters for the PKS are given in the following:
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Tab. 10.5: Bounds of optimization parameters
pick & place, positioning guidance
rA [m] 0.2 - 0.7 0.4 - 1
rB [m] 0.1 - 0.5 0.2 - 0.6
ψ [°] 5 - 30 5 - 30
l1 [m] 0.1 - 1 0.1 - 1
l2 [m] 0.1 - 1.5 0.1 - 1.5
zMS [m] 0.15 - 0.85 0.15 - 0.85
δ [◦] 5 - 80 5 - 80
dex [m] 0.015 - 0.15 0.015 - 0.15
din [m] 0.01 - 0.145 0.01 - 0.145
• RPC∆, RPC∆, UPU∆: rA, rB, dex,Stat, din,Stat, zMS
• CPR?: rB, ψ, dex,Stat, din,Stat, zMS
• CPR∆: rA, rB, δ, dex,Stat, din,Stat, zMS
• PRC‖, PUU‖: rA, rB, l1, dex, din, zMS
• PUU?, PRC?: rB, l1, ψ, dex, din, zMS
• RRC∆, RUU∆: rA, rB, l1, l2, d1ex, d1in, d2ex, d2in, zMS
• CRR?: rB, l1, l2, ψ, d1ex, d1in, d2ex, d2in, zMS
• CRR∆, CRR‖: rA, rB, l1, l2, δ, d1ex, d1in, d2ex, d2in, zMS
The upper and lower bounds for the optimization parameters are listed in Tab. 10.5. The
stroke length of the prismatic joints/actuators within a limb is set to 0.5 m. For PKS with
?- or ‖-shaped frame configuration, the maximum length of the linear guidance axes is
0.8 m and 0.5 m respectively. The maximum lengths of the guidance axes for ∆-shaped
frame or of the end-effector with attached cylindrical joints depend on the geometrical
parameters rA and rB.
The gravity vector is g =
(
0 0 −9.81
)T
m
s2 .
Finally, the optimization can be performed:
µ Optimization
Again, a genetic algorithm is chosen with the following options in MATLAB©: 250 Pop-
ulations, 1000 Generations, EliteCount = 5, CrossoverFraction = 0.8, MigrationInter-
val = 10, MigrationFraction = 0.1. Whereas for the guidance task the PI over a prescribed
workspace (75 points) is optimized, it is minimized for the pick & place and positioning
task along a trajectory (36 and 26 points respectively). Since the performance along such
a trajectory depends on its position within the reachable workspace, the trajectory of the
pick & place task is rotated twice, by 45◦ and 90◦ from its initial position.
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10.4 Results
In this section the optimization results are presented according to the described manipula-
tion tasks. The suitability of the optimized parameters is verified by using the implemented
MATLAB SimMechanics© models. Hence, with all provided kinematic lengths and angles
the motion tasks can be fulfilled.
10.4.1 Handling task (pick & place)
The optimized parameters are listed in Tab. 10.6. Furthermore, Fig. 10.1 shows the rela-
tions of the geometrical parameters. No parameter configuration could be found for RPC∆
and UPU∆, because amongst others the maximum allowed actuator velocity (1.23 m
s
)
of the cylindrical actuators is too low. This means, that boundary condition 4 (BC4,
Eq. (8.10), p. 86) is violated during optimization. For the other PKS again, some of the
statements made in Chapter 8 can be checked: l2 is longer than l1, l1 is close to the
maximum if only one link per limb exists, the end-effector radius of ?-shaped frame con-
figurations is small (and here for all other PKS as well) and the link length ratio of CRR?
and CRR‖ is almost 1. Moreover, the performance charts (cf. annex, pp. 196–214) can be
recalled.
The inner and outer diameters of the links are illustrated in Fig. 10.1b. Only for RRC∆
and RUU∆ the links do not consist of a thin-walled hollow cylinder. Therefore, it can be
Tab. 10.6: Optimized parameters for pick & place task
PKS zMS rA rB l1 l2 ψ δ Θtraj
[m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [◦] [◦] [◦]
RRC∆ 0.63 0.66 0.19 0.27 0.77 - - 90
CRR∆ 0.44 0.45 0.22 0.36 0.51 - 38 45
CRR‖ 0.35 0.70 0.10 0.49 0.49 - 72 0
CRR? 0.68 - 0.20 0.42 0.34 28 - 45
RPC∆ - - - - - - - -
RPC∆ 0.52 0.67 0.17 - - - - 0
CPR∆ 0.52 0.45 0.10 - - - 35 0
CPR? 0.76 - 0.10 - - 30 - 45
PRC‖ 0.46 0.70 0.26 0.88 - - - 90
PRC? 0.17 - 0.20 0.44 - 12 - 90
UPU∆ - - - - - - - -
PUU‖ 0.84 0.39 0.10 0.73 - - - 0
PUU? 0.39 - 0.21 0.76 - 5 - 45
RUU∆ 0.85 0.49 0.36 0.49 0.55 - - 45
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Fig. 10.1: Geometrical parameters for pick & place task
concluded that these PKS would suffer from structural compliance if hollow cylinders are
assumed for the links.
To conclude, the bounds of the optimization parameters are suitable, because no trend of
the optimized parameters to these boundaries can be observed. The only exception is the
lower bound of rB. But from a design point of view further reduction of the end-effector
radius is challenging.
The performance index for all PKS, suitable for the pick & place task, is calculated
along the entire trajectory (here 875 points) and plotted in Fig. 10.2. Additionally, the
performance index of the DELTA robot is determined. This refers to a real structure
available at the Department of Mechanism Theory and Dynamics of Machines and already
optimized in advance for the described pick & place task. The DELTA robot has the
following dimensions: size of frame rA = 0.204 m, size of end-effector rB = 0.07 m, length of
upper arm l1 = 0.3445 m and length of forearm l2 = 0.9 m. Details about the mathematical
description and relevant calculation methods can be found, amongst others, in [WC11]
and [Sch13].
For easier comparison, the PI is plotted with a solid line for ∆-shaped frames, for ?-shaped
frames with a dashed line and for ‖-shaped frames with a dotted line. To highlight the
characteristics of the DELTA robot, additionally, its line is plotted in blue. For all PKS
the PI is lower than 1, so that the PKS fulfill the applied criteria/limits. Furthermore,
the curves are similar to each other: the PI is worse at the beginning and at the end (high
acceleration forces) and undergoes a lower peak in the middle of the trajectory (x = y =
0). At this point the velocity of the end-effector is highest of all points along the trajectory
and hence, the acceleration is zero and no acceleration forces at the end-effector occur.
Furthermore, the stiffness is highest due to the center position of the PKS (cf. Fig. 10.7e).
The not fully symmetrical curves for the PI result from the orientation of the trajectory
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with respect to the limb arrangement. Further peaks in the diagrams of the performance
index, especially at the beginning and ending of the trajectory are due to positions of
the PKS close to singularities (e.g. elongated limbs to reach the outer positions of the
trajectory). Hence, high actuation torques or forces occur which affect the performance
index.
The DELTA robot is the best compared to all PKS with rotational actuation, i.e. RRC∆
(a) Range 0-1
(b) Zoom, range 0-0.3
Fig. 10.2: Performance index for pick & place task
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and RUU∆, and its PI is in the range of the other PKS with linear actuation. Especially
the PI curve of the DELTA is similar to those of RPC∆ and PRC‖. Moreover, ?-shaped
frame configurations show better performance compared to the other frame configurations.
Besides, the PI of CPR is almost independent of the frame configuration. Moreover, CRR‖
and RUU∆ show the weakest performance characteristics for the pick & place task.
10.4.2 Positioning task (quasistatic positioning)
The optimized parameters for the positioning task for both mounting positions (pos 1 =
sideways, pos 2 = ground) are summarized in Tab. 10.7. Furthermore, Fig. 10.3 shows
the relation between rA and rB. All PKS with triangular frame configuration require a
large frame radius, whereas it is shorter for parallel frame configurations. Generally, the
end-effector radius tends to be smaller. But for the positioning task, this is not necessarily
the case.
To facilitate the comparison of the geometrical parameters, they are presented in two
spider charts (Fig. 10.4). The first spider chart, Fig. 10.4a, shows the end-effector and
frame radii and the link lengths. The parameters are similar with regard to both load cases
for each parameter configuration, especially for RRC∆, RPC∆ and UPU∆. No optimization
results were obtained for RUU∆. For this PKS, the motion ranges of the Cardan joints
are too tight. As can be seen from Fig. 10.4b, the outer and inner diameters of the links
are widely spaced. Hence, the assumption that the links consist of a thin-walled hollow
cylinder is not permitted. This fact should be taken into account for the assessment of the
Tab. 10.7: Optimized parameters for positioning task
Positioning task 1 Positioning task 2
PKS zMS rA rB l1 l2 ψ δ zMS rA rB l1 l2 ψ δ
[m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [◦] [◦] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [◦] [◦]
RRC∆ 0.73 0.56 0.10 0.30 0.81 - - 0.75 0.45 0.12 0.30 0.76 - -
CRR∆ 0.45 0.49 0.15 0.28 0.55 - 30 0.52 0.5 0.26 0.43 0.62 - 44
CRR‖ 0.50 0.60 0.30 0.34 0.22 - 51 0.50 0.60 0.29 0.46 0.42 - 51
RPC∆ 0.47 0.70 0.10 - - - - 0.50 0.66 0.15 - - - -
RPC∆ 0.58 0.70 0.27 - - - - 0.42 0.70 0.12 - - - -
CPR∆ 0.63 0.66 0.38 - - - 24 0.63 0.57 0.46 - - - 31
PRC‖ 0.73 0.51 0.33 0.54 - - - 0.81 0.45 0.20 0.62 - - -
UPU∆ 0.54 0.66 0.10 - - - - 0.51 0.70 0.10 - - - -
PUU‖ 0.51 0.35 0.23 0.31 - - - 0.76 0.35 0.15 0.56 - - -
RUU∆ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Fig. 10.4: Relations of geometrical parameters for positioning task
results for the displacement of the end-effector due to stiffness properties. So here, solid
profiles are more appropriate.
The performance index is analyzed along the trajectory (225 points) for both mounting
positions, see Fig. 10.5. It can be seen that the PI is homogeneous and lower than 4 for
all PKS in bottom mounting compared to the sideways position. Especially the perfor-
mance of CRR∆, PRC‖, UPU∆ and PUU‖ is better if the load is applied in z-direction.
However, the PI remains about one for all PKS, so that they cannot comply the specific
requirements of the motion task. Further analysis should focus on the reasons for this in
greater detail.
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(a) Sideways mounting (pos 1)
(b) Bottom mounting (pos 2)
Fig. 10.5: Performance index for positioning task
10.4.3 Guidance task (3D fiber injection plant)
No optimization results are obtained for the guidance task. This is due to the fact that
the prescribed workspace is quite large and the actuator limits, especially for the linear
actuators, are made very tight. Analysis results in [Ben14] already showed that the limits
for the stroke lengths of the prismatic joints and linear actuators have to be selected
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very largely (up to 1.3 m). From a design viewpoint this is not realizable for cylindrical
prismatic actuators, i.e. in the middle of a limb. Hence, RPC∆, RPC∆, CPR∆ and UPU∆
are excluded from further analysis. For the remaining PKS suitable for this task, namely
RRC∆, CRR∆ and RUU∆, the optimization is repeated with a slightly smaller workspace
(0.5x0.7x0.33)m3.
The optimized geometrical parameters are listed in Tab. 10.8. For RRC∆ they fit perfectly
to the “optimal” parameters obtained with respect to the largest sphere (cf. Fig. 11.3).
For CRR∆ and RUU∆ the benchmark metric (Tab. 9.4) and the performance charts
(Fig. 11.3, Fig. 11.3) emphasize the optimized parameter settings as well. Furthermore,
the reachable and prescribed workspaces are shown in Fig. 10.6: here, as desired, the
prescribed workspace is completely covered by the reachable workspace.
10.5 Evaluation
Based on the obtained results, an evaluation and benchmark study is performed. The
PKS are analyzed depending on the task with regard to the following, already mentioned,
criteria:
• Conditioning index
• Max. actuator torque/force
• Max. displacement/deformation of the end-effector (due to stiffness and drive errors)
Tab. 10.8: Optimized parameters for guidance task
PKS zMS rA rB l1 l2 ψ δ
[m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [◦] [◦]
RRC∆ 0.82 0.98 0.32 0.46 1.06 - -
CRR∆ 0.78 0.68 0.37 0.67 0.85 - 30
RUU∆ 0.85 0.81 0.50 0.49 0.78 - -
(a) RRC∆ (b) CRR∆ (c) RUU∆
Fig. 10.6: Reachable and prescribed workspace for guidance task
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• Acceleration capability
Moreover, additional criteria are applied. These include:
• Singularity index
• Max. actuator velocity
• Max. power
• Installation space
• Distribution of the workspace volume
• Costs (estimated based on material, joints, actuators)
Especially with the performance index and the costs, a technical-economic evaluation
according to Kesselring (cf. Chapter 3) can be performed.
10.5.1 Handling task (pick & place)
The analysis results are presented in Fig. 10.7 and in the annex, Fig. 35, p. 133. For all
PKS the conditioning index is the best in the middle of the trajectory and its curve shows
a symmetrical behavior in general. It is the highest for all PKS with position-independent
Jacobian, such as CRR-PKS (except CRR‖) and CPR-PKS. As already pointed out with
regard to the performance index, ?-shaped frame configurations tend to be more suitable
for the pick & place task compared to ‖-shaped frame configurations. Especially the
conditioning index of the DELTA robot is not the best compared to the other PKS.
The same applies to the singularity index. But with regard to the other criteria, such as
actuation or acceleration torque and power the performance of the DELTA robot is better
than for all other PKS. Very high acceleration and actuation torques occur for RUU∆,
high acceleration and actuation forces for CRR∆. Hence, the poor transmission behavior
and relatively high performance index of RUU∆ and CRR∆ are truly reflected in their
analysis results (cf. required power). By means of the actuation torques and forces the
peaks of the performance index can be explained. As mentioned before, high forces or
torques respectively can occur if the PKS is in a configuration close to singularity. Due
to the long trajectory of the pick & place task this is the case for some PKS.
The actuator velocities of the DELTA robot are higher compared to the other PKS with
revolute joint actuation, but they are still in the range of the allowed values. Further-
more, the displacement of the end-effector due to structural stiffness properties is higher.
Amongst others, this is due to the fact that for the stiffness model of the DELTA robot
torsional and tilting stiffness of the gearbox unit are included.
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(a) Conditioning index (b) Singularity index
(c) Actuation torques (d) Actuation forces
(e) Displacement of the end-effector (f) Power
Fig. 10.7: Results pick & place task (I)
In general, the required velocity of the actuators along the trajectory increases till the
center point (x = y = 0) is reached and decreases afterwards (similar as for applied
velocity at the end-effector). Exceptions are the ‖-shaped frame configurations.
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The positioning error is not part of the PI for the pick & place task (w4 = 0), but it can
be seen that it is higher for PKS with rotational actuation. So linear actuators are, in this
case, more precise in positioning.
In conformity with the technical-economic evaluation according to Kesselring (cf. Chap-
ter 3), a strength chart is generated for the pick & place task. The costs cover the costs
for joints, links and actuators and are based on offers of suppliers (cf. Tab. 10.4). The
ideal costs are set to 4000 €. Thus, the economic value y can be calculated according to
Eq. (3.3).
However, the technical value x is not related to Eq. 3.2, but to the median value of the
performance index along the trajectory. Since the evaluation is better if the PI is lower,
x is calculated with the following formula:
x = 1−med(PI). (10.11)
The results are displayed graphically in Fig. 10.8. Due to the less expensive rotational
actuators, the economic benchmark for RRC∆, RUU∆ and RPC∆ is better than for PKS
with linear actuation. Furthermore, the results are independent of the frame configuration:
for example, the position of CPR∆ and CPR? in the strength chart is similar.
10.5.2 Positioning task (quasistatic positioning)
For the positioning task the mentioned criteria are evaluated along the trajectory as well.
Since the optimized parameters for most of the PKS are similar for sideways and bottom
Fig. 10.8: Strength chart pick & place task
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(a) Singularity index (pos 1) (b) Singularity index (pos 2)
(c) Conditioning index (pos 1) (d) Conditioning index (pos 2)
(e) Displacement of the end-effector (pos 1) (f) Displacement of the end-effector (pos 2)
Fig. 10.9: Results positioning task (I)
mounting, the analysis results do not differ very much for all criteria which are indepen-
dent of the load case: e.g. singularity index, conditioning index, actuator angular velocity
and positioning error. In general, the values are worse for ‖-shaped frame configurations.
Especially PKS with a prismatic joint in the middle of each link show good performance
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characteristics, i.e. RPC∆, CPR∆, UPU∆.
Whereas the positioning error (Fig. 36e and Fig. 36f, p. 216) is lower than 0.1 mm for
most PKS (max. 0.05 mm specified in the requirements), it is more than twice as high for
RRC∆ and CRR∆. These are two of the three PKS that have two link lengths.
Because the end-effector velocity is very low for the positioning task, the required velocities
for the actuators are insignificant (Fig. 36a–36d, p. 216). Hence, the required power is
mainly influenced by the payload. It is up to 1 W lower in case of vertical load, because the
force transmission in z-direction is better. In case of sideways mounting, ‖-shaped frame
configurations require higher actuation forces compared to the other PKS. Additionally,
the selected motor for the rotary drives cannot supply the necessary torques. Here, another
motor has to be selected. The same applies to the cylindrical linear actuator. The available
force of 5000 N is not high enough to manipulate the end-effector with an external load
of approximately 15 kN. Therefore, other actuation concepts, such as with hydraulic or
pneumatic actuators, should be investigated. Solely the linear actuator with slide (Fmax
= 9.5 kN) can provide almost the required forces. Besides, for the sideways mounting the
required forces are homogeneous along the trajectory, for the bottom mounting they can
vary in a range of up to 10 kN.
The high actuation forces and torques together with the maximum displacement of the
end-effector due to stiffness properties of the links are the main contributors to the value
of the performance index above 1. There are no big differences between sideways and
bottom mounting with regard to the maximum displacement (Fig. 10.9e and Fig. 10.9f).
It is lower than 0.5 mm for all PKS except for PUU‖, PRC‖ and UPU∆. Only RPC∆
can fulfill the requirement of a maximum displacement of 0.1 mm for both mounting
positions. Furthermore, UPU∆, PRC‖ and RPC∆ offer high stiffness properties in bottom
mounting. Nevertheless, Fig. 10.4b showed that the assumption of a thin-walled hollow
cylinder within the MSA model is not permitted. So stiffness properties increase in case
of a solid profile and hence, the displacement of the end-effector would be lower. But in
contrast, the weight increases and hence, the inertia forces or torques respectively.
There are no special remarks about the conditioning and singularity index. But for the
positioning task an additional analysis is performed with regard to the distribution of
the reachable workspace along the z-axis (Fig. 10.10). Mainly CPR∆, RPC∆ (pos 1) and
PRC? show unused workspace volume. In contrast, the shape of the workspace of RRC∆,
PUU‖ (pos 1), CRR‖ and RPC∆ is more adapted to the trajectory of the positioning
task.
Again, a strength chart is generated (Fig. 10.11). Here, the values for sideways mounting
are marked with black symbols, those for bottom mounting with red symbols. Since the
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(a) Sideways mounting (pos 1)
(b) Bottom mounting (pos 2)
Fig. 10.10: Distribution of reachable workspace with respect to z-axis
PI for most PKS is greater than one, the inverse of the median PI (x = med(PI)2 ) is taken
into consideration. Hence, the technical value for UPU∆, RPC∆ and PRC‖ (pos 2) is
greater than 1 because their PI is less than 1. In contrast to the pick & place task, the
distribution about the technical benchmark is more spread out, whereas the range of the
economic benchmark is very small. Here as well ideal costs of 4000 € are assumed. In
general there are big differences between the mounting positions; exceptions are RPC∆,
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Fig. 10.11: Strength chart positioning task (black = pos 1, red = pos 2)
RRC∆ and RPC∆. A good balance between technical and economic benchmark show
RPC∆, PUU‖ (pos 2) and PRC‖ (pos 1), but RPC∆, UPU∆ (pos 2), PRC‖ (pos 2) and
CRR‖ (pos 2) possess the best technical benchmark.
10.5.3 Guidance task (3D fiber injection plant)
For the analysis 144 points within the prescribed workspace are considered. Since three
PKS with different actuation concepts are compared, they are evaluated only with regard
to the following criteria: performance index, conditioning index, maximum positioning
error, maximum displacement of the end-effector and maximum power. The results are
presented using box plots (Fig. 10.12). Because the Jacobian of CRR∆ does not depend
on the position of the end-effector, the transmission behavior is homogeneous over the
entire prescribed workspace. In contrast, RRC∆ and RUU∆ show a similar behavior for
all criteria, except the power. Here, RUU∆ requires higher power due to higher actuation
torques.
The presented PKS can fulfill the demands described in Tab. 5.3. Although not included
in the performance index (w3 = 0), the max. displacement is smaller than 0.1 mm (for
RRC∆ and RUU∆) and smaller than 0.25 mm for CRR∆ for most points within Wpre and
thus much smaller than the max. allowed displacement of 0.5 mm (cf. Tab. 10.4). However,
it is worth noting that the assumption of a thin-walled cylinder as profile for the links has
to be verified. Furthermore, the median of the max. actuator torque/force is lower than
1324 Nm/5000 N (τmed,RRC = 507 Nm, τmed,RUU = 1101 Nm, fmed,CRR = 684 N). The
same applies to the required actuator velocities: the allowed limits are 29.45 1
s
and 10 m
s
;
the median values are: ωmed,RRC = 1.3 1s , ωmed,RUU = 1.25
1
s
, vmed,CRR = 0.67 ms .
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Fig. 10.12: Analysis results for guidance task
Only the positioning error is higher than the required repeatability (> 0.08 mm). So here,
good control strategies and systems are necessary. Moreover, the PKS fit almost into the
available installation space (rA, Tab. 10.8) of (1.63x1.63x1.14)m3. Here, only the footprint
of RRC∆ is slightly larger. Since the position or distance respectively of the prescribed
workspace with respect to the ground (zMS, Tab. 10.8) in combination with half the
length of the height of the cylinder is smaller than 1, the max. allowed installation space
in z-direction is not exceeded.
Even if the external load increases to 15 kg, e.g. due to heavier cylindrical joint axes
in case of RRC∆, the actuator limits are not exceeded (τmed,RRC = 535 Nm, τmed,RUU =
1138 Nm, fmed,CRR = 741 N). Only the displacement of the end-effector of CRR∆ increases
significantly (δpmed,CRR = 0.69 mm). Hence, in conclusion, a parallel manipulator with
tree translational DoF in combination with a spherical mechanism (spatially separated)
is an alternative for the described guidance task (cf. Section 5.3.3).
10.6 Detailed stiffness modeling
For stiffness optimization tasks it is of interest which flexible element has the highest
influence on the translational and rotational deflection of the end-effector. So finally, the
impact of the elasticity contributors to the deflection of the end-effector are analyzed, i.e.
link stiffness, actuator stiffness and bearing stiffness are considered separately. The stiff-
ness model is based on the MSA (cf. Section 6.2.3) with the stiffness matrices introduced
in Section 10.2. The analysis is performed according to the OFAT (One-Factor-At-a-Time)
method. To proportionately determine the stiffness influence of each elasticity contributor
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on the stiffness of the PKS, only one flexible element is considered in each step of the
analysis. The stiffnesses of all not considered flexible elements are set to ideally rigid, e.g.
109 N
m
. To determine the percentage of each flexible element (park), the following formula
is applied:
park = 100 · |ddk − dd0||ddlink − dd0|+ |ddjoint − dd0|+ |ddact − dd0| , (10.12)
with ddk = absolute deflection due to element k (k = link, joint, act) and dd0 = absolute
deflection of rigid PKS.
As an example, RRC∆ is analyzed with regard to its elasticity contributors for the posi-
tioning and pick & place task. The results are presented in Fig. 10.13 and Fig. 10.14. In
case of the positioning task, the translational deflection of the end-effector is influenced
mainly by the compliance of the actuators – in contrast for the rotational deflection by
the bearing stiffness. The elasticity contribution of the links – here modeled as solid rods
– is negligible. Therefore, stiffness properties of RRC∆ can be improved by selecting stiffer
bearings and/or actuators.
The same applies to the pick & place task: the main contributors for the translational de-
flection are the actuators, whereas the selected bearings influence the rotational deflection
of the end-effector.
10.7 Conclusion and Summary
Within this chapter the suitability of PKS for three tasks, namely pick & place, posi-
tioning and guidance, has been analyzed. Thus, a task adapted dimensional synthesis
was performed. The optimization procedure was divided into several steps, including task
definition, requirement determination, structure and criteria selection, weighting, selec-
tion of components, limitations set-up and definition of material properties. Finally, the
Fig. 10.13: Elasticity contributors for sideways mounting of positioning task
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Fig. 10.14: Elasticity contributors for pick & place task
PKS were optimized by using a flexible objective function, which could be adapted by a
task-based selection of the weighting factors.
In general, it is not possible to find a “best” PKS for the tasks. Each PKS possesses
its own advantages and disadvantages. But nevertheless, the performed analysis gives
new insights into the performance properties of different PKS. Compared to the DELTA
robot used for pick & place tasks, the selected PKS do not offer higher potential. So the
DELTA robot is not for nothing the most used parallel robot in industry. ?-shaped frame
configurations tend to be more suitable for the pick & place task compared to ‖-shaped
frame configurations since the parallel frame arrangement limits the range of motion.
Furthermore, a linear actuation is preferred. Especially PRC? and CPR? show very good
results with regard to the applied criteria.
In case of the positioning task parameter configurations for the PKS can be found so that
they can follow the prescribed trajectory. But since the applied force at the end-effector is
quite high, the selection of suitable drives is challenging. Furthermore, in order to achieve
the required accuracy and repeatability, good control systems and strategies are important
prerequisites. Bottom mounting is preferred compared to sideways mounting since high
loads can be better absorbed in this way. Here, ‖-shaped frame configurations offer some
advantages with regard to the performance index.
With respect to the described guidance task, in conclusion, a parallel manipulator with
tree translational DoF is an alternative to the serial robot. But here, an additional spher-
ical mechanism (spatially separated) is necessary and has to be designed. But the study
has shown that the choice of suitable PKS for this task is very limited. Only PKS with
∆-shaped frame configuration are suitable.
The presented framework allows for good comparison of different PKS without going into
detail of very specific components (e.g. bearings). A suitable PKS can be selected from a
wide range and can be optimized afterwards. Weighting factors can be adapted according
to specific needs and tasks.

11 Summary and outlook
11.1 Summary
Well known is Clavel’s DELTA robot, but there are other parallel kinematic structures
(PKS) with three translational degrees of freedom (DoF). They differ in the assembly and
the limb structure (kinematic chain). For each kinematic chain a combination of revolute,
prismatic, cylindrical and universal joints can be used. A broad range of PKS based on
different joint and limb arrangements has been synthesized in the past years, but only a
small number was further investigated in research.
Therefore, in this thesis, a structure catalog comprising different PKS with their respective
characteristics was created. The selection was based on lists of previously synthesized PKS.
To reduce the number of possible PKS for further analysis, the following assumptions were
made:
• three translational DoF,
• three limbs,
• symmetrical limb arrangement,
• and three joints within each limb.
Additionally, further criteria reduced the number of possible PKS:
• arrangement of the actuators close to the frame,
• identical limbs,
• and each joint with DoF < 3.
Furthermore, different frame configurations were investigated: this included mainly the
triangular, star- and parallel-shaped frame configuration.
For in total 25 different PKS the structure catalog has been expanded by mathemati-
cal descriptions, i.e. the inverse kinematics and the Jacobian matrix. Afterwards, a first
analysis and comparison of the PKS was performed with regard to the following criteria:
local dexterity index, required actuator forces or torques respectively, required actuator
velocities and end-effector displacements due to compliance of the actuators and position-
ing errors. The kinematic dimensions were optimized with respect to two load cases: 1)
rectangular workspace with low external forces and 2) cylindrical workspace with higher
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external forces. The results showed that not all selected PKS possess good transmission
qualities. Hence, some PKS were excluded from further analysis.
Then, a general research study of the selected structures was performed. Different di-
mensions for the PKS were considered and analyzed to identify the influence of selected
parameter configurations. To do so, various criteria were applied within a prescribed
workspace inside the reachable workspace. This prescribed workspace was based on the
largest sphere that fits into the reachable workspace. It was determined by using a near-
est neighbor search algorithm and the bisection method. The results have been presented
graphically using performance charts. This analysis and the comparison afterwards re-
sulted in further reduction of the PKS for the final task-adapted dimensional synthesis.
Thus, various manipulation tasks were presented and analyzed. Furthermore, dynamic
and stiffness models were derived for the remaining PKS. Hence, it had to be identified
which of the calculation procedures have already been derived and implemented for various
structures and where gap filling was necessary.
Once the mathematical descriptions of the PKS have been completed, their kinematic
dimensions were optimized for three tasks and trajectories respectively:
• pick & place
• positioning
• guidance
The optimization was based on a flexible objective function that allows adjusting the
function value by including different criteria with adaptable weights. To select appropriate
criteria, a compilation of criteria to measure, analyze and compare the performance of PKS
has been presented. Consequently, the following criteria were included in the optimization:
conditioning index, required actuator forces or torques respectively based on the dynamic
model, acceleration capability and end-effector displacements due to compliance of the
links and positioning errors of the actuators. The performance of the PKS along the
trajectories or within the prescribed workspace was analyzed by using additional criteria
such as required actuator velocities, required power or cost. The optimization and analysis
results showed that some of the selected PKS can fulfill the described tasks and that no
“best” PKS can be found.
11.2 Discussion
The work in hand presents a framework for the selection and analysis of parallel kine-
matic structures with three translational degrees of freedom. Detailed optimizations of
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different parallel kinematic structures are possible since all required mathematical mod-
els have been derived. Mathematical descriptions, analysis methods and results can be
used for further investigations. They offer high potential for in-depth and fundamental
research studies in the field of parallel robots, e.g. comparison, dimensioning, optimization
and control only to mention a few. Single PKS can be selected to prove new theories by
simulation - the required basic calculation methods are implemented and can be applied
directly. Hence, this work can be used as a database which provides fundamental infor-
mation on different parallel kinematic structures. The use of the mathematical models
saves time and accelerates the investigation of new concepts within the scope of parallel
robots.
However, the impact of this work is not necessarily limited to an academic environment.
Even industry-oriented research can benefit: it is possible to compare the properties of
real industrial structures with potential concepts of new structures.
Nevertheless, some further points should be taken into account with regard to future
work:
• Calculation and consideration of internal joint forces/torques and velocities
• Stiffness modeling of links and joints
• Design implementation and comparison with real structures
• Optimization method
• Evaluation method
• Singularity analysis
• Selection of criteria and sensitivity of weighting factors
The first two arguments are necessary to select and design appropriate components. An
approach to calculate the occurring forces or torques and velocities gives the dynamic
modeling according to Newton/Euler. Only quantifiable values allow the selection of joints
(or bearings) and hence, their stiffness modeling can be improved. Moreover, the choice
of a rectangular profile for the links offers further optimization potential, because the
stiffness is higher but the mass remains equal compared to cylindrical profiles.
With regard to the design of the PKS it should be mentioned that all considerations are
theoretical, i.e. design specific requirements such as physical separation of prismatic and
revolute joint parts of cylindrical joints have not yet been considered in the analysis. This
was done only for the DELTA structure that was taken as reference. Here, the intention
was to use the dimensions of a real robot (available at the Department of Mechanism The-
ory and Dynamics of Machines). By showing the properties of this robot when analyzed
according to the same criteria as the other PKS, valuable insights into possible potentials
of these new structures can be highlighted. However, if a quantified statement should be
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made on how much better the DELTA structure is, it has to be optimized in the same
way as the other PKS.
In this thesis only one optimization method was applied: the genetic algorithm. However,
for general optimization problems with an objective function it is not guaranteed that
a solution will be found and no statements about: “how optimal is the solution?” can
be made. In addition, objective functions are highly non-linear and the entire process
is iterative and time consuming. One possibility to approach this problem is the interval
analysis. With this method lower and upper bounds of a function with multiple unknowns
can be determined, if the limits of the unknowns are known. Thus, the specific interval
contains all solution candidates that can be generated with the possible values of the
unknowns.
Besides, evaluation methods with very high time and effort can be applied to improve
the selection and weighting of criteria and the benchmark study, e.g. priority method or
demand-oriented weighted evaluation.
Detailed singularity analyses would be helpful to optimize the respective structures fur-
ther (e.g. regarding lower actuation forces or torques) and to describe motion possibilities
in a general way. Especially if the PKS should be used for more than one task or tra-
jectory a singularity analysis and the definition of a singular-free workspace is highly
recommended.
There is a wide scope regarding the selection of criteria. Different criteria can be applied
in all stages of the selection and evaluation process that may lead to different results. For
example, the use of the largest sphere inside the reachable workspace might not be the
best criteria if the volume of the workspace should be considered. However, it is a useful
measure to evaluate the largest possible, direction-independent workspace. Furthermore,
the sensitivity of the selection of the weighting factors requires some attention. A first step
in this direction has been done for the weighting factors used to generate the benchmark
metrics. Moreover, a sensitivity analysis regarding the task-adapted weighting factors of
the flexible objective function could give some insights into the general suitability of some
PKS for specific tasks, independent of the weighting factors.
The method presented in this thesis could be applied for robotic architectures with dif-
ferent motion patterns as well since it is expected to be generally applicable, but criteria
selection and usage at all stages of the process have to be adapted. A problem here could
be mixed actuation (rotational and linear actuators) within the same structure.
In a further step, a graphical user interface could be implemented to facilitate the analysis
and comparison of the PKS for other users. In this connection, not only the kinematic
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and kinetostatic models are important but also the dynamic and stiffness models. An
integration of the task-adapted optimization method is possible as well.
11.3 Conclusion
This thesis presented, analyzed and compared different PKS with three translational
degrees of freedom with regard to various criteria and tasks. The presented research
study was done in this way for the first time and offers insights into the characteristics and
special properties of the considered PKS. A major part took the derivation of fundamental
calculation models. To summarize the contribution of this thesis regarding mathematical
models, Tab. 11.1 gives an overview of the selected PKS and the respective mathematical
descriptions.
Various analysis steps were performed which are listed in Tab. 11.2 related to the PKS
considered. There is no “best” PKS that is suitable for all tasks in the same way. The
contrasted results represent very well the diversity of the tasks and hence, the differing
suitability of the PKS.
For example, PKS that are suitable for the guidance task, are not suitable for the pick &
place task. It is the same for PKS that show good results for the positioning task: they do
not seem to be a good choice for the pick & place task. However, there are two exceptions:
CPR∆ and PRC‖ show good performance for both, pick & place and guidance task.
Group 4R-1P offers a broad range of PKS, but most of the PKS cannot be rated as good
configurations. Thus, it is more likely to find a suitable PKS in the groups 3R-1P and
2R-2P.
There is no preference regarding rotational or linear actuation, but all PKS with an
universal joint as actuated joint were successively excluded from further analysis.
In conclusion, 16 different PKS were considered in this thesis - including three possible
frame configurations this has led to a number of 25 PKS. However, only 13 PKS (52 %)
were allowed for a task-adapted dimensional synthesis.
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-1
P RRC ∆ R - X X X X X X X X X
CRR
?
P
x X X X X X X X X X
∆ (R 6= P) - X X X X X X X X X
‖ (R 6= P) - X X X X X X X X X
2R
-2
P
RPC ∆ R - X X X X X X X X XP - X X X X X X X X X
CPR ∆ (R 6= P) P - X X X X X X X X X
? - X X X X X X X X X
PRC ? P x X X X X X X X X X‖ - X X X X X X X X X
4R
-1
P
CUR
∆ (R 6= P)
P
- X X X x x x x X X
? - X X X - - x x X X
‖ (R 6= P) - X X X x x x x X X
RUC ∆ R - X X X x x - - X -
UUP ∆ R - X X X x x - - X X
UPU ∆ P x X X X X X X X X X
PUU
∆
P
- X X X x x - - X -
? x X X X X X X X X X
‖ - X X X X X X X X X
URC ∆ R x X X X x x - - X X
CRU ∆ P - X X X x x - - X -
? - X X X - - - - X -
UCR ∆ R - X X X - - - - X -
5R
URU ∆ R - X X X x x x x X X
UUR ∆ R - X X X x x x x X X
RUU ∆ R - X X X X X X X X X
X implemented
- not implemented
x implemented but not further used
Tab. 11.1: Derived and implemented mathematical models within the framework of this thesis
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↑ analyzed, more suitable
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X analyzed
x no results found
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Tab. 11.2: Analyses done within the framework of this thesis
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Fig. 17: CPR? median values
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Fig. 18: UPU∆ median values
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Fig. 19: CPR∆ median values
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Fig. 20: PRC‖ median values
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Fig. 21: UUP∆ median values
202 Figures
Fig. 22: PUU‖ median values
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Fig. 23: PUU? median values
204 Figures
Fig. 24: RRC∆ median values, rB = 0.3 m
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Fig. 25: CRR? median values, ψ = 15◦
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Fig. 26: URC∆ median values, rB = 0.3 m
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Fig. 27: CUR? median values, ψ = 15◦
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Fig. 28: URU∆ median values, rB = 0.3 m
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Fig. 29: UUR∆ median values, rB = 0.3 m
210 Figures
Fig. 30: RUU∆ median values, rB = 0.3 m
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Fig. 31: CRR∆ median values, rB = 0.3 m, δ = 30◦
212 Figures
Fig. 32: CRR‖ median values, rB = 0.3 m, δ = 50◦
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Fig. 33: CUR∆ median values, rB = 0.3 m, δ = 50◦
214 Figures
Fig. 34: CUR‖ median values, rB = 0.3 m, δ = 50◦
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(a) Actuation angular velocities (b) Actuation linear velocities
(c) Acceleration torques (d) Acceleration forces
(e) Positioning error
Fig. 35: Results pick & place task (II)
216 Figures
(a) Actuation angular velocities (pos 1) (b) Actuation angular velocities (pos 2)
(c) Actuation linear velocities (pos 1) (d) Actuation linear velocities (pos 2)
(e) Positioning error (pos 1) (f) Positioning error (pos 2)
Fig. 36: Results positioning task (II)
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(a) Actuation torques (pos 1) (b) Actuation torques (pos 2)
(c) Actuation forces (pos 1) (d) Actuation forces (pos 2)
(e) Power (pos 1) (f) Power (pos 2)
Fig. 37: Results positioning task (III)
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Tab. 4: Considered structures - rotational actuation
∆ frame configuration
R RRC RPC
RUC RUU
U
UUP URC
UCR URU
UUR
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RRC∆ RPC∆ RPC∆
UUP∆ UPU∆
URC∆ UCR∆ RUC∆
URU UUR RUU
CRR∆ CRR‖ CRR?
Tab. 7: Workspaces of the considered structures for case 1 optimization (I)
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CPR∆ CPR?
PRC‖ PRC?
CRU∆ CRU?
PUU∆ PUU‖ PUU?
CUR∆ CUR‖ CUR?
Tab. 8: Workspaces of the considered structures for case 1 optimization (II)
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RRC∆ RPC∆ RPC∆
UUP∆ UPU∆
URC∆ UCR∆ RUC∆
URU UUR RUU
CRR∆ CRR‖ CRR?
Tab. 9: Workspaces of the considered structures for case 2 optimization (I)
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CPR∆ CPR?
PRC‖ PRC?
CRU∆ CRU?
PUU∆ PUU‖ PUU?
CUR∆ CUR‖ CUR?
Tab. 10: Workspaces of the considered structures for case 2 optimization (II)
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B&R, 8LSA55.EB030D000-1 mit 8GP60-070hh032klmm
„Die Drehstrom-Synchronmotoren der Baureihe 8LS sind permanenterregte, elektronisch kommu-
tierte Synchronmotoren für Applikationen mit hohen Anforderungen an Dynamik und Positionier-
genauigkeit bei gleichzeitig geringem Bauvolumen und Gewicht.
Diese Getriebe zeichnen sich durch ein sehr geringes Verdrehspiel gepaart mit einer hohen Ver-
drehsteifigkeit aus. Sie eignen sich insbesonders für den Einsatz in Handlingssystemen mit hohen
Geschwindigkeiten und Beschleunigungen und Anwendungen in denen das optional erhältliche Ver-
drehspiel von <1 Winkelminute von Bedeutung ist.“
B&R, 8LTJC4.ee005ffgg-0
„Die Drehstrom-Synchronmotoren der Baureihe 8LT sind permanenterregte, elektronisch kommu-
tierte Synchronmotoren für Applikationen mit hohen Anforderungen an Dynamik und Positionier-
genauigkeit bei gleichzeitig geringem Bauvolumen und Gewicht.“
Nadella, Double-Line AXDL 240-Z
„Starke Linearachse mit Zahnriemenantrieb und paralleler Kugelumlauf-Schienenführung oder Rol-
lenführung mit Abdeckband (Standard).“
Nadella, Double-Line AXDL 160-S
„Linearachse mit Kugelgewinde- oder Trapezgewindetrieb, mit paralleler Kugelumlauf-
Schienenführung mit Abdeckband (Standard).“
Bosch Rexroth, EMC-40-16x16
„Für Elektromechanische Zylinder EMC bestehen vielfältige Einsatzmöglichkeiten. Auf Grund ihrer
spezifischen Eigenschaften bieten sie Vorteile hinsichtlich der Genauigkeit, Dynamik und Regel-
barkeit und können damit sowohl zur Verkürzung von Taktzeiten, als auch zur Erhöhung von
Flexibilität und Qualität im Fertigungsprozess beitragen. Durch ihre kompakte Bauweise sind sie
bestens für den Einsatz bei beschränkten Platzverhältnissen geeignet.“
RK Rose + Krieger, LZ 70 PL
„Die Elektrozylinder LZ 70 überzeugen mit 100% Einschaltdauer und exzellenter Dynamik.
Wahlweise mit Kugel- oder Trapezgewindespindel ausgestattet eignen sie sich damit für einfache
Verstellarbeiten ebenso wie für hochpräzise Positionieraufgaben. In der PowerLine-Version LZ 70
PL schultert er hohe Druck-/Zuglasten bis 5.000 N mit einer Höchstgeschwindigkeit von 13 mms .
Die FastLine-Variante LZ 70 FL bewegt leichtere Lasten bis zu 1000 mms .“
Tab. 11: Description of the selected components (provided by the respective manufacturer)
Mathematical descriptions of PKS
1 RRC
The RRC-PKS was first proposed by Tsai [Tsa97] in 1997. Two years later, Zhao et al.
[Zha01] studied in detail this kind of parallel mechanism. Furthermore, the PKS is ana-
lyzed by [SLT09], but only with RRPa4RR structure and in ∪-shaped frame configuration.
Here, the sliding part of the C-joint is replaced by a parallelogram substructure. This sub-
structure consists of four revolute joints whose axes are perpendicular to the other joint
axes. Liu et al. [LZL10] analyzes the kinematics and dynamics of the RRC structure in
∪-shaped frame configuration.
But for this study, the RRC-PKS should be described without parallelogram substitution
and in triangular frame configuration. Therefore, all joint axes (wji, s0i) within one limb
are parallel to each other (cf. Fig. 38a),
w1i = w2i = w3i = s0i = Rzi ·

0
1
0
 = eiy.
The structure is proposed in [DHZ12] as an upper limb rehabilitation robot. In the men-
tioned paper the authors derive the forward and inverse kinematic solutions and per-
form a workspace analysis. Simulation results show that the PKS has a relatively large
workspace.
[Dan13; Deo14] summarize the calculation steps for the inverse kinematic problem and
the Jacobian matrix.
Inverse dynamics
First, the motion state of all components should be known. The actuator velocities can be
calculated by using the Jacobian matrix. The linear velocity of the cylindrical joint is:
s˙i = wT1ip˙, (1)
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and the angular velocity of link 2 is:
ω2i =
1
l2
lT10ip˙
lT10i(w1i × l20i)
. (2)
To calculate the accelerations, the vector loop equation (cf. [Dan13; Deo14]) is derivated
twice:
p¨ = l1 ((ω1i × (ω1i × l10i)) + ω˙1i × l10i)+l2 ((ω2i × (ω2i × l20i)) + ω˙2i × l20i)+ s¨isi0. (3)
Dot-multiplying Eq. (3) with lT20i yields:
ω˙1i =
1
l1
(
lT20ip¨ + l2ωT20iω20i
)
+
(
ωT10iω10i
)
· lT20il10i
lT20i (w1i × l10i)
, (4)
and dot-multiplying Eq. (3) with lT10i results in the angular acceleration of link 2:
ω˙2i =
1
l2
(
lT10ip¨ + l1ωT10iω10i
)
+
(
ωT20iω20i
)
· lT10il20i
lT10i (w2i × l20i)
. (5)
Similar to Eq. (1), the linear acceleration of the cylindrical joint is:
s¨i = wT1ip¨. (6)
Finally, the accelerations of the centers of gravity of both links can be calculated:
a1i = ω˙1i × l12 l10i + ω1i ×
(
ω1i × l12 l10i
)
, (7)
(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 38: Vector loop and inertia properties of RRC-PKS
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Fig. 39: Static equilibrium of forces at the end-effector of RRC-PKS
a2i = 2a1i + ω˙2i × l22 l20i + ω2i ×
(
ω2i × l22 l20i
)
. (8)
Because of the cylindrical joint at the end-effector (no moment transmission through joint
axis), the axes of moment transmission at the end-effector joints are as follows:
n2i =
l20i + l20i ×w1i
|l20i + l20i ×w1i| . (9)
To calculated the necessary actuator torques based on inertia and acceleration properties,
first, the force Fti (cf. Fig. 39) perpendicular to link 2 and the cylindrical joint axis is
calculated. It is derived from the static equilibrium of moments about the revolute joint
axis of revolute joint 2 connecting link 1 and link 2 of each limb:
Fti =
wT1i
(
l2
2 l20i ×m2i (a2i − g) + I2,totω˙2i + ω2i × (I2,totω2i)
)
wT1i ((w1i × l20i)× l2l20i)
. (10)
Consequently, the force vector is:
Fti = Fti (w1i × l20i) , (11)
and the resulting moment about the origin Op of Rp is:
Mti = Fti × (bi + sisi0) . (12)
Finally, all known forces and moments acting on the end-effector can be summarized in
one vector:
Fext =
mpg−mpp¨ + Fp +
3∑
i=1
Fti
3∑
i=1
Mti
 . (13)
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According to Eq. (6.7), the vector of internal forces is:
Fint =
(
F1 F2 F3 M21 M22 M23
)T
, (14)
and the Jacobian of force transmission based on the static equilibrium of forces and
moments at the end-effector is:
Jp =
 l201 l202 l203 0 0 0
(b1 + s1s01)× l201 (b2 + s2s02)× l202 (b3 + s3s03)× l203 n21 n22 n23
 . (15)
With the calculated internal forces the internal force vector acting on the second revolute
joint of each limb can be calculated:
Foi = m2i (a2i − g) + Fti − Fil20i. (16)
Finally, the static equilibrium of moments about the first revolute joints of each limb gives
the necessary actuator torques:
τq,i = w1i
(
Foi × l1l10i − l12 l10i ×m1i (a1i − g)− I1tot,iω˙1i − ω1i × (I1tot,iω1i)
)
. (17)
2 CRR
2.1 ∆ configuration
To comply with the geometrical conditions summarized in Tab. 3, p. 220 in case of CRR∆
and CRR‖, the cylindrical joint is reduced to a prismatic and revolute joint whose axes
are not coincident (Fig. 40):
w1i = w2i = w3i = Rzi ·Rxi ·

0
1
0
 ; s0i = Rzi ·

0
1
0
 .
Here, instead of ψ, the inclination angle δ is used within Rxi.
Inverse kinematics
Based on the vector loop equation,
p = ai + sis0i + l1l10i + l2l20i − bi, (18)
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the known components are replaced by
gi = p + bi − ai. (19)
Dot-multiplying Eq. (18) with wT1i leads to the stroke length of the first joint:
si =
wT1igi
wT1is0i
. (20)
To calculate the link vectors a new help vector is defined:
hi = p + bi − ai − sis0i. (21)
Vector hi is transferred to the limb-side reference frame Re (cf. Fig. 40a):
ehi = R−1zi ·R−1xi · hi. (22)
The angle between link 1 (vector el10) and vector eh is calculated using the cosine-theorem:
φ1i = arccos
(
l22 − l21 − ‖ehi‖
−2l1‖ehi‖
)
. (23)
The angle between the z-axis of the limb-side reference frame and the vector eh reads as
(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 40: Vector loop and inertia properties of CRR∆-PKS
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follows:
φ2i = arccos
 ehi ·
(
0 0 1
)T
‖ehi‖
 . (24)
A x-component of the help vector eh smaller than 0 results in the link vector el10:
el10 =

− sin(φ1i + φ2i)
0
cos(φ1i + φ2i)
 , (25)
in all other cases it is
el10 =

− sin(φ1i − φ2i)
0
cos(φ1i − φ2i)
 . (26)
Finally, the link vector can be transferred to the global reference frame R0:
l10 = Rzi ·Rxi ·c l10. (27)
l20 follows using Eq. (18).
Jacobian matrix
Time derivating Eq. (18) and dot-multiplying with wT1i leads to the linear velocity of the
first joint:
s˙i =
wT1i
wT1is0i
· p˙ = J(i,:) · p˙. (28)
Finally, the Jacobian can be written as follows:
q˙ = s˙ =

J(1,:)
J(2,:)
J(3,:)
 · p˙. (29)
Inverse dynamics
Since the cylindrical joint is divided into a revolute and prismatic joint whose motion axes
are not parallel to each other, the derivation of the inverse dynamics is slightly different
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compared to CRR?.
The angular velocity of link 1 is:
ω1i =
1
l1
(
lT20ip˙− s˙ilT20is0i
)
lT20i(w1i × l10i)
, (30)
and the angular velocity of link 2 is:
ω2i =
1
l2
(
lT10ip˙− s˙ilT10is0i
)
lT10i(w1i × l20i)
. (31)
The linear acceleration of the reduced cylindrical joint is calculated as follows:
s¨i =
wT1ip¨
wT1is0i
. (32)
By dot-multiplying Eq. (18) with lT20i the angular acceleration of link 1 is calculated:
ω˙1i =
1
l1
(
lT20ip¨ + l2ωT20iω20i − s¨ilT20is0i
)
+
(
ωT10iω10i
)
· lT20il10i
lT20i (w1i × l10i)
, (33)
and subsequently by dot-multiplying Eq. (18) with lT10i the angular acceleration of link 2:
ω˙2i =
1
l2
(
lT10ip¨ + l1ωT10iω10i − s¨ilT10is0i
)
+
(
ωT20iω20i
)
· lT10il20i
lT10i (w1i × l20i)
. (34)
Finally, the accelerations of the centers of gravity of both links can be calculated:
a1i = s¨is0i + ω˙1i × l12 l10i + ω1i ×
(
ω1i × l12 l10i
)
, (35)
a2i = 2a1i − s¨is0i + ω˙2i × l22 l20i + ω2i ×
(
ω2i × l22 l20i
)
. (36)
Internal forces/moments, i.e. the Jacobian of force transmission and the static equilibrium
of forces/moments, are calculated by Eq. (43)–Eq. (48). The necessary actuator forces are
derived by the following equation:
fq,i = −m1i (a1i − g)T s0i + FT1is0i, (37)
with F1i = internal force vector acting on the second revolute joint of limb i.
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2.2 ‖ configuration
For the parallel frame configuration the first rotational joint axis is not parallel to the
prismatic joint axis (Fig. 41). This means that the cylindrical joint is divided in two parts.
Otherwise, the PKS has not three translational DoF [KG02].
s0i =

0
0
1
 ; w1i = w2i = w3i = Rzi ·Rxi ·

0
1
0
 .
The derivation of the inverse kinematics, the Jacobian and the inverse dynamics follow
the approach described for CRR∆.
Inverse kinematics
Based on the vector loop equation,
p = ai + sis0i + l1l10i + l2l20i − bi, (38)
the known components are replaced by
gi = p + bi − ai. (39)
(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 41: Vector loop and inertia properties of CRR‖-PKS
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Dot-multiplying Eq. (38) with wT1i leads to the stroke length of the first joint:
si =
wT1igi
wT1is0i
. (40)
Jacobian matrix
The calculation of the Jacobian matrix is the same as for the ∆-shaped frame configura-
tion.
Inverse dynamics
The inverse dynamics of CRR‖ follow the approach described for CRR∆.
2.3 ? configuration
The kinematics of the CRR?-PKS were already derived in 2002 by [KG02] and has been
used to perform a singularity analysis and to determine the workspace. The CRR? is
controlled by three linear actuators, whose axes intersect in the origin of R0 (cf. Fig. 42).
The C-joint, which rotates around this prismatic axis is parallel to the axes of the two
other joints within each limb:
w1i = w2i = w3i = s0i = Rzi ·Rxi ·

0
1
0
 = eiy.
This configuration allows purely translational motion of the mobile platform. If the cylin-
drical joint axes are orthogonal, the condition number is 1 within the entire workspace,
i.e. the Jacobian matrix is not position dependent. This structures is called Tripteron.
Furthermore, it is a decoupled structure, i.e. each actuator controls one DoF. Due to this
characteristics, the manipulator has simple kinematics, a singularity-free workspace and
it is insensitive to errors in link lengths [GMD07].
[TH11] takes the position error of the mobile platform in his research into account due to
axes errors within an orthogonal frame configuration. A dynamic modeling is performed
by [YHT13] using the Lagrangian and Newtonian approaches.
The inverse kinematic problem and the Jacobian matrix are derived and summarized
in [Dan13] as well. Even as a compliant parallel mechanism, the CRR structure in an
orthogonal frame configuration is used (cf. [QG11]).
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(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 42: Vector loop and inertia properties of CRR?-PKS
Inverse dynamics
By derivating the vector loop equation twice (Eq. (18)) and dot-multiplying with either
wT1i, l20i, l10i, the linear acceleration of the cylindrical joint s¨i, the angular acceleration ω˙1i
of link 1 and the angular velocity ω˙2i of link 2 of limb i are calculated (cf. Eq. (4)–Eq. (6)).
The necessary angular velocities of link 1 and 2 are determined based on Eq. (2) and
ω1i =
1
l1
lT20ip˙
lT20i(w1i × l10i)
. (41)
The accelerations of the centers of gravity are calculated in the same way as for CRR∆,
i.e. cf. Eq. (35) and Eq. (36). The axis of moment transmission at the end-effector is equal
to Eq. (9).
The necessary actuator forces are calculated with the following equation:
fq,i = −m1i (a1i − g)T w1i −m2i (a2i − g)T w1i + Fyi. (42)
Here, the internal force vector is as follows (cf. Fig. 43):
Fint =
(
FT FTt FTy FT1x FT1y FT1z
)T
, (43)
with F = (F1F2F3)T , Ft = (Ft1Ft2Ft3)T , Fy = (Fy1Fy2Fy3)T , F1x = (F11xF12xF13x)T ,
F1y = (F11yF12yF13y)T and F1z = (F11zF12zF13z)T . F1 is the internal joint force vector
acting on the second revolute joint. With regard to Eq. (6.7), the vector of external forces
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Fig. 43: Static equilibrium of forces at the end-effector of CRR-PKS
is composed of the following components:
Fext =

mpg−mpp¨ + Fp
03x3
M2
F2
M1

, (44)
with M2 = (M21M22M23)T , F2 =
(
FT21FT22FT23
)T
and M1 = (M11M12M13)T . The first
six rows are based on the static equilibrium of forces/torques at the end-effector. M2i is
calculated from the static equilibrium of moments about the revolute joint axis w2i of the
second revolute joint. F2i is the external force acting on link 2 of limb i.
M2i = m2i (a2i − g)T
(
l2
2 l20i ×w2i
)
−wT2i (I2tot,iω˙2i)−wT2i (ω2i × (I2tot,iω2i)) , (45)
F2i = m2i (a2i − g) . (46)
Finally, the result of the static equilibrium of moments about the first revolute joint is
summarized in M1i.
M1i = m1i (a1i − g)T
(
l1
2 l10i ×w1i
)
−wT1i (I1tot,iω˙1i)−wT1i (ω1i × (I1tot,iω1i)) . (47)
Hence, the Jacobian of force transmission Jp is a 21x21 matrix:
Jp =

Jp1,(3x21)
Jp2,(3x21)
Jp3,(3x21)
Jp4,(9x21)
Jp5,(3x21)

, (48)
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with the following components:
Jp1,(:,i) = l20i,
Jp1,(:,i+3) = l20i ×w1i,
Jp1,(:,i+6) = w1i, (49)
Jp2,(:,i) = l20i × bi,
Jp2,(:,i+3) = (l20i ×w1i)× bi,
Jp2,(:,i+6) = w1i × bi,
Jp2,(:,i+9) = n2i, (50)
Jp3,(1:3,4:6) =

l2 0 0
0 l2 0
0 0 l2
 , (51)
Jp4,(1:3,1) = l201,
Jp4,(1:3,4) = l201 ×w11,
Jp4,(1:3,7) = w11,
Jp4,(1:3,13) = −1,
Jp4,(1:3,16) = −1,
Jp4,(1:3,19) = −1. (52)
Rows 4 to 6 and 7 to 9 are derived in the same way for the other two limbs.
Jp5,(i,i+12) = (l1l10i ×w1i)x ,
Jp5,(i,i+15) = (l1l10i ×w1i)y ,
Jp5,(i,i+18) = (l1l10i ×w1i)z . (53)
3 RPC
The limbs of the RPC-PKS are connected to the base by revolute joints and to the end-
effector by cylindrical joints. The prismatic joints define the length of the limbs. The PKS
can be actuated by rotational or linear drives; mixed actuation is possible as well. The
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prismatic joint axes are perpendicular to the revolute joint axes. Futhermore, the revolute
and cylindrical joint axes are parallel within each limb. The RPC structure is described
in detail in [PLC15] including the derivation of the inverse kinematics and the Jacobian
matrix for different actuator and frame configurations. In this work, only the triangular
frame configuration with either rotational or linear actuation is considered. The inverse
dynamics are completely derived in [PC15]. For the sake of completeness, the vector loop
equation and the inertia properties are shown in Fig. 44.
4 CPR
There are no references concerning the analysis of this structure. Hence, the necessary
mathematical descriptions are derived in this section.
4.1 ∆ configuration
For the triangular frame configuration, the orientation of the joint axes is as follows:
s0i = Rzi ·Rxi ·

0
1
0
 w1i = w2i = Rzi ·

0
1
0
 .
Here, instead of ψ, the inclination angle δ is used within Rxi. All relevant parameters for
the following mathematical descriptions are shown in Fig. 45.
(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 44: Vector loop and inertia properties of RPC
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Inverse kinematics
Based on the vector loop equation,
p = ai + sis0i + didi0 − bi, (54)
the known components are replaced by
gi = p + bi − ai. (55)
Eq. (54) is dot-multiplied with w1i and hence, the stroke length of the first prismatic joint
is known:
si =
wT1igi
wT1is0i
. (56)
Inserting si into Eq. (54) leads to the vector di of the second prismatic joint. Its norm is
the length between frame joint and end-effector.
Jacobian matrix
The Jacobian matrix calculation is related to the ?-shaped configuration. But here, the
actuator velocities and hence, the entries of the Jacobian are:
s˙i =
wT1i
wT1is0i
· p˙ = J(i,:) · p˙. (57)
(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 45: Vector loop and inertia properties of CPR∆
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Inverse dynamics
The actuator velocities are determined by Eq. (57). Dot-multiplying Eq. (68) with dT0i
leads to the velocity of the prismatic joint:
d˙i = dT0ip˙− s˙idT0is0i. (58)
The angular velocity of each limb is:
ω1i = (s0i × d0i)T · 1
di
·
(
p˙− s˙is0i − d˙id0i
)
. (59)
The vector loop equation is derivated twice and dot-multiplied by wT1i to calculate the
acceleration of the first prismatic joint (the cylindrical joint part):
s¨i =
wT1ip¨
wT1is0i
. (60)
Then, the second time-derivative of Eq. (54) is dot-multiplied with sT0i in order to deter-
mine the acceleration of the prismatic joint:
d¨i = dT0ip¨ + di
(
ωT1iω1i
)
− s¨idT0is0i. (61)
Finally, the angular acceleration of limb i is:
ω˙1i = (w1i × d0i)T · 1
di
·
(
p¨− s¨is0i − d¨id0i + di
(
ωT1iω1i
)
d0i − 2d˙i (ω1i × d0i)
)
. (62)
The Jacobian of force transmission is calculated with Eq. (86), the vectors of moment
transmission with Eq. (79) and Eq. (80) and the accelerations of the centers of gravity
with Eq. (77) and Eq. (78). The vector of external forces Fext is determined as for CRR?,
Eq. (83) with F2i, Eq. (85). M1i is calculated from the static equilibrium of moments
about the revolute joint axis w1i:
Mi = −wT1i (m2i (a2i − g)× (di − l2)d0i)−wT1i (m1i (a1i − g)× l1d0i) . (63)
Solving Eq. (6.7) leads to the vector of internal forces (cf. Eq. (82)). Finally, the required
actuator forces can be determined:
fq,i =sT0i (Fyiw1i + Fti (w1i × d0i) + Fid0i)− . . . (64)
sT0i (m2i (a2i − g))− sT0i (m1i (a1i − g)) . (65)
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4.2 ? configuration
Within the CPR?-PKS the cylindrical joint axis si0 = w1i is parallel to the revolute joint
axis w2i:
si0 = w1i = w2i;
The prismatic joint connects the cylindrical and revolute joint.
Inverse kinematics
Based on the vector loop equation (cf. Fig. 46a),
p = sis0i + did0i − bi, (66)
the known components are replaced by
gi = p + bi. (67)
It follows:
gi = sis0i + did0i. (68)
Dot-multiplying Eq. (68) with sT0i leads to the stroke length of the cylindrical joint:
si = sT0igi. (69)
(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 46: Vector loop and inertia properties of CPR?
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Subsequently, Eq. (68) is solved for di. The norm of di is the stroke length of the prismatic
joint.
Jacobian matrix
Time derivating Eq. (66) leads to
p˙ = s˙is0i + di(ω1i × d0i) + d˙id0i, (70)
with ω1i = angular velocity vector of the prismatic joint of limb i.
Dot-multiplying Eq. (70) with sT0i and solving for s˙i results in:
s˙i = sT0i · p˙ = J(i,:) · p˙. (71)
Finally, the Jacobian can be written as follows:
q˙ = s˙ =

J(1,:)
J(2,:)
J(3,:)
 · p˙. (72)
Inverse dynamics
First, the velocities of all joints are calculated. The actuator velocities are determined
by the use of the Jacobian (cf. Eq. (72)). Dot-multiplying Eq. (66) with dT0i leads to the
velocity of the prismatic joint:
d˙i = dT0ip˙. (73)
The angular velocity of each limb is:
ω1i = (s0i × d0i)T · 1
di
·
(
p˙− s˙is0i − d˙id0i
)
. (74)
The vector loop equation is derivated a second time, dot-multiplied by dT0i to calculate
the acceleration of the prismatic joint and by sT0i to calculate the linear acceleration of
the cylindrical joint:
d¨i = dT0ip¨ + di
(
ωT1iω1i
)
, (75)
s¨i = sT0ip¨. (76)
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It follows the angular acceleration of the cylindrical joint through insertion. Subsequently,
the accelerations of the centers of gravity of stator and slider of the prismatic joint can
be calculated (cf. Fig. 46b):
a1i = s¨is0i + ω˙1i × l1d0i + ω1i × (ω1i × l1d0i) , (77)
a2i =s¨is0i + ω˙1i × (di − l2)d0i + ω1i × (ω1i × (di − l2)d0i) + . . .
2ω1i × d˙id0i + d¨id0i. (78)
Since revolute joints do not transfer torques about their rotational axis, the axes of mo-
ment transmission at the frame (n1i) and the end-effector (n2i) are:
n1i =
d0i + d0i × s0i
|s0i + d0i × s0i| , (79)
n2i = −n1i. (80)
The necessary actuator forces are calculated with the following equation:
fq,i = Fyi −m2i (a2i − g)T s0i −m1i (a1i − g)T s0i. (81)
Here, the internal force vector reads as follows (cf. Fig. 43):
Fint =
(
F Ft Fy M2
)T
, (82)
with F = (F1F2F3)T , Ft = (Ft1Ft2Ft3)T , Fy = (Fy1Fy2Fy3)T , M2 = (M21M22M23)T . The
vector of external forces is composed of the following components:
Fext =

mpg−mpp¨ + Fp
03x3
F2
M1
 , (83)
with F2 = (F21F22F23) and M1 = (M11M12M13). The first six rows are based on the
static equilibrium of forces/torques at the end-effector. M1i is calculated from the static
equilibrium of moments about the revolute joint axis s0i = w1i:
Mi = −sT0i (m2i (a2i − g)× (di − l2)d0i)− sT0i (m1i (a1i − g)× l1d0i) . (84)
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F2i is the internal force acting along the prismatic joint axis of limb i:
F2i = m2i (a2i − g)T d0i. (85)
Hence, the Jacobian of force transmission Jp is a 12x12 matrix:
Jp =

Jp1,(3x9) 03x3
Jp2,(3x9) Jp3,(3x3)
Jp4,(3x9) 03x3
Jp5,(3x9) 03x3
 , (86)
with
Jp1,(:,i) = d0i,
Jp1,(:,i+3) = s0i × d0i,
Jp1,(:,i+6) = s0i, (87)
Jp2,(:,i) = bi × d0i,
Jp2,(:,i+3) = bi × (s0i × d0i) ,
Jp2,(:,i+6) = bi × s0i, (88)
Jp3,(:,i) = n2i, (89)
Jp4,(:,1:3) =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
 , (90)
Jp5,(i,i+3) = di. (91)
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5 PRC
The kinematic description of the PRC-PKS is completely described in [YQ05b; LX06b].
Furthermore, a dexterity analysis is performed. In [XL07] the kinematic analysis (forward
and inverse) and a velocity analysis is carried out for this PKS in orthogonal frame
configuration.
Within a limb the revolute and cylindrical joint axes are parallel and perpendicular to
the prismatic joint axis. For the ?-shaped frame configuration the axes are:
s0i = w1i = w2i = Rzi ·Rxi ·

0
1
0
 , d0i = Rzi ·Rxi ·

1
0
0
 ,
and for the ‖-shaped frame configuration:
s0i = w1i = w2i = Rzi ·

0
1
0
 , d0i =

0
0
1
 .
For the ?-shaped frame configuration the solution of the inverse kinematic problem and
the derivation of the Jacobian matrix can be found in [Dan13] as well.
No reference is available for this PKS in ‖-shaped frame configuration, but here, only
the definition of the prismatic joint axes changes so that the calculation of the inverse
kinematics and the Jacobian matrix is the same as for the ?-shaped configuration.
In [YQ07] and [QY07] the structure is used to built a compliant parallel micro-manipulator.
(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 47: Vector loop and inertia properties of PRC?-PKS
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Inverse dynamics
The inverse dynamics are derived in the same way for both, ? and ‖-shaped configuration.
The velocities of the actuators are calculated with the Jacobian matrix. The velocity of
the cylindrical joint is:
s˙i = sT0ip˙. (92)
Solving the derivated vector loop equation (cf. Fig. 48a) leads to the angular velocity of
limb i:
ω1i = (s0i × l10i)T
( 1
l1
(
p˙− d˙id0i + s˙is0i
))
. (93)
Dot-multiplying the second time-derivative of the vector loop equation with lT10i leads to
the acceleration of the prismatic joint:
d¨i =
lT10ip¨ + l1ωT1iω1i
lT10id0i
. (94)
Similar to Eq. (92), the acceleration of the cylindrical joint is:
s¨i = sT0ip¨. (95)
(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 48: Vector loop and inertia properties of PRC‖-PKS
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Finally, the angular acceleration of limb i can be calculated with the following equation:
ω˙1i = (s0i × l10i)T
( 1
l1
(
p¨− d¨id0i + s¨is0i +
(
ωT1iω1i
)
l10i
))
. (96)
Consequently, the acceleration of the center of gravity of each link is:
a1i = d¨id0i + ω˙1i × l12 l10i + ω1i ×
(
ω1i × l12 l10i
)
. (97)
The axis of moment transmission at the end-effector is:
n2i = − l10i + s0i × l10i|l10i + s0i × l10i| . (98)
The force acting perpendicular to the link and cylindrical joint axes can be calculated as
follows (cf. Fig. 39):
Fti =
sT0i
(
l1
2 l10i ×m1i (a1i − g)
)
+ sT0i (I1tot,iω˙1i) + sT0i (ω1i × I1tot,iω1i)
sT0i ((sT0i × l10i)× l1l10i)
, (99)
with the respective force vector is:
Fti = −Fti (l10i × s0i) . (100)
This force results in a torque about the origin of the origin of Rp:
Mti = Fti × (bi + sis0i) . (101)
Thus, the vector of external forces is:
Fext =
mpg−mpp¨ + Fp +
3∑
i=1
Fti
3∑
i=1
Mti
 . (102)
With Eq. (6.7) the vector of internal forces is calculated:
Fint =
(
F1 F2 F3 M21 M22 M23
)T
. (103)
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Here, the Jacobian of force transmission Jp is a 6x6 matrix:
Jp =
 l101 l102 l103 03x1 03x1 03x1
(b1 + s1s01)× l101 (b2 + s2s02)× l102 (b3 + s3s03)× l103 n21 n22 n23
 .
(104)
Finally, the required actuator force is:
fq,i = −dT0i (Fil10i − Fti −m1i (a1i − g)) . (105)
6 UUP
From the current state of the art, no research on the UUP-PKS is known. The structure
consists of two universal joint whose axes are pairwise parallel to each other: the first
rotational axis of the first universal joint and the second rotational axis of the second
universal joint. The remaining axes are parallel as well. The prismatic joint axes form a
triangular shape at the end-effector and are parallel to the first rotational joint axes of
the respective limb (cf. Fig. 49).
Inverse kinematics
Due to the geometrical design, the unit vectors of the first universal joint axis of joint 1
(w1i), of the second universal joint axis of joint 2 (w4i) and the prismatic joint (s0i) at
Fig. 49: Vector loop of UUP-PKS
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the end-effector are known:
w1i = w4i = s0i = Rzi ·

0
1
0
 .
Based on the vector loop equation,
p = ai + l1l10i + sis0i − bi, (106)
the known components are replaced by
gi = p− ai + bi. (107)
It follows Eq. (108):
gi − sis0i = l1l10i, (108)
which is squared and solved for si:
si = sT0igi ±
√
(sT0igi)2 − gTi gi + l21. (109)
The unknown unit vector of link 1 can be calculated:
l10i =

l10xi
l10yi
l10zi
 = gi − sis0il1 . (110)
Three transformations are necessary to determine the driving angle θ1i. The unit vector
of link 1 can be written as follows:
l10i = Rzi

cos θ1i 0 sinθ1i
0 1 0
−sinθ1i 0 cos θ1i


1 0 0
0 cos θ2i −sinθ2i
0 sinθ2i cos θ2i


0
0
1
 . (111)
This leads to three equations with two unknowns (θ1i and θ2i):
i l10xi = sinϕisinθ2i + cosϕisinθ1i cos θ2i
ii l10yi = − cosϕisinθ2i + sinϕisinθ1i cos θ2i
iii l10zi = cos θ1i cos θ2i
(112)
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Solving now Eq. (112) for θ1i:
θ1i = arctan
(
l10xi + tanϕi · l10yi
(sinϕi tanϕi + cosϕi) · l10zi
)
. (113)
Finally, the unit vector of the second universal joint axis w2i is calculated:
w2i = l10i × s0i. (114)
Jacobian matrix
Derivating Eq. (106) with respect to time leads to:
p˙ = l1(ω1i × l10i + ω2i × l10i) + s˙is0i, (115)
with ω1i, ω2i = angular velocity vectors of link 1 of limb i. Dot-multiplying Eq. (115)
with wT2i (ω1i = θ˙1iw1i) and solving for θ˙1i:
θ˙1i =
wT2i
l1wT2i(w1i × l10)
· p˙ = J(i,:) · p˙. (116)
Finally, the Jacobian can be written as follows:
q˙ = θ˙1 =

J(1,:)
J(2,:)
J(3,:)
 · p˙. (117)
7 URC
A universal joint, a revolute joint and one cylindrical joint form the kinematic chain of the
URC-PKS. The first universal joint axis w1i and the cylindrical joint axis s0i are parallel
to each other, whereas the other rotational axes are parallel as well.
w1i = s0i; w2i = w3i.
The structure is analyzed in [Di 04]. However, [KG05] could find a mistake which was
finally revised in [Di 06]. Furthermore, the calculation procedure for inverse kinematics
and Jacobian matrix is documented in [Cha13].
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8 UCR
No analysis of the UCR-PKS can be found in literature so far. Each limb consists of a
universal joint (U), a cylindrical joint (C) and a revolute joint (R). The first universal
joint axis and the revolute joint axis are parallel to each other, whereas the cylindrical
joint axis and the second universal joint axis are parallel as well:
w1i = w4i; w2i = w3i = s0i.
Inverse kinematics
Based on the vector loop equation,
p = ai + l1l10i + sis0i − bi, (118)
the known components are replaced by
gi = p− ai + bi. (119)
This leads to
gi = l1l10i + sis0i. (120)
Eq. (120) is dot-multiplied by sT0i:
si = sT0igi. (121)
Furthermore, Eq. (120) is squared and solved for si:
gTi gi − 2sisT0igi + s2i − l21 = 0, (122)
si = sT0igi +
√
(sT0igi)2 − gTi gi + l21. (123)
By inserting Eq. (121), Eq. (123) is simplified:
si =
√
gTi gi − l21. (124)
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Fig. 50: Vector loop of UCR-PKS
The unit vector of link i and the unit vector of the cylindrical joint axis are calculated
based on known vector transformations:
l10i =

cos(ϕi) − sin(ϕi) 0
sin(ϕi) cos(ϕi) 0
0 0 1


cos(θ1i) 0 sin(θ1i)
0 1 0
− sin(θ1i) 0 cos(θ1i)


1 0 0
0 cos(θ2i) − sin(θ2i)
0 sin(θ2i) cos(θ2i)


0
0
1

=

sin(θ1i) cos(θ2i) cos(ϕi) + sin(θ2i) sin(ϕi)
sin(θ1i) cos(θ2i) sin(ϕi)− sin(θ2i) cos(ϕi)
cos(θ1i) cos(θ2i)
 , (125)
s0i = −

cos(ϕi) − sin(ϕi) 0
sin(ϕi) cos(ϕi) 0
0 0 1


cos(θ1i) 0 sin(θ1i)
0 1 0
− sin(θ1i) 0 cos(θ1i)


1
0
0

=

− cos(θ1i) cos(ϕi)
− cos(θ1i) sin(ϕi)
sin(θ1i)
 . (126)
It yields with Eq. (121):
si = − cos(θ1i) (cos(ϕi)gx + sin(ϕi)gy) + sin(θ1i)gz, (127)
sin(θ1i) =
1
gz
(si + cos(θ1i) · A) , (128)
with A = cos(ϕi)gx + sin(ϕi)gy.
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Finally, Eq. (128) is inserted in Eq. (120) and solved separately for cos(θ1i):
cos(θ1i) =
−2s2iAB − g2z (gx − AB + gy tan(ϕi))
−2siB (g2z − A2)
. . .
±
√√√√(−2s2iAB − g2z (gx − AB + gy tan(ϕi))
−2siB (g2z + A2)
)2
+ g
2
z − s2i
g2z + A2
, (129)
with B = sin(ϕi) tan(ϕi) + cos(ϕi).
Jacobian matrix
The time-derivative of Eq. (118) reads as follows:
p˙ = l1(ω1i × l10i) + s˙is0i, (130)
with ω1i = angular velocity vector of link 1 of limb i. Dot-multiplying Eq. (130) with sT0i
(ω1i = θ˙1iw1i) yields:
sT0ip˙ = l1θ˙1isT0i(ω1i × l10i) + s˙i, (131)
with w1i = Rzi ·

1
0
0
.
s˙i is calculated by derivating Eq. (124) with respect to time:
s˙i =
1√
gTi gi − l21
gTi p˙. (132)
It is
sT0i(ω1i × l10i) = − cos(θ2i). (133)
Solving Eq. (131) for θ˙1i by inserting Eq. (133):
θ˙1i =
1
−l1i cos θ2i
sT0i − 1√
gTi gi − l21
gTi
 p˙ = J(i,:) · p˙. (134)
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Finally, the Jacobian can be written as follows:
q˙ = θ˙1 =

J(1,:)
J(2,:)
J(3,:)
 · p˙. (135)
9 UPU
A variety of scientific articles deals with the UPU-PKS, including [Che11; HKK02; CP13;
DP99; HKK02; QFG12; TJ00; TJ01; TJ02; Tsa96; WH11; WSP02]. The complete position
and velocity analysis is referred to [TJ00; TJ01; TJ02]. Each of the three limbs has an
actuated prismatic joint and two Cardan joints, which connect the kinematic chain with
the end-effector and the frame. The outer and the inner rotational axes respectively of
the universal joints are parallel to each other.
w1i = w4i, w2i = w3i.
Fig. 51 shows the vector loop and the inertia properties for the following described inverse
dynamics analysis.
Inverse dynamics
The angular velocity vector of limb i is:
ω1i = s0i × 1
si
(p˙− sis0i) . (136)
(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 51: Vector loop and inertia properties of UPU-PKS
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Fig. 52: Static equilibrium of forces/moments at the end-effector of UPU-PKS
The acceleration of the prismatic joint follows from the second time-derivative of the
vector loop equation:
s¨i = sT0ip¨ + siωT1iω1i, (137)
and subsequently, the angular acceleration vector of limb i:
ω˙1i = s0i ×
( 1
si
(p¨− 2s˙i (ω1i × s0i))
)
. (138)
The approach to calculate the required actuator forces is similar to the one of the RPC-
PKS, cf. [PC15].
Since universal joints transfer torques only about the axis perpendicular to both joint
axes, the axes of moment transmission for the UPU-PKS at the frame and end-effector
are:
n1i =
w2i ×w1i
|w2i ×w1i| , (139)
n2i = − w2i ×w1i|w2i ×w1i| . (140)
Here, the vector Fint of internal forces and moments is (cf. Fig. 52):
Fint =
(
FT FTt FTy MT1 MT2
)T
1×15 , (141)
with F = (F1F2F3)T , Ft = (Ft1Ft2Ft3)T , Fy = (Fy1Fy2Fy3)T , M1 = (M11M12M13)T and
M2 = (M21M22M23)T . F, Ft, Fy and M2 are end-effector related quantities whereas
the vector M1 summarizes the torque of each link transmitted at the frame-side Cardan
joint.
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Hence, the Jacobian of force transmission Jp is a 15x15 matrix:
Jp =

Jp1,(3x9) 03x6
Jp2,(3x9) Jp4,(3x6)
Jp3,(3x9) Jp5,(3x6)
 , (142)
with the following entries:
Jp1,(1,1:3) =
(
1 1 1
)
,
Jp1,(2,4:6) =
(
1 1 1
)
,
Jp1,(3,7:9) =
(
1 1 1
)
, (143)
Jp2,(1,4:6) =
(
−b1z −b2z −b3z
)
,
Jp2,(1,7:9) =
(
b1y b2y b3y
)
,
Jp2,(2,1:3) =
(
b1z b2z b3z
)
,
Jp2,(2,7:9) =
(
−b1x −b2x −b3x
)
,
Jp2,(3,1:3) =
(
−b1y −b2y −b3y
)
,
Jp2,(3,4:6) =
(
b1x b2x b3x
)
, (144)
Jp3,(1,4) = s1 · s01z,
Jp3,(1,7) = −s1 · s01y,
Jp3,(2,1) = −s1 · s01z,
Jp3,(2,7) = s1 · s01x,
Jp3,(3,1) = s1 · s01y,
Jp3,(3,4) = −s1 · s01x. (145)
It is the same for row 4-6 for limb 2 and for row 7-9 for limb 3 with s2, s3 and s02, s03
respectively.
Jp4,(:,2) = n21,
Jp4,(:,4) = n22,
Jp4,(:,6) = n23, (146)
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Jp5,(1:3,1) = n11,
Jp5,(1:3,2) = −n21,
Jp5,(4:6,3) = n12,
Jp5,(4:6,4) = −n22,
Jp5,(7:9,5) = n13,
Jp5,(7:9,6) = −n23. (147)
Finally, the actuator forces can be calculated:
fq,i =
(
Fi Fti Fyi
)
s0i +m2igT s0i −m2i
(
s¨isT0is0i − |ω˙1i|2 · (si − l2)
)
. (148)
10 CRU
The CRU-PKS has one cylindrical joint (C) (s0i,w1i), one revolute joint (R) (w2i) and
one universal joint (U) (w3i,w4i) within each limb. The orientation of the joint axes is as
follows:
w1i = w4i = s0i; w2i = w3i.
In [CCC13] a similar PKS is described and analyzed kinematically: the PRRU. But this
PKS has due to the joint arrangements only one translational but two rotational DoF.
The prismatic joint axes are assembled in parallel frame configuration.
10.1 ∆ configuration
The vector loop of CRU∆ is shown in Fig. 53.
Inverse kinematics
For the triangular frame configuration, the orientation of the joint axes is as follows:
w1i = w4i = s0i = Rzi ·

0
1
0
 ; w2i = w3i = l10i ×w1i.
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The unit vector of link 1 (of limb i) depends on the revolute joint angle θ1i of the cylindrical
joint:
l10i = Rzi ·

cos θ1i
0
sin θ1i

Based on the vector loop equation,
p = ai + l1l10i + l2l20i + sis0i − bi, (149)
the known components are replaced by
gi = p− ai + bi. (150)
Dot-multiplying Eq. (149) with wT2i (wT2i ⊥ l10i, l20i) results in:
wT2igi = 0. (151)
For further calculations the two vectors in Eq. (151) have to be expressed in the limb-side
Fig. 53: Vector loop of CRU∆-PKS
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reference frame:
ew2i =

− cos θ1i
0
sin θ1i
 , (152)
egi =

egix
egiy
egiz
 = R−1zi gi. (153)
The following equation results by inserting Eq. (152) and Eq. (153) in Eq. (151):
− cos θ1i ·e gix + sin θ1i ·e giz = 0. (154)
Solving for tan θ1i:
tan θ1i =
egix
egiz
. (155)
With θ1i the vector l10 is known. Introducing a second auxiliary vector (hi) yields:
hi = gi − l1l10i = l2l20i + sis0i. (156)
Eq. (156) is squared and solved for si:
si = sT0ih±
√
(sT0ih)2 − hTh + l22. (157)
The unit vector of link 2 is calculated with the known values of θ1i and si.
Jacobian matrix
Differentiating Eq. (149) with respect to time, dot-multiplying with l20i and solving for
s˙i:
s˙i =
lT20i
lT20isi0
· p˙ = J(i,:) · p˙. (158)
Finally, the Jacobian can be written as follows:
q˙ = s˙ =

J(1,:)
J(2,:)
J(3,:)
 · p˙. (159)
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10.2 ? configuration
The calculation procedure for the inverse kinematics and the Jacobian matrix of the ?-
shaped configuration is similar to the triangular configuration. Only the joint axes are
defined in a different way and the vector ai is equal to zero. It is:
w1i = w4i = s0i = Rzi ·Rxi ·

0
1
0
 ; w2i = w3i = l10i ×w1i,
and
l10i = Rzi ·Rxi ·

cos θ1i
0
sin θ1i
 .
The transfomation of the vector g in the limb-side reference frame is:
egi =

egix
egiy
egiz
 = (Rzi ·Rxi)−1gi. (160)
11 PUU
The PUU-PKS is described in [YQ05b; LX06a; LX06b; LXS11; TJ01; TJ02]. Both, the
position and velocity analysis correspond to the approaches presented in [TJ01; TJ02].
For the star-shaped configuration, inverse kinematics and Jacobian matrix calculation are
documented in [Cha13] as well. An approach for forward position analysis can be found
in [ZBM04].
Pashkevich et al. [PCW08; PCW09] present for different translational parallel manip-
ulators – among these the PUU-PKS in star-shaped configuration – stiffness modeling
based on a lumped-parameter model. The stiffness properties of the considered parallel
manipulators are compared. Further stiffness analysis of the PUU-PKS can be found in
[LX08]. By using a genetic algorithm, Xu et al. [QY06] try to find an optimal design of the
PUU-PKS with regard to its stiffness properties. A similar approach is done in [XL06c;
XL06a], but here, a particle swarm optimization is used. The results are compared to
those obtained by previous optimizations.
In [YQ05c] the PUU-PKS in orthogonal frame configuration is used for nanomanipulation
as a compliant parallel micromanipulator with flexure hinges. Necessary calculation mod-
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els are derived for optimization of the structure in order to obtain a large usable workspace.
This study is followed in [XL06b] by a stiffness analysis. The developed analytical model
is validated by finite element analysis.
Inverse dynamics
For the ? and ‖-shaped frame configuration the calculation procedure to determine the
actuator forces is the same. In general, the approach described here is similar to the UPU-
PKS inverse dynamics. Therefore, only the differences should be pointed out. The vector
loop and the inertia properties are presented in Fig. 55 for the ‖ frame configuration. The
angular velocity vector of limb i is:
ω1i = l10i × 1
l1
(p˙− sis0i) . (161)
The second time-derivative of the vector loop equation is dot-multiplied with lT10i in order
to determine the acceleration of the prismatic joint:
s¨i =
lT10ip¨ + l1ωT1iω1i
l10i × s0i . (162)
It follows the angular acceleration vector of limb i:
ω˙1i = l10i ×
( 1
l1
(p¨− s¨is0i) +
(
ωT1iω1i
)
l10i
)
. (163)
(a) Vector loop
(b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 54: Vector loop and inertia properties of PUU?-PKS
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(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 55: Vector loop and inertia properties of PUU‖-PKS
Thereby, the acceleration of the center of gravity of each link can be calculated:
a1i = s¨is0i + ω˙1i × l12 l10i + ω1i ×
(
ω1i × l12 l10i
)
. (164)
Compared to Jp of UPU, only Jp3 has to be adapted:
Jp3,(1,4) = l1 · l101z,
Jp3,(1,7) = −l1 · l101y,
Jp3,(2,1) = −l1 · l101z,
Jp3,(2,7) = l1 · l101x,
Jp3,(3,1) = l1 · l101y,
Jp3,(3,4) = −l1 · l101x. (165)
It is the same for row 4-6 for limb 2 and for row 7-9 for limb 3 with l2, l3 and l102, l103
respectively.
The vector of external forces is:
Fext =

mpg−mpp¨ + Fp
03x3
temp1
temp2
temp3

, (166)
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with
tempi = m1i (a1i − g)×
l1
2 l10i − Itot,iω˙1i − ω1i × (Itot,iω1i) , (167)
based on the angular momentum about the first universal joint of each limb.
Here, the vector Fint of internal forces and moments is composed of the same entries as
it is for UPU-PKS (cf. Fig. 52):
Fint =
(
FT FTt FTy MT1 MT2
)T
1×15 , (168)
with F =
(
F1 F2 F3
)T
, Ft =
(
Ft1 Ft2 Ft3
)T
, Fy =
(
Fy1 Fy2 Fy3
)T
,
M1 =
(
M11 M12 M13
)T
and M2 =
(
M21 M22 M23
)T
. Finally, the actuator forces can
be calculated:
fq,i =
(
Fi Fti Fyi
)
s0i −m1i (a1i − g)T s0i. (169)
12 RUC
Each limb of the RUC-PKS consists of one revolute (R), one universal (U) and a cylin-
drical joint whereas the revolute joint axis w1i and the first universal joint axis w2i are
parallel to each other. The second universal joint axis w3i is parallel to the cylindrical
joint axis s0i. The unit vectors of the axes can be calculated:
w1i = w2i = Rzi ·

− cos δ
0
sin δ
 , w3i = s0i = Rzi ·

0
1
0
 .
For the RUC-PKS no publication can be found. Therefore, the respective mathematical
models have to be derived.
Inverse kinematics
Based on the vector loop equation (cf. Fig. 56),
p = ai + l1l10i + l2l20i − sis0i − bi, (170)
the known components are replaced by
gi = p− ai + bi. (171)
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Dot-multiplying Eq. (170) with wT1i yields (wT1i ⊥ l10i, s0i):
wT1i · gi
l2
= wT1i · l20i. (172)
The unit vector of link 2 depends on the rotational angle θ4i of the C-joint:
l20i = Rzi ·

cos θ4i
0
sin θ4i
 . (173)
Solving the right-hand side of Eq. (172) leads to:
wT1i · p
l2
= − cos δ cos θ4i + sin δ sin θ4i
= A · cos θ4i +B · sin θ4i
:= Cα.
(174)
The unknown value of θ4i can be calculated by using Eq. (175) and (176) and thus the
vector components of l20i are known.
sin θ4i =
CαB ± A
√
A2 +B2 − Cα
A2 +B2 , (175)
cos θ4i =
CαA∓B
√
A2 +B2 − Cα
A2 +B2 . (176)
Dot-multiplying Eq. (170) with sT0i yields (sT0i ⊥ ai,bi, l20i):
sT0ip = l1sT0il10i − si. (177)
Fig. 56: Vector loop of RUC-PKS
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The unit vector of link 1 of limb i is written as follows:
l10i = Rzi ·

cos δ 0 sin δ
0 1 0
− sin δ 0 cos δ


0
cos θ1i
sin θ1i
 . (178)
Solving Eq. (177) for cos θ1i yields:
cos θ1i =
sT0i · p + si
l1
. (179)
The displacement of the C-joint is still unknown, but can be calculated with the following
two equations:
hi = gi − l2l20i = l1l10i − sis0i. (180)
Eq. (180) is squared and solved for si:
si = −sT0ihi ±
√
(sT0ihi)2 − hTi hi + l21. (181)
Jacobian matrix
The time-derivative of Eq. (170) reads as follows:
p˙ = l1(ω1i × l10i) + l2(ω2i × l20i)− s˙is0i, (182)
with ω1i, ω2i = angular velocity vectors of link 1 and 2 of limb i. Dot-multiplying Eq. (182)
with lT20i (ω1i = θ˙1iw1i) and solving for θ˙1i:
θ˙1i =
lT20i
l1lT20i(w1i × l10)
· p˙ = J(i,:) · p˙. (183)
Finally, the Jacobian can be written as follows:
q˙ = θ˙ =

J(1,:)
J(2,:)
J(3,:)
 · p˙. (184)
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13 CUR
The CUR-PKS consists of a cylindrical joint (C) fixed to the frame, a universal joint
(U) in between two links and a revolute joint (R) connecting the limb with the end-
effector. Ruggiu [Rug08] derived the forward and inverse kinematic equations for the
orthogonal frame configuration of the CUR-PKS. Furthermore, he derived the Jacobian
matrix and performed a singularity analysis based on joint axes orientations and the
conditioning index. The rotational part of the cylindrical joints is actuated due to the fact
that the motion equations for calculating the joint angles are fully-decoupled. However,
Ruggiu mentioned that the actuation of the prismatic part of the cylindrical joint is more
convenient from a technical point of view. Therefore, in this work the linear part of the
cylindrical joint is actuated and all necessary calculation methods are derived according
to this assumption.
Based on the geometrical conditions (cf. Tab. 3, p. 220), the cylindrical joint axis w1i and
the first universal joint axis w2i have to be parallel; as well as the second universal joint
axis w3i and the revolute joint axis w4i:
w1i = w2i = s0i, w3i = w4i.
13.1 ∆ configuration
In this case the revolute joint axes at the end-effector are inclined by the angle δ. Therefore,
the unit vectors of the joint axes are written as follows:
w1i = w2i = s0i = Rzi ·

0
1
0
 ; w3i = w4i = Rzi ·

− sin δ
0
cos δ
 .
The calculation of the inverse kinematics for the triangular frame configuration is similar
to those of the ?-shaped frame configuration. Therefore, compare Section 13.3 for the
vector loop equation and the unit vector of link 1. But in this case, Eq. (194) is written
as follows:
wT4il10i = − sin δ cos θ1i + cos δ sin θ1i
= A · cos θ1i +B · sin θ1i
:= Cα.
(185)
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(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 57: Vector loop and inertia properties of CUR∆-PKS
Solving Eq. (185) with Eq. (175) and (176) results in θ1i. In turn Eq. (195) and (198)
can be used to calculate the displacement of the C-joint. The calculation of the Jacobian
matrix is the same as for CUR?, as well as the procedure for the inverse dynamics.
13.2 ‖ configuration
For the parallel frame configuration the motion axes of the prismatic and the revolute
part of the cylindrical joint are separated, because the rotational axis is inclined by the
angle δ:
w1i = w2i = Rzi ·

1 0 0
0 cos δ − sin δ
0 sin δ cos δ
 , w3i = w4i = Rzi ·

0
1
0
 , s0i =

0
0
1
 .
The calculation of the inverse kinematics solution and the Jacobian matrix is the same
as for CUR?. The inverse dynamics follows the procedure for the ?-shaped configuration
as well. Only the velocities and accelerations are calculated slightly different due to the
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(a) Vector loop
(b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 58: Vector loop and inertia properties of CUR‖-PKS
inclined revolute axis of the cylindrical joint:
ω1i =
1
l1
lT20ip˙− s˙ilT20is0i
lT20i(w1i × l10i)
, (186)
ω2i =
1
l2
lT10ip˙− s˙ilT10is0i
lT10i (w4i × l20i)
, (187)
ω˙1i =
1
l1
(
wT4ip¨ + l1
(
ωT1iω1i
)
wT4il10i
)
wT4i (w1i × l10i)
, (188)
s¨i =
lT20ip¨− l1lT20i (ω1i × (ω1i × l10i)) + ω˙1i × l10i + l2
(
ωT2iω2i
)
lT20is0i
, (189)
ω˙2i =
1
l2
(
lT10ip¨− s¨ilT10is0i + l1
(
ωT1iω1i
)
− l2lT10i (ω2i × (ω2i × l20i))
)
lT10i (w4i × l20i)
. (190)
Here, the axis of moment transmission is:
n1i = w1i ×w4i. (191)
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13.3 ? configuration
Inverse kinematics
For the ?-shaped frame configuration of the CUR-PKS the unit vectors of the joint axes
are as follows:
w1i = w2i = s0i = Rzi ·Rxi ·

0
1
0
 , w3i = w4i = Rzi ·

1
0
0
 .
The unknown unit vector of link 1 depends on the rotational angle θ1i, that is
l10i = Rzi ·

cos θ1i
0
sin θ1i
 .
Based on the vector loop equation,
p = sis0i + l1l10i + l2l20i − bi, (192)
the known components are replaced by
gi = p + bi. (193)
Dot-multiplying Eq. (192) with wT4i yields (wT4i ⊥ bil20i, s0i):
wT4i · p
l1
= wT4i · l10i
= cos θ1i.
(194)
The displacement of the C-joint is still unknown, so that the following auxiliary vector is
introduced:
hi = gi − l1l10i = l2l20i + sis0i. (195)
Eq. (195) is squared and solved for si:
si = sT0ih±
√
(sT0ih)2 − hTh + l22. (196)
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(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 59: Vector loop and inertia properties of CUR?-PKS
At last, the still missing unit vector of link 2 is
l20i =
hi − sis0i
l2
. (197)
Jacobian matrix
Differentiating Eq. (192) with respect to time yields:
p˙ = s˙is0i + l1(ω1i × l10i) + l2(ω2i × l20i), (198)
with ω1i, ω2i = angular velocity vectors of link 1 and 2 of limb i. Dot-multiplying Eq. (198)
with wT4i (ω1i = θ˙1iw1i) and solving to θ˙1i:
θ˙1i =
wT4i
l1wT4i(w1i × l10i)
· p˙ = C(i,:) · p˙. (199)
Hence, the Jacobian matrix for rotational actuation is derived:
q˙ = θ˙ =

C(1,:)
C(2,:)
C(3,:)
 · p˙. (200)
Dot-multiplying Eq. (198) with lT20i and solving for s˙0i:
s˙i =
lT20i − l1lT20is0i × l10i ·C(i,:)
lT20is0i
· p˙ = J(i,:) · p˙. (201)
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Finally, the Jacobian can be written as follows:
q˙ = s˙ =

J(1,:)
J(2,:)
J(3,:)
 · p˙. (202)
Inverse dynamics
First, the velocities and accelerations of all joints and links must be calculated. Since ω1i
and s˙i are already known from Eq. (199) and Eq. (201) respectively, the missing angular
velocity ω2i is determined as follows:
ω2i =
1
l2
lT10ip˙
lT10i (w4i × l20i)
. (203)
The accelerations of link 1, link 2 and the cylindrical joint are derived from the second
time-derivative of Eq. (198):
ω˙1i =
1
l1
(
wT4ip¨ + l1
(
ωT1iω1i
)
wT4il10i
)
wT4i (s0i × l10i)
, (204)
s¨i =
lT20ip¨− l1lT20i (ω1i × (ω1i × l10i)) + ω˙1i × l10i + l2
(
ωT2iω2i
)
lT20is0i
, (205)
ω˙2i =
1
l2
(
lT10ip¨ + l1
(
ωT1iω1i
)
− l2lT10i (ω2i × (ω2i × l20i))
)
lT10i (w4i × l20i)
. (206)
The accelerations a1i and a2i of the centers of gravity of link 1 and link 2 are related to
Eq. (35) and Eq. (36) of CRR-PKS.
To calculate the required actuator forces, Eq. (6.7) is taken into account. The vector of
external forces is composed of the same entries as it is for CRR (cf. Eq. (44)). But here,
M2 =
(
MT21MT22MT23
)T
and M1 = (M11M12M13)T are:
M2i = m2i (a2i − g)× l22 l20i − I2tot,iω˙2i − ω2i × (I2tot,iω2i) , (207)
M1i = m1i (a1i − g)× l12 l10i − I1tot,iω˙1i − (ω1i × (I1tot,iω1i)) . (208)
The internal forces are the forces acting on the revolute joint, Fix, Fiy and Fiz, the reaction
forces at the universal joint, Fuix, Fuiy, Fuiz, the torque about the axis perpendicular to
link 2 and the revolute joint, M2it, the torque about axis of link 2, M2ix, the torque about
the universal joint axis, Mui and finally the two torques acting on the cylindrical joint,
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M1i, M3i:
Fint =
(
FTix FTiy FTiz MT2ix MT2it MTui FTuix FTuiy FTuiz MT1i MT3i
)T
1×33 . (209)
Hence, the Jacobian of force transmission Jp is a 33x33 matrix:
Jp =

Jp1,(3x9) 03x6 03x3 03x15
Jp2,(3x9) Jp4,(3x6) 03x3 03x15
Jp3,(9x9) Jp5,(9x9) 03x15
Jp6,(9x33)
09x15 Jp7,(9x3) Jp8,(9x9) Jp9,(9x6)

, (210)
with the following entries:
Jp1,(1,1:3) =
(
1 1 1
)
,
Jp1,(2,4:6) =
(
1 1 1
)
,
Jp1,(3,7:9) =
(
1 1 1
)
, (211)
Jp2,(1,4:6) =
(
−b1z −b2z −b3z
)
,
Jp2,(1,7:9) =
(
b1y b2y b3y
)
,
Jp2,(2,1:3) =
(
b1z b2z b3z
)
,
Jp2,(2,7:9) =
(
−b1x −b2x −b3x
)
,
Jp2,(3,1:3) =
(
−b1y −b2y −b3y
)
,
Jp2,(3,4:6) =
(
b1x b2x b3x
)
, (212)
Jp3,(1,4) = l2 · l201z,
Jp3,(1,7) = −l2 · l201y,
Jp3,(2,1) = −l2 · l201z,
Jp3,(2,7) = l2 · l201x,
Jp3,(3,1) = l2 · l201y,
Jp3,(3,4) = −l2 · l201x, (213)
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It is the same for row 4-6 for limb 2 and for row 7-9 for limb 3 with l202, l203.
Jp4,(:,1) = l201,
Jp4,(:,2) = l202,
Jp4,(:,3) = l203,
Jp4,(:,4) = l201 ×w41,
Jp4,(:,5) = l202 ×w42,
Jp4,(:,6) = l203 ×w43, (214)
Jp5,(1:3,1) = l201,
Jp5,(1:3,4) = l201 ×w41,
Jp5,(1:3,7) = −n11,
Jp5,(4:6,2) = l202,
Jp5,(4:6,5) = l202 ×w42,
Jp5,(4:6,8) = −n12,
Jp5,(7:9,3) = l203,
Jp5,(7:9,6) = l203 ×w43,
Jp5,(7:9,9) = −n13, (215)
Jp6,(1,1) = 1,
Jp6,(2,4) = 1,
Jp6,(3,7) = 1,
Jp6,(1,19) = −1,
Jp6,(2,22) = −1,
Jp6,(3,25) = −1, (216)
It is the same for row 4-6 for limb 2 and for row 7-9 for limb 3 at columns 2,5,8,20,23,26
and 3,6,9,21,24,26.
Jp7,(1:3,1) = n11,
Jp7,(4:6,2) = n12,
Jp7,(7:9,3) = n13, (217)
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Jp8,(1,4) = l1 · l101z,
Jp8,(1,7) = −l1 · l101y,
Jp8,(2,1) = −l1 · l101z,
Jp8,(2,7) = l1 · l101x,
Jp8,(3,1) = l1 · l101y,
Jp8,(3,4) = −l1 · l101x. (218)
It is the same for row 4-6 for limb 2 and for row 7-9 for limb 3 with l102, l103.
Jp9,(1:3,1) = −l101,
Jp9,(1:3,4) = l101 × n11,
Jp9,(4:6,2) = −l102,
Jp9,(4:6,5) = l102 × n12,
Jp9,(7:9,3) = −l102,
Jp9,(7:9,6) = l102 × n13. (219)
The actuator forces can be calculated in the following way:
fq,i = sT0i

Fuix
Fuiy
Fuiz
− sT0i (m1i (a1i − g)) . (220)
14 URU
A revolute joint (R) in each limb of the URU-PKS connects two links. The links are
connected to the frame and the end-effector by two universal joints (U) (Fig. 60). All
middle rotational axes are parallel to each other (w2i,w3i,w4i). It is the same for the
remaining axes (w1i,w5i):
w1i = w5i = Rzi ·

0
1
0
 , w2i = w3i = w4i.
More details for the calculation of the inverse kinematics and the Jacobian matrix can be
found in [Fon14].
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(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 60: Vector loop and inertia properties of URU-PKS
15 UUR
The UUR-PKS consists of three limbs each with two universal joints (U) and one revolute
joint (R) (Fig. 61). The joint axes are orientated as follows:
w1i = w4i = w5i = Rzi ·

0
1
0
 ; w2i = w3i.
(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 61: Vector loop and inertia properties of UUR-PKS
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Inverse kinematics
The procedure to solve the inverse kinematics problem is similar to those of the RUU-PKS.
Based on the closed-loop vector equation:
p = ai + l1l10i + l2l20i − bi, (221)
the known components are replaced by
gi = p− ai + bi. (222)
The coordinates of point Bi at the end-effector can be calculated with Eq. (223):
bi =

bix
biy
biz
 = R−1zi · p +

rB − rA
0
0
 . (223)
Eq. (224) expresses the coordinates of point Bi in another way:
bix
biy
biz
 =

−l2 cos θ5i − l1 sin θ3i cos(θ4i + θ5i)
l1 cos θ3i
l2 sin θ5i + l1 sin θ3i sin(θ4i + θ5i)
 . (224)
Now, θ3i is known:
θ3i = arccos
(
biy
l1
)
. (225)
Using the cosine rule to solve for θ4i:
θ4i = arccos
(‖bi‖2 − l21 − l22
2l1l2 sin θ3i
)
, (226)
and then for θ5i:
θ5i = arctan
(
l2bzi + l1bzi sin θ3i cos θ4i + l1bxi sin θ3i sin θ4i
−l2bxi − l1bxi sin θ3i cos θ4i + l1bzi sin θ3i sin θ4i
)
. (227)
Hence, the unit vector of link 2 can be calculated:
l20i = Rzi ·

− cos θ5i
0
sin θ5i
 , (228)
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and thus with Eq. (221) the unit vector of link 1. This vector is transferred to the limb-side
reference frame to calculate the still missing angle θ1i:
el10i = R−1zi · l10i =

sin θ1i cos θ2i
− sin θ2i
cos θ1i cos θ2i
 , (229)
and it follows:
θ1i = arctan
(
el10ix
el10iz
)
. (230)
Jacobian matrix
Differentiating Eq. (221) with respect to time yields:
p˙ = l1(ω1i × l10i) + l2(ω2i × l20i), (231)
with ω1i, ω2i = angular velocity vectors of link 1 and 2 of limb i. Dot-multiplying Eq. (231)
with lT10i (ω2i = θ˙5iw5i) and solving for θ˙5i
θ˙5i =
lT10i
l2lT10i(w5i × l20i)
· p˙ = C(i,:) · p˙. (232)
Dot-multiplying Eq. (231) with wT2i (ω1i = θ˙1iw1i + θ˙2iw2i), inserting C(i,:) and solving
for θ˙1i:
θ˙1i =
wT2i − l2((l20i ×w2i)Tw1i)T ·CT(i,:)
l1wT2i(w1i × l10i)
· p˙ = J(i,:) · p˙. (233)
Finally, the Jacobian can be written as follows:
q˙ = θ˙1 =

J(1,:)
J(2,:)
J(3,:)
 · p˙. (234)
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16 RUU
The RUU-PKS has one rotational joint (R) and to universal joints (U) within each limb
(Fig. 62). The joint arrangement is as follows:
w1i = w2i = w5i = Rzi ·

0
1
0
 ; w3i = w4i.
The calculation of both, the inverse kinematics and the Jacobian matrix is revealed by
[TJ02] and is documented as well by [Fon14]. [Di 01] presents a kinematic analysis to find
all singular configurations including a geometrical interpretation. Furthermore, this PKS
is part of a comparison study performed by [TJ01]. Considered evaluation criteria are the
well-conditioned workspace, stiffness and inertia properties. For four 3-DoF translational
parallel manipulators a performance index is determined. The results show that non of
the architectures outperforms all others in all performance criteria. In contrast, a further
comparison by [TJ02] shows that the RUU appears to be the best design among the four
architectures. Moreover, [TJ02] derives the inverse kinematics and the Jacobian matrix.
More in general, a forward position analysis for 3-DoF translational parallel manipulators
is presented in [ZBM04]. The PKS is used in [WLF05] as a micro-dissection manipulator
based on ultrasonic vibration. Further analysis is done by [TTH08] and [WW11] amongst
others with regard to singularities and parameter variations for the workspace volume.
The last known publication is from 2012, where [YWS12] gives equilibrium equations for
forces and torques.
(a) Vector loop (b) Dynamic forces
Fig. 62: Vector loop and inertia properties of RUU-PKS
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Inverse dynamics
If the vector loop equation is derivated, the angular velocity vectors of the links can be
calculated:
p˙ = l1 (ω1i × l10i) + l1 (ω2i × l20i) , (235)
ω2i = l20i ×
( 1
l2
(p¨− l1 (ω1i × l10i))
)
. (236)
Derivating Eq. (235) with respect to time and dot-multiplying with l20i yields:
ω˙1i =
1
l1
(
lT20ip¨ + l2ωT2iω2i + lT20i
(
ωT1iω1i
)
l10i
)
lT20i (w1i × l10i)
. (237)
Finally, the angular acceleration vector of link 2 can be calculated:
ω˙2i = l20i×
( 1
l2
(
p¨ + l1
(
ωT1iω1i
)T
l10i − l1 (ω˙1i × l10i)− l2
(
ωT2il20i
)
ω2i + l2
(
ωT2iω2i
)
l20i
))
.
(238)
The axis of moment transmission at the end-effector and the accelerations vectors are:
n1i = w1i ×w2i,
a1i = ω˙1i × l12 l10i + ω1i ×
(
ω1i × l12 l10i
)
,
a2i = 2a1i + ω˙2i × l22 l20i + ω2i ×
(
ω2i × l22 l20i
)
. (239)
The Jacobian of force transmission Jp is a 15x15 matrix:
Jp =

Jp1,(3x9) 03x6
Jp2,(3x9) Jp4,(3x6)
Jp3,(9x9) Jp5,(9x6)
 , (240)
with Jp1,(3x9) equal to Eq. (211), Jp2,(3x9) equal to Eq. (212) and Jp3,(9x9) equal to Eq. (213).
Jp4,(3x6) and Jp5,(9x6) consist of the following entries:
Jp4,(:,2) = n11,
Jp4,(:,4) = n12,
Jp4,(:,6) = n13, (241)
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Jp5,(1:3,1) = n11,
Jp5,(1:3,2) = −n11,
Jp5,(4:6,3) = n12,
Jp5,(4:6,4) = −n12,
Jp5,(7:9,5) = n13,
Jp5,(7:9,6) = −n13. (242)
Here, the vector of internal forces and moments is:
Fint =
(
FTx FTy FTz MT2 MT1
)T
1×15 , (243)
with Fx =
(
Fx1 Fx2 Fx3
)T
, Fy =
(
Fy1 Fy2 Fy3
)T
, Fz =
(
Fz1 Fz2 Fz3
)T
,
M2 =
(
M21 M22 M23
)T
and M1 =
(
M11 M12 M13
)T
. Fxi, Fyi and Fzi are the com-
ponents of the force vector Fi transmitted from the limb i to the end-effector and vise
versa. M2i and M1i are the torques transmitted by the second and first universal joint of
limb i.
The vector of external forces is:
Fext =

mpg−mpp¨ + Fp
03x3
temp1
temp2
temp3

, (244)
with
tempi = m2i (a2i − g)×
l2
2 l20i − I2tot,iω˙2i − ω2i × (I2tot,iω2i) , (245)
based on the angular momentum about the universal joint attached to the end-effector of
each limb. Finally, the required actuation torque can be calculated:
τq,i = −wT1i
(
n1iM1i −m1i (a1i − g)× l12 l10i + I1tot,iω˙1i + ω1i × (I1tot,iω1i) + F1i × l1l10i
)
,
(246)
with
F1i = −m2i (a2i − g) + Fi. (247)
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